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		  test tools catalog volume one, 2007  find it. fix it. fast. fluke 975   airmeter ?   fluke 1587    insulation multimeter  fluke 199c     color scopemeter ?   fluke ti20    thermal imager     

  test tools catalog   volume 37, 2007   contents fluke tools for:  commercial electricians   ...................................... 3 industrial electricians   .......................................... 4 hvac/iaq technicians   ........................................ 5 online resource centers   .................................. 6 fluke test tool information   ............................. 7 safety and its importance   ............................... 8 service, repair, and calibration   .................... 9 digital multimeters multimeter selection guide   .............................. 10 faster, safer multimeters   .................................. 11 189 logging multimeter   .................................... 12 flukeview forms ?  software   ............................ 13 87v industrial multimeter   ................................. 14 179 digital multimeter   ....................................... 15 family of true-rms digital multimeters   .......... 16 117 and 115 true-rms digital multimeters   ...... 17 116 and 114 true-rms digital multimeters   ..... 18 77-iv and 73-iii digital multimeters   ............... 19 27 waterproof multimeter   ................................ 19 88v automotive multimeter   ............................. 20 8845a/8846a 6.5 digit precision    multimeters   ......................................................... 21 electrical testers t3 and t5 electrical testers, voltalert ?   ......... 22 9040 rotary field indicator   ............................. 22 earth ground testers 1625 and 1623 geo earth ground testers   ..... 23 1630 earth ground clamp meter,    handy geo earth ground tester   ...................... 24 power quality analyzers 430 series power quality analyzers   ............... 25 43b power quality analyzer   ............................ 26 1760 power quality recorder, 1650 rpm  power recorder   .................................................. 27 1740 series three-phase pq loggers,    vr101s voltage event recorder system   ........ 28 1735 three-phase power logger,    norma 4/5000 power analyzers   ..................... 29 clamp meters  fluke 345 and lh1050, lh1060    power clamp meters   ......................................... 30 fluke 360 and lh41 current clamp meters,  lh2015 true-rms clamp meter   ........................ 31 better clamp meters from fluke   ...................... 32 330 and 320 series clamp meters   .................. 33 902 true-rms hvac clamp meter   ................... 54 insulation testers and megohmmeters 1550b and 1520 megohmmeters   .................... 34 1587 and 1577 insulation multimeters   ........... 35 1507 and 1503 insulation testers   ................... 36 process calibration tools  process tools selection guide   .......................... 37 744, 743b, 741b documenting process  calibrators   ........................................................... 38 726, 725 precision multifunction process  calibrators   ........................................................... 39 724, 714, 712 temperature calibrators   ........... 40 718, 717 pressure calibrator, 700 series   pressure modules   ............................................... 41 715, 707, 705 loop calibrators   ........................ 42 789, 787 process meters   ................................... 43 771 milliamp process clamp meter   ................. 44 9102s, 9100s handheld drywell    temperature calibrators .................................... 44 intrinsically safe products  707ex, 718ex, 725ex, 700pex, 574-ni,    68is, 87v ex   ....................................................... 45 thermal imagers  ti40/ti50 series ir flexcam ?     thermal imagers   .......................................... 46-47 ti20 thermal imager   ......................................... 48 ti30 ?  thermal imager   ...................................... 49 tir4, tir3, tir2 ir flexcam ?     thermal imagers and ir insight xs,    xst thermal imagers   ........................................ 50 thermometers  570 series infrared thermometers   .................. 51 54 series ii contact thermometers   ................. 52 561 hvacpro thermometer   .............................. 52 60 series infrared thermometers   .................... 53 hvac/indoor air quality tools  975 airmeter, ?  902 true-rms    hvac clamp meter   ............................................ 54 971 temperature humidity meter,    983 particle counter   .......................................... 55 scopemeter ?  test tools  scopemeter test tools selection guide   .......... 56 124 industrial scopemeter test tools   ............. 57 190 series color scopemeter test tools   ......... 58 fluke scopemeter accessories   ......................... 59 accessories  accessory selection guide   ................................ 60 accessory sets and kits   .................................... 61 suregrip ?  accessories   ....................................... 62 accessories for electronic and automotive  applications and high voltage probes   ............ 63 lights, software and specialty    accessories   .................................................. 64-65 current clamps   ............................................. 66-67 temperature accessories   ........................... 68-69 cases, holsters and fuses   ........................... 70-71 whats new from fluke   .................... back cover contact us: united states general product and sales  information: 1-888-44-fluke fluke thermal imagers: 1-800-760-4620 (u.s. only) all    other regions 1-425-446-4620 service and calibration:  1-800-993-5853 parts: 1-800-526-4731 canada general product and sales  information: 1-800-36-fluke service, parts and calibration:  1-800-36-fluke canada@fuke.com australia general product and sales  information: (2) 8850-3333 parts: (2) 8850-3333 service and calibration:  (2) 9771-9300 singapore general product and sales  information: 6738-5655 info.asean@fuke.com service, parts and calibration:  6737-2922 service.asean@fuke.com japan general product and sales  information: +81-3-3434-0180 service, parts and calibration:  +81-3-3434-0188 other countries:  1+(425) 446-5500 application  segment key to help you better identify the  right product for your job, you  will fnd the applicable icons  located on the outside edge of  each product page.

 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  fluke 1ac ii voltalert voltage  detector best suited for: ?   non-contact voltage    detection on electrical circuits ?   detecting voltage before work begins see page 22 for details fluke 116 digital multimeter   best suited for: ?   measures volts, ohms,   capacitance and    temperature ?   resistance and continuity ?   600 v ac and dc    measurement range see page 18 for details fluke 6   mini ir  thermometer best suited for: ?   surface temperature    readings ?   finding heating and    ventilation problems ?   non-contact monitoring    of electrical motors and    panels see page 53 for details fluke t5 voltage, continuity  and current tester best suited for: ?   measure loads on a branch    circuit at a service level ?   measure the load side    voltage of a circuit breaker    or fuse ?   map outlets to breakers ?   check individual voltages    (either ac or dc) ?   determine resistances up to    1000 ohms ?   check circuit continuity see page 22 for details fluke    clamp meter   best suited for: ?   verify the presence of    load current, ac/dc voltage    and continuity ?   current measurements up to    400 a in tight cable    compartments  ?   higher resolution for    loads below 40 a see page 33 for details fluke 87v industrial true-rms  multimeter w/temp best suited for: ?   vsd motor drive  installation and  troubleshooting ?   accurate frequency and  voltage measurements  on motor drives and  in electrically noisy  environments ?   built-in thermometer  for temperature  measurements ?   cat iii 1000 v rated to protect against  high voltage transients up to 8 kv see page 14 for details legend power distribution center heat exchanger hvac blower drive control motor and motor control center electrical  fluke test tools to    help you get the job done   fluke tools for commercial electricians      

 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?  legend pumps drive control blowers motors  fluke test tools to    help you get the job done   fluke tools for industrial electricians front line troubleshooting tools fluke 87v industrial true-rms  multimeter w/temp best suited for:  vsd motor  drive installation and  troubleshooting. features: ?   accurate frequency and  voltage measurements  on motor drives and  in electrically noisy  environments ?   built-in thermometer for  temperature measurements see page 13 for details fluke 1587 insulation  multimeters best suited for:  work on  motors, generators, cables or  switch-gear. features: ?   measuring insulation test  voltages to 1000 v ?   prevents insulation test if  voltage > 30 v is detected  for added user protection ?   filter for motor drive  measurements see page 35 for details fluke   7 ac/dc true-rms  clamp meter best suited for:  measure inrush    current on electric motor startup    and electric motor testing and  troubleshooting features: ?   inrush current measurements    to measure start up current    on electric motors ?   frequency measurements to    help track down power    quality problems see page 33 for details preventive and predictive maintenance fluke    three-phase pq  analyzer best suited for:  trouble-   shooting and preventing    problems in power distri-   bution systems. features: ?   simultaneously measure    voltage and current on all    three phases and neutral ?   high-resolution color screen simplifes  operation ?   tough enough for industrial environments,  easy to carry, works for seven hours per  battery charge see page 25 for details fluke 576 photographic ir  thermometer best suited for:  measuring    surface temperatures, quickly    locating lubrication problems,    overloads, short-circuits or    misaligned and overheated    equipment. features: ?   last ten temperature    readings displayed on    bar graph for easy reference  ?   customizable log names, alarms and  emissivity values for more effcient, less  error-prone predictive maintenance  routes  see page 51 for details fluke ti  0 thermal    imager best suited for:  displaying    a visual image of surface    temperatures to easily and    safely identify potential    problems. for use on: ?   electrical power distribu-   tion systems ?   electro-mechanical equipment ?   process instrumentation ?   facility maintenance see page 48 for details      

 0 0 0 12 4 5 fluke test tools to    help you get the job done   fluke tools for hvac/iaq technicians fluke 975 airmeter ?   best suited for:    optimizing hvac ventilation    settings for ashrae 62    recommendations ?   simultaneously measures,    logs and displays tempera-   ture, humidity, velocity,    co 2  and co see page 54 for details fluke 98   particle counter   best suited for:   troubleshooting and  maintaining indoor    air quality ?   measures particle size,  temperature, and relative  humidity ?   data logging and six- channel particle size  display see page 55 for details fluke 116 digital multimeter   best suited for:  troubleshooting hvac  equipment and fame  sensors ?   thermometer and  microamps ?   volts ac/dc, resistance,  diode, continuity, and  min/max/avg see page 18 for details fluke 90   true-rms    hvac clamp meter best suited for:  hvac    system diagnosis and repair ?   capacitance and true-rms ?   dc current to 200 a ?   contact temperature see page 54 for details fluke 561 hvacpro ir  thermometer best suited for:  measuring  hot, moving, electrical    energized objects ?   contact and non-contact  measurement ?   compatible with  standard type-k  thermocouple ?   includes velcro ?  pipe  probe see page 52 for details fluke ir insight xs/xst  thermal imagers best suited for:    quick, accurate building    diagnostic surveys ?   high resolution  images and display ?   industry -leading  thermal sensitivity ?   simple, one-button  operation see page 50 for details legend indoor air comfort superheat and subcooling electrical motors/pumps/compressors building diagnostics filtration and ventilation furnace        

 6 online resource centers   online resource centers   test tool applications electrical resource center www.fuke.com/electrical_resource_ctr product demos, software downloads, earth  ground education, application notes, train - ing and events information. plant maintenance    resource center www.fuke.com/plant_resource_ctr roi calculator, pdm program, maintenance  techniques, tool profles, common culprits. hvac/iaq resource center www.fuke.com/iaq faqs, white papers, case studies and  application notes, downloads, and  product demos. thermal imaging    resource center www.fuke.com/thermal_resource online product selection guide, product  information, application notes, software  biomedical resource center www.fuke.com/biomed_resource_ctr product news and information, catalog,  trade-up program, and tradeshow    schedule. electronics resource center www.fuke.com/electronics_resource_ctr tips from the feld, product demos, applica - tion notes, and product showcase. intrinsic safety resource center www.fuke.com/ex standards explanations, industry applica - tions, guidelines, and product information. building diagnostics    resource center www.fuke.com/buildings image gallery, application notes, and    expert tips on using thermography to  identify structural, thermal, moisture, and  air leakage problems in buildings. precision measurement and  calibration resource center www.fuke.com/precision_resource_ctr new product information, e-news bulletins,  total solutions newsletter, industry links,  users community, used certifed equipment,  technical papers and application notes. process control    resource center www.fuke.com/process_resource_ctr process calibration glossary, industry infor - mation, roi calculator, application notes,  and product demos. solve more    problems with  fluke tools fluke is more than digital  multimeters. these days, fluke  offers the ultimate go-everywhere  dmm as well as specialized tools  for electrical, industrial, hvac, and  electronic applications. increasingly, technicians are  using their fluke tools together,  in a one-two troubleshooting  combination. use a thermal imager to fnd a  problem, then use a dmm, clamp  meter, or power quality analyzer to  fx it. use a power logger to check  power usage, use an airmeter to  optimize the hvac system, and then  log power again to see the impact of  your adjustments. the online resource centers on  this page can help you fnd the right  tools for your applications, learn  how to use them, and get to work. your site-specifc knowledge plus  fluke tools makes for an impressive  troubleshooting team. plus, the new generation of fluke  tools is smaller, lighter, and easier  to use than ever. they meet higher  safety standards. they download to  reports. and theyre as reliable and  tough as ever. by offering a system of tools that  work together, fluke aims to help  you solve more problems, faster and  better, no matter where you work. utilities resource center www.fuke.com/utilities_resource_ctr training and events information, product  demos, specialized technical support,  application notes, and power quality,  thermography and earth ground infor - mation for utilities.

 7 application notes www.fuke.com/appnotes fluke has a  complete library  of applica - tion notes and  white papers on  topics ranging  from predictive  maintenance to  maintaining    motors and  drives to  automotive  troubleshooting  and more. flukeplus    tool info online www.fuke.com/fukeplus flukeplus is a website for test tool users  who want to learn more. sign up and get:  ?   product tips and how to articles ?   previews of the newest fluke tools ?   special offers and promotions ?   direct connection to fluke technical  support fluke news www.fuke.com/fukenews fluke news is published two times    a year with new tips, tools and    articles in each issue. fluke electrical news for electrical  contractors or  electricians  working in  residential,  commercial,  or industrial  environments. fluke plant news for electricians,  electrical  supervisors,  feld service  technicians,  plant  technicians  and process  engineers  maintaining  industrial  equipment in  the feld or  plant. fluke electronics news for electronics  or electrical  engineers who  use dmms,  benchtop  meters, and  oscilloscopes  in prototyping,  design and  feld evaluation  situations. fluke hvac/iaq news all-new articles  about tools,  measuring  practices,  and business  opportunities  for hvac and  indoor air  quality (iaq)  professionals. fluke...    more than just tools   test tool information since 1949 the fluke corporation has been dedicated to the design  and manufacturing of innovative test and measurement instruments.  fluke also leads the way in providing programs, training and  resources that help you stay at the forefront of your profession. fluke education    partnership program www.fuke.com/education weve teamed up with colleges, trade,  technical, vocational schools, and appren- ticeship programs to bring the latest  application information and tools into the  classroom. currently available in usa,  canada, brunei, burma, india, indonesia,  laos, malaysia, philippines, singapore,  taiwan, thailand and vietnam. electrical measure - ment safety program www.fuke.com/safety get a free safety video, a summary of  safety standards and helpful articles on  safe electrical measurement practices.  (available only in the u.s.) fluke test tool information test tool users    online community www.fuke.com/community see what other test tool users are saying  and get your questions answered, fast!    the test tool community online bulletin  board is free and open to everyone.  

 8 safety   safety and you why is safety important?   why should you care? between fve and ten times on any given  day, arc fash explosions, suffcient to send  a victim to a special burn center, take place  in the u.s. these incidents and other less  serious electrical accidents result in injury  sometimes deathlost work time, medical  costs and insurance claims, downtime, the  list goes on. the cost to both the victim, the victims  family and the company involved, are  high. yet many of these accidents can be  prevented. the combination of training,  good measurement technique, and the use  of proper tools can signifcantly reduce the  chance of an accident occurring. what are the standards? to provide improved protection for users,  industry standards organizations have  taken steps to clarify the hazards present  in electrical supply environments. the  american national standards institute  (ansi), the canadian standards association  (csa), and the international electro- technical commission (iec), have created  more stringent standards for voltage test  equipment used in environments of up to 1000 volts. ansi, csa and iec defne four measurement categories of over-voltage transient  impulses. the rule of thumb is that the closer the technician is working to the power  source, the greater the danger and the higher the measurement category number. lower  category installations usually have greater impedance, which dampens transients and  helps limit the fault current that can feed an arc. ?   cat (category) iv is associated  with the origin of installation.  this refers to power lines at  the utility connection, but also  includes any overhead and  underground outside cable runs,  since both may be affected by  lightning. ?   cat iii covers distribution level  wiring. this includes 480-volt  and 600-volt circuits such as  3-phase bus and feeder circuits,  motor control centers, load  centers and distribution panels.  permanently installed loads are  also classed as cat iii. cat iii  includes large loads that can  generate their own transients. at this level, the trend to using higher voltage levels in  modern buildings has changed the picture and increased the potential hazards. ?   cat ii covers the receptacle circuit level and plug-in loads. ?   cat i refers to protected electronic circuits. some installed equipment may include multiple categories. a motor drive panel, for  example, may be cat iii on the 480-volt power side, and cat i on the control side. independent testing labs help ensure safety compliance you want your tools and equipment to help you work safely. but how do you know that  a tool designed to meet a safety standard will actually deliver the performance you are  paying for? unfortunately its not enough to just look on the box. the iec (international  electrotechnical commission) develops and proposes standards, but it is not responsible  for enforcing the standards. wording like designed to meet specifcation... may not mean  a test tool actually performs up to spec. designers plans are never a substitute for an  actual independent test. tuv and vde  (german standards  organizations) are  approval/listing  agencies canadian standards  association (csa) for more information, go to www.fluke.com/safety thats why independent testing is  so important. to be confdent, check  the product for the symbol and listing  number of underwriters laboratories  (ul), the canadian standards associa- tion (csa), tv or another recognized  testing organization. those symbols can  only be used if the product successfully  completed testing to the agencys  standard, which is based on national/ international standards. that is the  closest you can come to ensuring that  the test tool you choose was actually  tested for safety. what does the ce symbol indicate? a product is marked ce (conformit  europenne) to show it conforms  to health, safety, environment and  consumer protection requirements  established by the european commis- sion. products from outside the euro- pean union cannot be sold there unless  they comply with applicable directives.  but manufacturers are permitted to  self-certify that they have met the  standards, issue their own declaration  of conformity, and mark the product  ce. the ce mark is not, therefore, a  guarantee of independent testing. why are fluke products different? dont be confused by listed vs.  designed to in your test tools.  iec sets the standards but does not  test or inspect for compliance. so a  manufacturer can claim to design  to a standard with no independent  verifcation. to be ul-listed, csa or  tuv-certifed, a manufacturer must  employ the listing agency to test    the products compliance with the  standard. look for the listing agencys  emblem on the meter. go to  www.fuke.com/safety  to view the  fluke electrical measurement safety program  and order your free copy of the fluke safety  video. this video makes the standards easy  to understand and can be used as part of  your own internal safety program. underwriters    laboratories (ul) united states    department of  labor mine safety  and health    administration

 9 service technical service at your fngertips we know fluke tool users put their tools through the paces, so were ready to answer  your questions and help keep your tools in top shape. no matter what application, in  what industry. and well do it through real technical service professionals in everett,  washington. when you need questions answered, call sales and application support at    1-888-44-fluke or email fuke-info@fuke.com the fluke experts answering your call can help with just about any test tool question.  they specialize in: ?    advice on what to buy, from problem analysis to tool compatibility and confguration   if im working with three phase motors, whats the best tool to use? ?    help on how to use your tools in any application, from automotive to industrial   how come im not getting a reading?    how do i transfer my test results? how do i measure harmonics? when your fluke tools need repair or calibration, call customer support services    at 1-888-99-fluke or email service.status@fuke.com . customers outside the u.s.  email service.international@fuke.com or visit www.fuke.com/service to fnd your  nearest location. if your tool isnt working correctly, or if you dropped it, ran over it, or dunked it in the pool,  call fluke. if its not under warranty, well give you a cost estimate over the phone. once  you send it in, well verify the problem, fx it, test it and put it back in the mail often in  less than fve working days. fluke recommends having your dmms, calibrators and scopemeter test tools calibrated  once a yearespecially if you use them often or need accurate measurements to meet  regulations requirements. calibration compares your tools measurements to the accuracy  standardsort of like setting your watch to match an atomic clock. some test tools live a  pretty rough life. if you calibrate them, you know theyre accurateeven after what you  put them through. for more information on servicing your fluke tools outside of the u.s., see page 2 for contact information. fluke customer support is ready to help   service information think of fluke first for technical    service, repair and calibration calibrating a thermometer. application note, literature code  2153519: why calibrate test    equipment? why would  a digital test  tool need to be  calibrated? its  not as though  any analog  parts will go  out of balance.  well, have any  events occurred  that would  render your  instruments  less accurate or  unsafe? is accu - rate measurement essential to your  operations? are you trending data?  read this application note to find out  what causes calibration problems  and whether you should consider  calibrating your test instruments. visit  www.fluke.com/why-calibrate   application note, literature code  2138394: shocking treatment because of  our commit - ment to safety,  all fluke  equipment  is designed  to provide as  much protec - tion as pos - sible from  the inherent  dangers of  working in the  unsettled sea  of electricity.  fluke products are dropped, shocked,  short circuited, injected with thou - sands of volts of electricity and  forced to endure extreme tempera - ture, just to get out the door. to learn more about our product tests,  visit  www.fluke.com/shocking

 digital multimeters pick the right digital  multimeter for you   digital multimeter selection guide models highest accuracy with data logging 189 industrial troubleshooting 87v true-rms and built-in thermometer 179 designed  for building  maintenance 117 designed  for hvac/r  technicians 116 waterproof    and chemical resistant  7 two powerful  tools in one 1587 4-20 ma loop diagnostics 789 basic features ? true-rms readings ac+dc ac ac ac ac ac ac basic dc accuracy 0.025 % 0.05 % 0.09 % 0.5 % 0.5 % 0.1 % 0.09 % 0.1 % wide bandwidth 100 khz 20 khz 30 khz auto/manual ranging ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? digits 4-1?2 4-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 counts 50000 20000 6000 6000 6000 3200 6000 4000 measurements voltage ac/dc 1000 v 1000 v 1000 v 600 v 600 v 1000 v 1000 v 1000 v current ac/dc 10 a 10 a 10 a 10 a 600 a 10 a 400 ma 1 a resistance 500 m w 50 m w 50 m w 40 m w 40 m w 32 m w 50 m w 40 m w frequency 1 mhz 200 khz 100 khz 50 khz 50 khz 100 khz 20 khz capacitance 50 mf 10 mf 10 mf 10 mf 10 mf 10 mf temperature +1350 c +1090 c +400 c +400 c +500 c db 60 db conductance 50 ns 50 ns 32 ns duty cycle/pulse width ? ? motor drive measurements/low pass flter ? ? continuity with beeper ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? diode test ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? display dual display ? ? analog bargraph ? ? ? ? ? ? ? backlight ? ? ? ? ? ? ? data storage and exchange min/max recording ? ? ? ? ? ? ? min/max recording/with time stamp ? ? fast min/max 250 s 250 s display hold/auto (touch) hold ? ? ? ? ? ? ? relative reference  ? ? ? ? pc interface ? ? data logging ? with pc readings memories 100 other features automatic selection, loz ? insulation test range  0.01 m w  to 2 g w voltalert, non-contact ac voltage detector) ? real time clock ? overmolded case, integrated holster ? ? ? removable holster ? ? ? ? toolpak magnetic hangar compatibility ? ? ? ? ? ? closed case calibration ? ? ? ? ? ? ? separate battery door ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? completely sealed/watertight ? automatic power off ? ? ? ? ? ? ? low battery indication ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? operating temperature range C20 c, +55 c C20 c, +55 c C10 c, +50 c C10 c, +50 c C10 c, +50 c C40 c, +55 c C20 c, +55 c 4-20 ma ? 24 v loop supply ? warranty and electrical safety limited lifetime warranty ? ? ? ? warranty (years) 3 3 3 3 input alert ? ? dangerous voltage indication ? ? ? ? ? ? ? cat iii measurements 1000 v 1000 v 1000 v 600 v 600 v 1000 v 1000 v 1000 v cat iv measurements 600 v 600 v 600 v 600 v 600 v see page 12 14 15 17 18 19 35 43 more comprehensive information is available at www.fuke.com/dmm 10   

 digital multimeters 11 test faster and safer   with a new fluke move up to more measurement   performance and safety get accurate voltage and frequency  measurements on adjustable speed  motor drives with the 87v. 87 use the built-in data logging fea - ture of the 189 to record readings  and the time they occurred to catch  intermittent problems. move up from your old 87 and beneft from more than a dozen improvements function original 87  87v beneft selectable flter for  motor drives no yes accurate voltage and frequency  measurements on pulse width  modulated signals built-in thermometer no yes no separate thermometer required capacitance 5 nf to 5 f 5 nf to 10,000 f measure more capacitors v dc accuracy and  resolution 0.1 %, 10 v 0.05 %, 10 v precise measurements in a  handheld tool display digits 13.5 mm x 7 mm 15.25 mm x 8.5 mm 30 % larger makes it easy to read backlight green 2-level, bright white easier to read in dark locations magnetic hanger no optional (included with kit) position meter for easy viewing  peak capture 1 ms 250 s record intermittent problems four  times faster cat electrical safety  rating no yes, 2nd edition ansi and  iec 61010 increased protection from 8 kv  spikes that can cause arc fash battery door no yes change battery quickly without  breaking cal seal warranty expired limited lifetime lower cost of ownership move up from your old 8060 or 8062 and beneft from more than 20 improvements function 8060 189 beneft  built-in recorder with  time stamp no yes record and view intermittent  problems without a chart recorder pc interface no yes, software optional transfer readings to a pc for  analysis and documentation built-in thermometer no yes, probe optional no need to carry a separate  thermometer capacitance no 5 nf to 50,000 f measure capacitors with one tool v dc and v ac  resolution 10 v 1 v precise measurements in a  handheld tool dbv and dbm yes yes measure communication circuits duty cycle and pulse  width no yes measure control circuits in-line current 2 a 10 a, 1000 v fuse safely measure fve times more  current  relative offset no yes remove test lead resistance   see small signal variations range selection manual, 8 switches auto/manual range simpler to use, more durable peak capture,    min/max no 250 s record intermittent problems backlight no 2-level, bright white easier to read in dark locations holster no integrated overmold stands up to accidental drops magnetic hanger no optional tpak position meter for easy viewing  cat electrical    safety rating no yes, 2nd edition    ansi and iec increased protection from 8 kv  spikes that can cause arc fash battery door no yes change battery quickly without  breaking cal seal warranty expired limited lifetime lower cost of ownership move up from your old 70 or 20 series and beneft from more than 15 improvements feature   original 77 179 beneft true-rms no yes accurate on non-linear signals accuracy, basic dc 0.3 % 0.09 % three times more accurate temperature no yes no need for a separate thermometer min/max/average no yes capture intermittent problems display size small 20 % larger large, easy to read display backlight no yes easy to read in dark locations simple to use  yes yes no retraining required probe holders yes improved one-hand operation latest electrical measure- ment safety standards not rated 1000 v cat iii,    600 v cat iv designed to withstand 8,000 volt peak transient  impulses and protect against arc fash optional magnetic hanger no yes position meter in best location warranty expired limited lifetime lower cost of ownership   frequency no yes built in frequency counter capacitance no yes measure motor capacitors and components max. ac voltage 750 1000 wider measurement range battery door no yes change battery quickly without breaking cal seal 87v 8060 189 77 179 the ultimate multi-purpose meter,  the 179 combines precision, safety  and reliability to help you get any  job done.

 test tools catalog   volume 36   contents 1  digital multimeters specifications C 189 and 187 dmms  recommended accessories C 189 and 187 dmms fluke 189 logging    multimeter solve complex problems for electronic   and industrial applications included accessories every 180 series meter comes pack - aged with tl71 silicone test leads,  probe holders, two ac72 alligator  clips, four aa batteries (installed),  cd-rom (users manual and techni - cal notes) and operators guide. ordering information fluke-189/fvf2   logging multimeter      and software      combo pack fluke-189   logging multimeter   fluke-187   digital multimeter fvf-sc2   flukeview forms      software w/cable the fluke 189 is the most advanced meter with features,  precision and accuracy to troubleshoot industrial and  electronic equipment in the field or on the bench. the  fluke 189 has a  built-in data logger  to record measure - ments unattended. recorded data can be viewed on  the 189 or transferred to a pc with optional flukeview ?   forms software. ?     built in data logger (fluke 189) records reading and  time to catch intermittent problems ?     true-rms, 100 khz bandwidth for precise  measurement of non linear signals ?     0.025 % dc accuracy and 1 microvolt resolution for  bench meter performance in a handheld package ?     measure 20 a for up to 30 seconds, 10 a continuous ?     temperature, capacitance, db, frequency, pulse width  and duty cycle to fnd more problems with one tool ?     large bright white display with dual parameter    readout to view multiple readings at once ?     min/max with timestamp to record signal fuctuations ?     peak capture to measure transients as short as 250 s ?     isolated ir communication port to send data to a pc  (with optional fvf pack) ?     premium test leads and alligator clips (ac72) included ?     new!  optional usb data cable with flukeview forms  ?     new!  optional battery pack (bp189) extends battery  life to over 400 hours electrical safety all inputs are protected to measurement cat iii 1000 v  and cat iv 600 v. available in non-logging version as fluke 187 *10 a continuous, 20 a for up to 30 seconds and not specified. battery life:  72 hours typical (alkaline), 450 hours typical with battery extender (bp189) size (lxwxd):  203 mm x 100 mm x 50 mm (8.00 in x 3.94 in x 1.97 in)     weight:  0.545 kg (19.2 oz)       best accuracy   function   range and resolution   180 series   v dc   50.000 mv, 500.00 mv, 3000.0 mv, 5.0000 v, 50.000 v, 500.00 v, 1000.0 v    0.025 %   v ac   50.000 mv, 500.00 mv, 3000.0 mv, 5.0000 v, 50.000 v, 500.00 v, 1000.0 v    0.4 %   a dc   500.00 a, 5,000 a, 50.000 ma, 400.00 ma, 5.0000 a, 10.000 a*    0.15 %   a ac   500.00 a, 5,000 a, 50.000 ma, 400.00 ma, 5.0000 a, 10.000 a*    0.75 %   resistance   500.00  w  to 500.0 m w    0.05 %   capacitance   1.000 nf to 50.00 mf    1.00 %   frequency   500.00 hz, 5.0000 khz, 50.000 khz, 999.99 khz    0.005 %   temperature   -200 oc to 1350 oc (-328 of to 2462 of)    1 % of reading   duty cycle   10 % to 90 %, resolution 0.01 %      pulse width   2 ranges, 499.99 ms and 999.9 ms, best resolution 0.01 ms   3 %   dbm, dbv   -62 to +60, resolution 0.01db   0.1 db   tl910   tl81a   c1  5   bp189   fvf-sc    electronic test probes   test lead kit   meter case   high capacity battery pack   flukeview forms software   see page 63   see page 63   see page 70   see page 65   see page 65 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm new!  the 189/fvf     data logging multimeter  and software combo pack  gives you a practical,  affordable approach to  predictive maintenance. ?   with built-in data logger, the  189 helps you track down  elusive, intermittent problems,  monitoring equipment with    any of its functions, while you  do other jobs ?   overlay data from six meters    or six time periods to find    cause and effect relationships    or for condition monitoring  applications ?   with break-through accuracy  and precision, catch events as  brief as 50 ms ?   designed for harsh environ - ments that would ruin most    data loggers or multimeters ?   log up to 450 hours of data  using the extended battery pack ?   turn data into meaningful  graphs and tables using  flukeview forms software ?   tpak ?  magnetic hanger    allows you to securely hang  your meter for monitoring or  hands-free use ?   soft carrying case to protect  your investment ?   usb cable included with kit log and document

 1  digital multimeters compatible with fvf-sc2   fluke 187 and 189     digital multimeters,     fluke 1550b      megohmmeter,      fluke 789      processmeter ? fvf-sc1   fluke 53-ii and 54-ii      thermometers   fvf-sc3   fluke 45 bench meter flukeview ?  forms    software utilize this powerful tool to    analyze your measurements customize reports using your  specifc data or company logo,    spot trends and document  interruptions or spikes. a single graph overlaying two time  periods makes analysis easier. use the flukeview designer to turn  simple time and event data into  fully customized reports. fluke 189, 189/fvf2 kit and 187 capabilities 189/fvf  189 187 beneft fluke 180 series multimeter  and premium test leads ? ? ? flukes top-of-the-line multimeter with maximum  feature set to troubleshoot any situation. pc connectable ? ? ? use to download and document test results. logging capabilities  ? ? reduce man-hours by using logging to fnd  problems and intermittent glitches. flukeview forms software ? document and print measurement data in a clear  and organized format. overlay and graph data from  up to six meters ? ? find elusive cause/effective relationships. compatible with flukeview  forms demo reader ? ? ? allow data to be distributed and shared with  individuals throughout a company for free. harness the power of the data logging  function on your fluke digital multimeter.  flukeview forms offers an easy-to-use,  customizable solution to help you document  logged data. easy-to-use wizards allow you  to download readings from your fluke tool  and display individual readings or a series of  measurements. ?   graph data to help you detect trends,  analyze, predict and prevent problems ?   print, save and share logged data ?   log live readings while connected to a pc,  or leave your fluke 189 in place to capture  up to 1,000 readings for download to a pc  ?   display readings from up to six different  meters on the same graph to show links  between multiple processes, events and  locations ?   record and display any function the  meter measures: volts, ohms, frequency,  capacitance, temperature, diode testing  and more ?   free demo-reader download allows    co-workers or clients to open your report  and interact with captured data ?   export data into microsoft ?  excel to take a test drive of the power  of flukeview forms, download  demonstration software for free at    www.fuke.com/fukeviewforms you can share reports and add notes to draw  attention to and explain anomalies. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/flukeviewforms

 digital multimeters 1  function range and resolution basic accuracy 87v 8  v dc volts 600.0 mv, 6.000 v, 60.00 v, 600.0 v, 1000 v 0.05 % 0.1 % ac volts 600.0 mv, 6.000 v, 60.00 v, 600.0 v, 1000 v 0.7 % (true-rms) 0.5 % dc current 600.0 a, 6000 a, 60.00 a, 600.o ma, 6.000 a, 10.00 a 0.2 % 0.4 % ac current 600.0 a, 6000 a, 60.00 a, 600.o ma, 6.000 a, 10.00 a 1.0 % (true-rms) 1.2 % temperature (excl. probe) -200 c to 1090 c (-328 f to 1994 f) 1.0 %  80bk temperature probe -40 c to 260 c (-40 f to 500 f) 2.2 c or 2 %  resistance 600.0  w , 6.000 k w , 60.00 k w , 600.0 k w , 6.000 m w , 50.00 m w 0.2 % 0.4 % capacitance 10.00 nf, 100.0 nf, 1.000 f, 10.00 f, 100.0 f, 9,999 f 1.0 % 1.0 % frequency 199.99 hz, 1.9999 khz, 19.999 khz, 199.99 khz 0.005 % 0.005 % diagnostic functions for    maximum industrial productivity fluke 87v   industrial multimeter the fluke 87v has measurement functions, trouble- shooting features, resolution and accuracy to solve more  problems on motor drives, in-plant automation, power  distribution and electro-mechanical equipment. new features for maximum productivity ?     unique function for accurate voltage and frequency  measurements on adjustable speed motor drives and  electrically noisy equipment (87v and 87v ex) ?     large digit display with bright two level backlight  makes the 87v significantly easier to read ?   measure 20 a for up to 30 sec, 10 a continuously ?     optional magnetic hanger for easy setup and viewing  while freeing your hands for other tasks (tp ak ) ?     expanded capacitance range to 10,000 f ?     built-in thermometer (87v) electrical safety all inputs are protected to cat iii 1000 v and cat iv    600 v. they can withstand impulses in excess of 8,000 v  to help protect you from arc blast resulting from surges  and spikes. available in intrinsically safe version as the    fluke 87v ex.     also available as 8  v average responding    multimeter, see below for specifications fluke 87v/e   industrial  electricians combo kit make industrial troubleshooting even  more productive with accessories. ?     87v industrial multimeter ?     new!  c35 lightweight soft case    to provide optimal protection    and storage ?     tl224 1.5 m silicone leads    resist heat ?     tp238 removable probes with    4 mm of exposed metal for use    on industrial circuits ?     ac220 retractable long reach    alligator clips ?     toolpak ?  meter hanging accessory  to hold meter to steel surfaces ?     80bk k-type temperature probe for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm specifications C 87v and 83v dmms features C 87v and 83v dmms   application note, literature code  2155830: multimeter measurements    on adjustable speed drives  utilizing the fluke 87v dmm how do i  troubleshoot  an adjustable  speed drive  with a digital  multimeter? read this and  other applica - tion notes at  www.fluke. com/library battery life:  400 hours typical with backlight off.  size (lxwxd):  201 mm x 98 mm x 52 mm (7.9 in x 3.8 in x 2 in). weight:  355 g (22 oz) included accessories every fluke 83v and 87v meter  comes packaged with tl75 test  leads, ac72 alligator clips,    holster, 9 v battery (installed),    80bk temperature probe (87v only)    cd-rom (users manual and techni - cal notes) and operators guide. ordering information fluke-87-5   industrial true-rms     multimeter with      temperature fluke-87-5/e2   industrial      electricians     combo kit fluke-83-5  industrial multimeter   feature 87v ex 87v 8  v atex ii 2g eex ia iict4 safety rating for use in zone 1 and zone 2 ?   true-rms ac voltage and current for accurate measurements on non linear signals ? ?   selectable filter for accurate voltage and frequency measurements on motor drives ? ?   0.05 % dc accuracy  ? ?   4-1/2 digit mode for precise measurements ? ? built-in thermometer lets you carry one less tool  ? ? large display digits and two level bright white backlight for increased visibility  ? ? ? 10,000 f capacitance range for components and motor caps ? ? ? peak capture to record transients as fast as 250 s ? ? measure up to 1000 v ac and dc ? ? ? measure up to 10 a, 20 a for up to 30 seconds ? ? ? auto and manual ranging for maximum flexibility ? ? ? analog bargraph  ? ? ? frequency to 200 khz and % duty cycle ? ? ? min/max and average recording to capture variations automatically ? ? ? relative mode to remove test lead resistance from low ohms measurements ? ? ? access door for fast battery changes without breaking the calibration seal ? ? ? 

 15 15 digital multimeters for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm fluke 179 digital    multimeter versatile meters for maintenance   and feld service 179/eda   electronics  multimeter and deluxe  accessory combo kit ?   179 true-rms digital multimeter ?     new!  c35 lightweight soft case    to provide optimal protection    and storage ?   tl910 electronic test probes ?   tl224 suregrip ?  silicone test  leads resist heat ?   ac280 suregrip ?  heavy duty    hook clips ?   80bk type-k temperature probe ?     toolpak ?  meter hanging accessory  to hold meter to steel surfaces specifications C 179, 177 and 175 dmms features C 175, 177 and 179 dmms   recommended accessories C 179, 177 and 175 dmms the 179 true-rms multimeter has the features needed  to find most electrical and hvac problems. simple    to use with significant improvements over the original  fluke 70 series like true-rms, the 179 has more    measurement functions, conformance to the latest  safety standards and a much larger display thats  easier to view. features include: ?   wide 1000 v measurement range ?   true-rms for precise measurement of non    linear signals ?   capacitance, resistance, continuity and frequency  ?   built-in thermometer (fluke 179 only) ?   large, easy-to-read display ?   backlight for work in dimly lit areas    (fluke 177 and179 only) ?   min/max/avg to record signal fluctuations ?   free your hands with the optional tpak magnetic  hanger (fluke tpak) electrical safety all inputs are protected to measurement cat iii 1000 v  and cat iv 600 v. this meter can withstand transient  impulses in excess of 8000 v to help protect you from  arc blasts resulting from surges and spikes. feature 179 177 175 max voltage 1000 1000 1000 true-rms ?   ? ? temperature   ? basic dc accuracy 0.09 % 0.09 % 0.15 % backlight   ? ? min/max/avg   ? ?   ? toolpak meter hanging kit with magnet opt opt opt 1 all ac voltage and ac current ranges are specified from 5 % of range to 100 % of range.   2 10 a continuous, 20 a for up to 30 seconds.   3 voltage frequency is specified from 2 hz to 100 khz. current frequency is specified from 2 hz to 30 khz. battery life:  200 hours typical for alkaline.  size (hxwxl):  4.3 cm x 9.0 cm x 18.5 cm (1.7 in x 3.5 in x 7.3 in) function range and resolution best accuracy dc voltage 600.0 mv, 6.000 v, 60.00 v, 600.0 v, 1000 v  0.09 % (models 177 and 179)    0.15 % (model 175) ac voltage 1 600.0 mv, 6.000 v, 60.00 v, 600.0 v, 1000 v  1.0 % of reading dc current  60.00 ma, 400.0 ma, 6.000 a, 10.00 a 2  1.0 % of reading ac current 2   60.00 ma, 400.0 ma, 6.000 a, 10.00 a 2  1.5 % of reading resistance 600.0  w , 6.000 k w , 60.00 k w , 600.0 k w , 6.000 m w , 50.00 m w  0.9 % of reading capacitance 1000 nf, 10.00 f, 100.0 f, 9999 f  1.2 % of reading frequency 3 99.99 hz, 999.9 hz, 9.999 hz, 99.99 khz  0.1 % of reading temperature (model 179) -40 oc to +400 oc (-40 of to +752 of) 1.0 % of reading   l  10   tl  0   c510   pv  50   i  00s   probe extender    suregrip industrial   carrying case   pressure-vacuum   ac current clamp     with light   test lead set   see page 70   module   see page 66   see page 64   see page 61     see page 65       included accessories every fluke 170 series meter    comes packaged with tl75 test  leads, 9 v battery (installed) and  manual. the fluke 179 comes with  an 80bk temperature probe. ordering information fluke-179   digital multimeter fluke-179/1ac-ii   electricians      combo kit fluke-179/eda2   electronics      combo kit  fluke-175   digital multimeter fluke-177   digital multimeter 179/1ac-ii electricians  multimeter and voltage    tester combo kit ?   179 true-rms digital multimeter ?   1ac-ii voltalert ?  non-contact    voltage detector ?     new!  c35 lightweight soft case to  provide optimal protection and storage ?     ac220 retractable long reach    alligator clips ?   tp220 sharp 12 mm stainless steel    tip provides reliable contact ?     tl224 1.5 m silicone leads resist heat ?     toolpak ?  meter hanging accessory    to hold meter to steel surfaces ?   80bk k-type temperature probe

 digital multimeters for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm commercial electricians hvac/r technicians field service technicians basic electrical fluke 116 ?   temperature to 400 c ?   resistance, continuity,    frequency and  capacitance ?   loz low impedance  input for safer  troubleshooting ?   ac/dc voltage to 600 v,    ac/dc current to 600   a fluke 117 ?   voltalert ?  non-contact  voltage detection ?   loz low impedance  input for safer  troubleshooting ?   resistance, continuity,  frequency and  capacitance ?   ac/dc voltage to 600 v,  ac/dc current to 10 a fluke 11  fluke 115 ?   resistance, continuity,    frequency and  capacitance ?   ac/dc voltage to 600 v ?   ac/dc current to 10 a fluke 11  ?   loz low impedance  input for safer  troubleshooting ?   resistance and  continuity ?   ac/dc voltage to 600 v basic features 11  115 116 117 true-rms readings ac ac ac ac basic dc accuracy 0.5 % 0.5 % 0.5 % 0.5 % digits 3-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 3-1?2 counts 6000 6000 6000 6000 measurement s voltage ac/dc 600 v   600 v 600 v   600 v current ac/dc  10 a 600 a 10 a resistance 40 m w 40 m w 40 m w 40 m w frequency  50 khz 50 khz 50 khz capacitance  10 mf 10 mf 10 mf temperature   +400 c  display analog bargraph ? ? ? ? large backlit display ? ? ? ? data storage and exchange min/max recording ? ? ? ? display hold/auto touch hold ? ? ? ? other features automatic selection, loz ? ? ? voltalert, non-contact ac voltage detector ? fluke 1  , 16 fluke 110, 111 fluke 7-600 16 engineered by fluke for    working professionals fluke family of true-rms    digital multimeters        

 17 17 digital multimeters   recommended accessories C 117 and 115 dmms specifications C 117 and 115 dmms features C 117 and 115 dmms for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm   toolpak ?   tl  0   c50   meter hanger   suregrip industrial   carrying case   see page 71   test lead set   see page 70     see page 61 included accessories tl75 test leads, holster, users    manual and 9 v battery (installed). ordering information fluke-117   multimeter with      non-contact voltage fluke-117/322   electricians      combo kit fluke-115   multimeter fluke 117 the fluke 117 is the ideal meter for demanding settings  like commercial buildings, hospitals and schools. the 117  includes integrated non-contact voltage detection to help  get the job done faster. the 117 features include: ?   voltalert ?  technology  for integrated non-contact    voltage detection ?   autovolt feature  for automatic ac/dc voltage selection ?   loz: low input impedance prevents false readings due  to ghost voltage ?   large display and white led backlight to work in    poorly lit areas more effectively ?   compact design for one-handed operation ?   min/max/average to record signal fluctuations ?   compatible with optional magnetic hanger (toolpak ? )  for hands free operation ?   current measurement 20 a (30 seconds momentary;    10 a continuous) ?   resistance, continuity, frequency and capacitance fluke 115 the new fluke 115 is the solution for a wide variety of  electrical and electronic testing applications.  the 115 features include: ?   large display and white led backlight to work in poor - ly lit areas more effectively ?   compact ergonomic design for    one-handed operation ?   min/max/average to record signal    fluctuations ?   resistance, continuity, frequency and capacitance feature 117 115 voltalert ? ? autovolt/loz ? analog bargraph  ? ? large backlit digital display ? ? true-rms for accurate measurements on non-linear loads ? ? min/max recording ? ? display hold ? ? 3-1?2 digits ? ? 6000 counts ? ? cat iii 600 v safety rated ? ? function range and resolution best accuracy volts ac/dc  600 v 0.5 % + 2 current ac/dc 10 a 1.0 % + 3 resistance 40 m w 0.9 % + 2 capacitance 1 nf to 9,999 f 1.9 % + 2 frequency 5 hz to 50 khz 0.1 % + 2 diode 2 v 0.9 % + 2 designed for commercial electricians    and feld service technicians fluke 117 and 115 true-rms   digital multimeters application note, literature code  1260729: why true-rms? if youre  measuring  non-linear  loads like  variable  frequency  drives, solid  state heater  drives, or  electronics,  you need a  true-rms tool  to get accurate  readings.  average  responding meters will read low,  up to 30 or 40 percent low in some  cases. this application note explains  what true-rms is and when you need  it in your test tool. want to read more? download this  and other application notes at    www.fuke.com/library application note introduction troubleshooting the electrical service feeding adjustable speed motor loads can be diffi- cult if you don?t have the right tools. new solid state motor drives and heating controls often conduct non-sinusoidal (distorted) current. in other words, the current occurs in short pulses rather than the smooth sine wave drawn  by a standard induction motor. the current wave shape can have a drastic effect on a current clamp reading. basically, there are two types of current clamps c ommonly available: ?average responding? and ?true-rms.? the average responding units are widely used and are usually why true-rms? non-linear loads need a true-rms  current clamp for accurate readings f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y can usually be separated into one of three categories:  1. t oo much current. 2. too much heat in the  electrical enclosure.  3. faulty circuit breaker  (or fuse). y our first instinct will probably be to measure the current with a current clamp while the load is on. if the current is within the circuit rating, you may be tempted to replace the circuit breaker. figure 1. one current?two readings. which do you trust? the branch circuit above feeds a non-linear load with distorted current. the true-rms clamp reads correctly but the average responding clamp reads low by 32 percent. figure 2. a computer load. figure 3.  an adjustable speed motor load.   n on-linear loads that cause measurement errors. lower cost. they give correct readings for linear loads such as standard induction motors, resistance heaters, and incan- descent lights. but when loads are non-linear, containing semiconductors, the average responding meters typically read low. worst case non- linear loads include small adjustable speed drives (5 hp or less) connected line to line across two phases of a 480 v, three-phase system, solid state heater controls connected  single phase to 240 v, or c omputers connected to 120 v. when troubleshooting a branch c ircuit that suffers from circuit breaker tripping (or fuse blow- ing), the cause of the trouble 117/   electricians  combo kit ?   117 true-rms digital multimeter  with non-contact voltage detection ?   new!  c115 deluxe carrying case  with shoulder strap ?   322 compact clamp meter ?   tl75 hard point test lead set ?   toolpak magnetic meter hanging  strap     

 digital multimeters 18   recommended accessories C 116 digital multimeter specifications C 116 and 114 dmms features C 116 and 114 dmms   80ak   80pk-   80pk-8   80bk   dmm adapter   suregrip air temperature probe   pipe clamp temperature probe   integrated dmm temperature probe   see page 69   see page 68   see page 68   ships with 116           see page 68 included accessories tl75 test leads, 80bk integrated    temperature probe (116 only),    holster, users manual and 9 v    battery (installed). ordering information fluke-116   hvac multimeter      with temperature      and microamps fluke-116/62   hvac combo kit fluke-114   electrical multimeter fluke 116 the fluke 116 was specifically designed for the hvac  professional. it has everything needed in an hvac meter  including temperature and microamp measurements to  quickly troubleshoot problems with hvac equipment and  flame sensors. the 116 features include: ?   built in thermometer for hvac applications ?   microamps to test flame sensors ?   min/max/average to record signal fluctuations ?   large white led backlight to work in poorly lit areas ?   compact ergonomic design for one-handed operation ?   min/max/average to record signal fluctuations ?   compatible with optional magnetic hanger (toolpak ? ) ?   resistance, continuity, frequency and capacitance fluke 11  the new fluke 114 is the troubleshooting tool for go/   no-go testing. it includes a feature to prevent false    readings caused by ghost voltage.  the 11   features include: ?   autovolt: automatic ac/dc voltage    selection ?   loz: helps prevent false readings due to ghost voltage ?   large white led backlight to work in poorly lit areas ?   compact ergonomic design for    one-handed operation ?   resistance, continuity, frequency and capacitance feature 116 11  temperature measurements ? autovolt/loz ? ? analog bargraph  ? ? large backlit digital display ? ? true-rms for accurate measurements on non-linear loads ? ? min/max recording ? ? display hold ? ? 3-1?2 digits ? ? 6000 counts ? ? cat iii 600 v safety rated ? ? function range and resolution best accuracy volts ac/dc  600 v 0.5 % + 2 current ac/dc 10 a 1.0 % + 3 temperature (116 only) +400 c 1.0 % + 18 resistance 50 khz 0.9 % + 2 capacitance (116 only) 1 nf to 9,999 f 1.9 % + 2 frequency (116 only) 5 hz to 50 khz 0.1 % + 2 diode (116 only) 2 v 0.9 % + 2 designed for hvac/r technicians    and electrical troubleshooting fluke 116 and 114   digital multimeters application note, literature code  2434064: fossil fuel heating    equipment this  application  note explains  the basic  principles  of fossil fuel  heating  systems  (gas and oil)  and how to  troubleshoot  them using  thermometers,  dmms,  clamp meters, pressure/vacuum  modules, and other accessories. the  instructions cover the thermostat  controls, fan controls, fame  verifcation controls, and cad cell  testing. want to read more? download this  and other application notes at    www.fuke.com/library this application note was written  to provide you with an understand - ing of the basic principles of fossil  fuel heating systems and how to  troubleshoot these systems using  thermometers, digital multimeters  (dmms), clamp meters, pressure/ vacuum modules and other acces - sories. heat pumps and forced air  electric heat furnaces are discussed  in other application notes available  from fluke. ?     a heat exchanger ?     a fue gas exhaust chamber ?     a forced air circulating fan  and, ?     a controller section.  newer units often include a  secondary heat exchanger to  increase effciency and an auxil - iary fan for combustion gases.  since the newer units substan - tially cool the combustion gases,  removing water vapor from the  combustion gases, they often are  called condensing high-effciency  furnaces. additionally, they  will have plastic fue gas piping  instead of older more traditional  metal fue pipe since the gas  temperatures are much lower  than less effcient older units. older standard gas furnaces  were 65 % to 78 % effcient,  application note f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y fossil fuel heating  equipment principles and troubleshooting  techniques dmm with microamps capability testing the fame rectifcation circuit. heating systems  principles forced-air heat is generated at  a central furnace and is then  distributed and delivered to the  conditioned space via a duct  system. a properly designed  heating system will generate  quiet, fltered, and comfortable  air into the conditioned zone.  modern systems have been  recently designed that will also  flter the air electronically, modu - late airfow as zone temperatures  change, and bring in fresh outside  air based on occupied time. there are three types of fossil  fuel heating systems predomi - nantly available on the market  today. these include natural gas,  liquefed petroleum (lp) and fuel  oil forced-air furnaces. fossil fuel forced-air  heating forced-air fossil fuel furnaces are  factory manufactured, packaged  heating units that include:  ?     a combustion chamber  designed for gas or oil while newer high effciency  furnaces are 78 % to 85 %  effcient when used with induced  draft fans. modern condensing  furnaces, however, are 90-95 %  effcient.  modern fossil fuel furnaces also  come equipped with electronic  controls for ignition, fan speed  control, electronic thermostats,  and safety controls. the typical  operating pressure of the natural  gas furnaces at the burner is  3.5 inches of water column. natural gas is predominantly  used as the preferred fuel in  larger cities and communities  where main gas lines are  available. fuel oil and liquid  petroleum (lp) heating furnaces  are more popular in rural  communities.  116/6   hvac combo kit ?   fluke 116 hvac multimeter with  temperature and microamps ?   fluke 62 infrared thermometer ?   tl75 hard point test lead set ?   toolpak ?  magnetic meter    hanging strap ?   new!  c115 deluxe carrying case  with shoulder strap ?   new!  80pk-11 pipe wrap  thermocouple ?   fluke 80ak thermocouple adapter ?   fluke 80bk b-type integrated  temperature probe for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm  

 19 19 digital multimeters feature old 77 new 77-iv benefit accuracy 0.3 % 0.3 % same great accuracy true-rms no no same familiar readings frequency no yes built in frequency counter capacitance no yes test components maximum ac voltage 750 1000 wider measurement range min/max/average no yes capture transients automatically display backlight no yes usable in dim areas battery door no yes fast battery changes probe holders no yes one-hand operation overvoltage category safety rating not rated 600 v cat iv higher level of protection optional magnet hanger  no yes position meter in best location for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm fluke 77-iv   included accessories tl75 test leads, 9 v battery  (installed) and manual. fluke 27   included accessories tl75 test leads, alligator clips, 9 v  battery (installed) and manual. ordering information fluke-77-4   digital multimeter fluke-73-3   digital multimeter fluke-27-yel   multimeter versatile meters for feld service    or bench repair fluke 77-iv   digital multimeter specifications C 77-iv digital multimeter features C 77-iv digital multimeter  recommended accessories C 77-iv digital multimeter the new 77-4 digital multimeter has the features needed  to repair most electrical and electronic problems.  this  meter is simple to use and has significant improvements  over flukes original 70 series with more measurement  functions, conformance to the latest safety standards, and  a much larger display thats easier to view. measures ?   wide 1000 v measurement range ?   average responding ac measurements ?   0.3 % accuracy ?   10 amps continuous ?   frequency and capacitance ?   resistance and continuity features ?   large display ?   backlight for work in dim areas ?   min / max to record signal fluctuations ?   integral holster with probe holders ?   free your hands with the optional tpak magnetic  hanger   ?   auto and manual ranging   i  00s   c  5   toolpak ?   ac current clamp   meter case   meter hanger   see page 66     see page 71 fluke   7 waterproof  multimeter completely    sealed for extreme  conditions designed for u.s.  military, mining and  other extreme appli - cations. a special  case with o-rings  prevents water from  entering the input  jacks, switches and  fuse door. meets  military specifica - tions for vibration,  shock and water  resistance. ?   waterproof design    with rugged, o-ring    sealer case protects    rotary switch, input    jacks, battery and    fuse door ?   operates from -15 c    to +55 c (5 f to    131 f) and 95 %    relative humidity fluke 7  -iii the fluke 73-iii product    represents one of the best  selling multimeter designs    of all time. its classic    simplicity combined with  attractive feature set make  this meter the perfect  choice for electronic and  automotive applications.  the 7  -iii features  include: ?   average responding ?   measures both amps and milliamps ?   removable high impact holster ?   manual or autoranging function range best accuracy best resolution v dc 600.0 mv to 1000 v  (0.3 % + 1) 0.1 mv v ac 6.000 v to 1000 v  (2.0 % + 2) 1.0 mv a dc 60.00 ma to 10 a  (1.5 % + 2) 0.01ma a ac 60.00 ma to 10 a  (2.5 % + 2) 0.01 ma resistance 600.0  w  to 50 m w  (0.5 % + 1) 0.1  w capacitance 1 nf to 9,999 f  (1.2 % + 2) 1 nf frequency 99.99 hz to 99.99 khz  (0.1 % + 1) 0.01 hz u . s . a . made in the  

 digital multimeters application note, literature code  1547394: beat the book this amazing reference covers test  procedures commonly used by  experienced automotive technicians.  covers basic troubleshooting  techniques and measurements using  a dmm and  describes  tests for the  charging  system,  starting  system, fuel  and air system,  ignition  system, and  the body  electric/engine  management/ cooling system. want to read more? download this  and other application notes at    www.fuke.com/library application note work safely this application note is intended as a guide for the professional mechanic. it describes some of the test procedures commonly used by experienced technicians. however, some of the procedures require you to take certain pre- cautions to a void personal injur y and/or damage to equipment or vehicles. fluke cannot anticipate all possible precautions that you must take on all the different vehicles for which this guide is applicable. f or this reason, you should thoroughly familiarize yourself with proper safety  habits and take all precautions describ ed in the vehicle s  repair manuals to avoid injury  or damage. t esting automotive  systems with an  analog/digital multimeter p erhaps the most important tool youll use in troubleshooting auto electrical systems is the multime- ter . the basic multimeter measures voltage, current and resistance, while more elaborate multimeters, such as the new fluke 88- v, ha ve features that can check things such as  frequenc y, duty c ycle, pulse w idth, make diode tests, and even measure temperature. in this application note you w ill find troubleshooting tech- niques using the high quality, affordable and popular line of fluke analog/dig ital multimeters and automotive troubleshooting ac c essories .  fluke s analog/ digital combination has distinct advantages over either digital  or analog meters alone, and  the accessories are designed to make your job easier and more profitable. beat the book automotive electrical diagnosis. better diagnosis, faster repair. f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y although automotive multime- ters with various capabilities have been around for years, many of them didnt have the scales and functions required for todays automotive applications. hybrid, electric and fuel cell powered vehicles have special requirements, ones met with the new 88-v. now that computers and their sensors are a part of everyday automobile trou- bleshooting, you need a true multimeter to do the job. the common analog type mul- timeter is not only inadequate, it can damage delicate c omputer circuitry. both analog meters and test lights, due to their low inter - nal resistanc e (input impedanc e), draw too much power from the dev ic e theyre testing to b e used on c omputers. whats more, many analog meters use 9v to power the resistanc e test, which is enough to destroy sensitive digital components. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/dmm fluke 88v   included accessories test leads, 9 v battery (installed),  rpm pickup, carrying case and    users manual. ordering information fluke-88-5  automotive      multimeter fluke-88-5/a kit   automotive      multimeter      combo kit fluke-73-3   digital multimeter   tp81 or tp8   tp8   tp88   tp  0   insulation    oxygen sensor insulation   rigid backprobe   automotive back     piercing probes   piercing probe   pin set   probe pin set   see page 63   see page 63   see page 63   see page 63 fluke 88v automotive multimeter the fluke 88v automotive multimeter is designed  to help automotive professionals beat the book.  this dmm has more measurement functions, trou - bleshooting features and accuracy to solve virtually  any problems on conventional and hybrid vehicles.  ?     automotive test functions include dc and ac volt - age, resistance and current ?     min/max recording for logging the highest and  lowest readings over time ?     frequency measurements for magnetic sensors  and ac/dc frequency signals ?     duty cycle for variable duty cycle signals with  selectable trigger slope and level ?     pulse width for fuel injector on time measurements  ?     conductance testing for secondary ignition coils  ?     rpm measurements for dis and    conventional ignition systems ?     built-in thermometer fluke 7  -iii  (see pg 19 for details) ?     simple interface for    one-handed operation ?     current measurement (a and ma) ?     auto or manual ranging   buy accessory kits and save    tlk  81   tlk  8   tl  8a   tl8    automotive test lead kit   deluxe automotive test lead kit   automotive test lead set   automotive pin & socket adapter set   see page 61   see page 61   see page 62   see page 63 features C 88v and 73 dmms feature 88v 7  digital display with analog bargraph ? ? continuity for detecting opens and shorts ? ? diode test for alternator testing ? ? peak min/max captures intermittence as fast as 250 microseconds  ? min/max average to monitor trends in oxygen sensor values for fuel trim ? pulse width for fuel injector on time measurements   ? milliamp ranges to find low current parasitic drains ? lo-ohms (.01  7 ) for low resistance sensor and coil measurements ? duty cycle for pulse width modulated signals ? rpm for ignition systems ? temperature for coolant and air temperature sensors ? dwell for points and feedback carburetors  limited lifetime warranty ? ?   recommended automotive accessories C 88v dmm for the complete diagnostics  package and maximum value,  pick up the 88v/a combo kit. ?   includes fluke 88 series v    automotive multimeter ?   tl224 heat resistant silicone    test leads ?   tp220 removable sharp point    test probes ?   ac285 large jaw alligator clips ?   tpak magnetic hanger ?   80bk temperature probe ?   rpm80 inductive pick-up ?   automotive backprobe pins ?   insulation piercing probe ?   packaged in a durable carrying case  (c800) 0 complete automotive   diagnostic tools tools designed to help   you  beat the book

  1  1 digital multimeters   recommended accessories C 88  5a and 88 6a precision multimeters   tl  x  w-pt   tl  x  w-twe   88  x-51  m   fvf-ug   2x4 wire ohms test lead   2x4 wire ohms   usb memory 512m   flukeview forms   2 mm probe tip   tweezer     software upgrade included accessories lci line power cord, tl71 test  lead set, spare line power fuse,  programmers manual/user manual  on cd-rom, fvf-basic flukeview  forms software basic version. ordering information fluke-8845a     6.5 digit precision   multimeter, 35 ppm fluke-8846a     6.5 digit precision    multimeter, 24 ppm specifications C 8845a and 8846a  features C 8845a and 8846a precision and versatility for    bench or systems applications fluke 8845a and 8846a    6.5 digit precision multimeters fluke 8846a 885a 886a function* range resolution  accuracy* (%) range  resolution accuracy* (%) voltage dc 1000 v 100 nv 0.0035 1000 v 100 nv 0.0024 voltage ac (freq. 300 hz) 750 v 100 nv 0.06  1000 v 100 nv 0.06 resistance (2x4 wire) 100 m w 100  w 0.01  1 g w 10  w 0.01 current dc 10 a 100 pa  0.05 10 a 100 pa 0.05 current ac (freq. 3 hz to 10 khz) 10 a 1 a 0.10 10 a 10 na 0.10 freq/period 300 khz 1 hz 0.01 1 mhz 1 hz 0.01 capacitance    1 nf to 0.1 f  1 pf 1 temperature rtd    -200 c to  +600 c 0.001 0.06 *accuracy =  (% of reading) size (hxwxd):    88 mm x 217 mm x 297 mm (3.45 in x 8.54 in x 11.69 in)  weight:    3.6 kg (7.9 lb)  one-year warranty use the built-in trendplot paperless chart recorder  to graphically identify the extent of drift and inter - mittent events in analog circuits. view results in histogram mode to reveal stability  or noise problems in analog circuits. handle even the most demanding measurements  with high accuracy and 6.5 digit resolution. fluke 8845a the fluke 8845a and 8846a, 6.5 digit precision  multimeters have the precision and versatility to  handle your most demanding measurements on the  bench or in a system. dual display offers versatile graphical  capabilities:  the 8845a and 8846a feature a unique  graphical display that can reveal signal quality  issues like drift, intermittent and stability by viewing  the measurement data as a real time trendplot, ?    histogram or statistics using the unique analyze  mode. wide measurement ranges:  resistance or  current has been extended to cover the widest range  possible.  perform 4-wire measurements easily with  two leads:  patented split terminal jacks for 2x4  ohms function allow you to perform precise 4-wire  measurements with only two leads instead of four.  optional kelvin leads accessories are available to  enable you to establish a 4-wire connection even in  tight spaces. systems capabilities:  both instruments include  an rs-232, ieee-488 and ethernet interface as  standard, with popular dmm emulation modes that  make systems integration a simple task. software:  transfer data points from your meter to  your pc with the free copy of flukeview forms basic.  to customize your forms, upgrade with fvf-ug. application note, literature code  2547797: understanding specifications  for precision multimeters a solid understanding of  specifcations  is critical  when youre  evaluating the  suitability of  dmms for an  application,  or when  you must be  confdent that  your readings  accurately  refect  reality. this  application  note discusses some of the thinking  behind dmm specifcations and  spec sheets. it defnes the various  elements of dmm specs and gives  tips on how to apply them. want to read more? go to  www. fuke.com/library  to download this  and other application notes, or get  info specifc to your industry and  sign up for fluke news publications  at  www.fuke.com/subscribe . !pplication.ote   ? ?   ? i   ? ? ? i   ? } ?  > ?   ? l  >  t  j      v ? ? ? i  v ? ?  ? ? l  >  t 5nderstandingspecilcations forprecisionmultimeters $igitalmultimetersaretheworkhorsesofthe electronicsindustry!lmostalloftheelectronic productsweuseinourpersonalandprofessional livesarebuiltorservicedusingmultimeters $ifferent$--applicationsrequirediffer 
 entdegreesofattentiontospecs!technician checkingalogicpowersupplycanusehistrusty bench$--conldentlytoverifythatthesupply iswithinafewpercentof6(oweverwhen thejobrequirestestingcriticalcircuitschecking precisioncomponentsmakinglneadjustments inproductionverifyingcompliancewithindustry standardsortakingmeasurementsoutsidethe controlledenvironmentofthelabthenyoullneed toevaluatespecilcationscarefully !solidunderstandingofspecilcationsiscritical whenyoureevaluatingthesuitabilityof$--s foranapplicationorwhenyoumustbeconldent thatyourreadingsaccuratelyremectreality4his applicationnotediscussessomeofthethinking behind$--specilcationsandspecsheets)t delnesthevariouselementsof$--specsand givestipsonhowtoapplythem 3pecilcationsandthe specsheet 7heneverwetakeameasure 
 mentwithanymeterwere gambling7eregamblingthat theinstrumentisgoingtogiveus thehrealvreading&ortunately itsaverysafebetthataquality multimeterwilldeliverreadings thatcoincidewithreality3pecil 
 cationsquantifytheconldenceof gettingaccuratereadingsandthe riskofseeinginaccuratereadings !specilcationsdocumentis aclearlywrittendescriptionof aninstrumentsperformance )tshouldquantifyaninstru 
 mentscapabilitiesobjectively underwell
delnedoperating conditions &romthisformaldelnitionwe candrawthecharacteristicsof goodspecilcations s  #ompletenessnanyfactor  thatimpactsuncertaintyis coveredincludingoperat 
 inglimitssuchashumidity altitudeorvibration s  #laritynalleffortsshouldbe madetomakethespecilca 
 tionsstraightforward s  /bjectivityndoesnotattempt tomisleadforthesakeof promotion !well
writtenspecilcation shouldmaintainthesamelevel ofintegrityasamedicalchartor bankstatement-anufacturers muststandlrmlybehindtheir specsandyoushouldfullyexpect thattheinformationyouare gettingisaccurateandcomplete /nthespecsheetyoushould seemeasurementuncertainty specsandmodilersthataffect theuncertainty9ouwillalsosee operatinglimitsthatconstrain theenvironmentinwhichthe uncertaintyspecilcationswill holdtrue4hesearestatedin numericalvalueseghumidity	 orwithreferencetointernational standardsshockandvibration	 &irstletstakeacloserlookat howwequantifymeasurement uncertainty feature 885a 886a display dual vfd dot matrix resolution 6.5 digits continuity / diode test yes analytical functions statistics, histogram, trendplot?, limit test math functions zero, min/max/average, std dev; mx + b, db/dbm usb device port  usb memory drive port real time clock  yes interfaces rs-232, ieee-488.2, ethernet, usb (with optional adapter) programming languages/emulation modes scpi (ieee-488.2), agilent 34401a, fluke 45 safety designed to comply with iec 61010-2000-1, ansi / isa-s82.01-1994,    can / csa-c22.2 no.1010.1-92 1000 v cat i / 600 v catii for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/884x  

   buy electrical tester kits and save specifications C t5 and t3 testers   recommended accessories C electrical testers fluke t5 voltage, continuity and    current tester ?   excellent front-line troubleshooting and    measurement tool ?   available in 600 v and 1000 v models  ?   digital display ?   openjaw ?  current measurement ?   rotary switch selects volts, amps and ohms    functions ?   heavy-duty test leads fluke t   voltage and continuity tester ?   led voltage indicators ?   seven key voltage levels ?   automatically switches to continuity beeper or  ac/dc voltage ?   heavy-duty test leads alternatives to traditional   solenoid testers   t5-1000 t5-600  t  measure dc voltage  1000 v 600 v preset 6 v, 12 v, 24 v,  36 v, 48 v, 110 v and  220 v* measure ac voltage  1000 v   600 v preset 24 v, 48 v, 120  v, 208 v, 240 v, 277 v  and 480 v*  measure ac current (average) 100 a 100 a  n/a measure continuity  < 25  w < 25  w   < 20,000  w   measure resistance   1000  w 1000  w   n/a dc polarity indicator yes yes yes detachable probe tips with    optional probe tips styles yes yes n/a safety rating 1000 v overvoltage  cat iii 600 v overvoltage  cat iii 1000 v overvoltage  cat iii warranty two-years two-years one-year * voltage levels will vary depending on country of intended use.    fluke 90  0  rotary field  indicator the fluke 9040 is  a premium phase  rotation tester with  a cat iii, 600 v rat - ing. the frequency  range is from 15 hz  to 400 hz for  demanding appli - cations. the clear  liquid crystal display and the holster  make it suitable for rough outdoor  applications. this instrument is sup - plied with three unique, expandable,  test probes which fit most sockets. for more information, visit    www.fluke.com/90  0   h5   ac  85 (t5)   meter cleaner   t5 kit   c5  0a   electrical tester holster   suregrip ?  alligator clips   cleaning wipes   starter kit   leather tool case     see page 70   see page 62   see page 71   see page 61   see page 70 t  tester kit combo kit includes:  ?   fluke t3 voltage and  continuity tester ?   fluke voltalert ? t5-1000 tester kit combo kit includes:  ?   fluke t5-1000 voltage  electrical tester ?   fluke voltalert ? ?   fluke h5 holster voltalert ?  multi pack includes five fluke voltalerts.  the special kit pricing gets you  the fifth voltalert ?  free. outfit  your entire staff.     fluke  1ac-ii/1lac-ii  voltalert the pocket-sized voltage detector  the next generation voltalert ?  ac  non-contact voltage testers from  fluke are easy to usejust touch  the tip to a terminal strip, outlet, or  supply cord. when the tip glows  red and the unit beeps, you know  there is voltage present. electricians,  maintenance, service, safety personnel  and homeowners can quickly test for  energized circuits in the workplace or  at home. certifed up to cat iv 1000 v. two models to choose from: ?   1ac-ii  C detects voltage from    90 v ac to 1000 v ac ?   1lac-ii  C detects voltage from    20 v ac to 90 v ac fluke t5 and t3   electrical testers for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/tseries included accessories the t5-1000 and t5-600 come with  detachable probes and instruction  sheet. the t3 has fixed test leads  and probes. ordering information t5-1000   1000 v voltage,        continuity and      current tester t5-600   600 v voltage,        continuity and      current tester t3  voltage and continuity      tester t3-1ac kit   voltage and continuity      tester kit t5-h5-1ac   voltage, continuity    kit   and current tester kit 1ac-ii 5pk   voltalert 5 pack 1ac-ii   voltage detector 1lac-ii   voltage detector 9040   rotary field indicator electrical testers 

  earth ground testers fluke 1625 and 1623    geo earth ground testers advanced technology for all your earth  ground testing applications included accessories fluke 1625 tester:  2 test leads,    2 alligator clips, and users manual. fluke 1625 kit:  same as above    plus stake/reel set 4 pole, selective/ stakeless clamp set, and rugged    carrying case. fluke 1623 tester:  2 test leads,    2 alligator clips, and users manual. fluke 1623 kit:  same as above    plus stake/reel set 4 pole, selective/ stakeless clamp set, and rugged    carrying case. ordering information fluke-1625     advanced geo  earth ground tester fluke-1625 kit     advanced geo  earth ground    tester kit fluke-1623     basic geo earth  ground tester fluke-1623 kit     basic geo earth  ground tester kit these products are for unpowered  installations measuring grounding  connections. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/egt   brochure, literature code 2633834: earth ground resistance:  principles, testing methods  and applications this brochure  is a highly  informative  collection of  information  about earth    ground  systems,    testing    methods and  applications. want to  read more?  download    this and other application notes at  www.fluke.com/library principles,  testing methods  and applications earth ground  resistance diagnose intermittent  electrical problems avoid unnecessary  downtime learn earth ground  safety principles the new fluke 1620 series earth ground  testers not only measure ground resistance  using the classic fall of potential test  but also enable time saving testing using  the selective and stakeless methods.  selective testing does not require the  electrode under test to be disconnected  during the measurement, thus increasing  safety. the simple stakeless method  quickly checks ground connections using  two current transformers (probes) clamped  around the ground conductor under test.  offering one-button simplicity, the 1623  is an all-in-one earth ground tester, while  the 1625 has extra versatility for more  demanding applications. earth ground resistance and soil resistivity should be measured when: ?   designing earth ground systems ?      installing new ground system and   electrical equipment ?      periodically testing ground and lightning  protection systems ?     installing large electrical equipment    such as transformers, switchgears,  machines, etc. the 1623 is perfect for performing  predictive maintenance checks of  commercial and industrial applications.  the 1625 is intended for electrical utility or  other high frequency environments.  features C 1625/1623 earth ground testers feature 16  5 16  one-button measurement concept ? 3- and 4-pole earth ground measurement ? ? 4-pole soil resistivity testing ? ? 2-pole resistance measurement ac ? ? 2-and 4-pole resistance measurement dc ? selective testing, no disconnection of ground conductor (1 clamp) ? ? stakeless testing, quick ground loop testing (2 clamps)   ? ? measuring frequency 128 hz ? earth impedance measurement at 55 hz ? automatic frequency control (afc) (94 hz to 128 hz) ? measuring voltage switchable 20/48v ? programmable limits, settings ? continuity with buzzer ? dust/water resistance ip56 ip56 safety rating cat ii 300 v cat ii 300 v   recommended accessories C 16  5 and 16  earth ground testers battery type:  6 x aa alkaline cells size (hxwxd):  110 mm x 180 mm x 240 mm (4.33 in x 7.08 in x 9.45 in) weight (including batteries):  1623 geo: 1.1 kg (2.42 lb); 1625 geo: 1.5 kg (3.31 lb) two-year warranty   ei-16   ei-16  5   es-16  p   es-16  p    selective/stakeless    selective/stakeless   stake/reel set   stake/reel set     clamp set   clamp set   for 3 pole   for 4 pole   for 1623   for 1625   measurements   measurements   fluke 1623 fluke 1625    

 handy geo earth ground tester     earth ground tester for resistance measurement included accessories fluke 1630 clamp meter:  rugged  carrying case with belt, resistance  test loop, 9 v battery and users  manual. handy geo tester:  rugged rubber  holster with carrying belt, battery,  and operating instructions. ordering information fluke-1630   earth ground      clamp meter handy geo   earth ground tester handy geo kit   earth ground tester      kit with 25 m and      50 m cable reel      and two earth      ground stakes these products are for unpowered  installations measuring grounding  connections.  the handy geo earth ground tester is a rugged,  easy-to-use tester for three-pole ground resistance  measurements and two-pole ac resistance  measurements. earth ground resistance is measured by installing  earth ground test electrodes and testing with the  handy geo. earth ground resistance measurements  are used to ensure safe operation and reduce power  quality problems. the handy geo is extremely  lightweight making it ideal to test for lightning  protection levels and periodic check-ups during  routine maintenance. two-pole ac resistance is measured to confrm low  resistance between electrical joints: ?   fuse-to-fuse holder (to ensure there is no  overheating) ?   bonding of ground earth connections ?   additional bonding ?   cable to terminal connections ac current can be used to confrm the low resistance  path in two directions simultaneously. the gold standard for measuring ground resistance  using classic fall of potential as well as selective and  stakeless methods. fluke 1630 earth    ground clamp meter measure earth ground loop resistance    anywhere. quickly and easily. earth ground testers for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/egt the fluke 1630 earth ground clamp is able to measure  ground loop resistancesusing the stakeless testing method.  this test technique eliminates the dangerous, and time  consuming activity of disconnecting parallel grounds, as  well as the process of fnding suitable locations for auxiliary  ground stakes. you can also perform earth ground tests in  places you have not considered before: inside buildings, on  power pylons or anywhere you dont have access to soil. with the stakeless testing method, the fluke 1630 earth  ground clamp is placed around the earth ground rod or  the connecting cable. no earth ground stakes are used at  all. a known voltage is induced by one half of the clamp  and the current is measured by the other half. the tester  automatically determines the ground loop resistance at this  grounding connection. gone are the days of spending time  placing and connecting stakes for each earth ground rod on  your systema major time saver. ?   quick and easy useno earth ground stakes are    necessary ?   large, 35 mm (1.35 in) jaw opening ?   measures ground resistance from 0.025  w  to 1500  w ?   measures ground leakage current from 0.2 ma to 30 ma ?   high and low alarming ?   automatic self calibration ?   rugged carrying case and resistance check loop included what is ground, and what  does it do? the nec, national electrical code,  defnes a ground as a conducting  connection, whether intentional or  accidental between an electrical  circuit or equipment and the earth, or  to some conducting body that serves  in place of the earth. when talking about grounding  it is actually two different subjects,  earth grounding and equipment  grounding. earth grounding is an  intentional connection from a circuit  conductor usually the neutral to a  ground electrode placed in the earth.  equipment grounding is to ensure  that operating equipment within a  structure is properly grounded. these two grounding systems  are required to be separate except  for a connection between the two  systems to prevent differences in  potential from a possible fashover  from a lightning strike. the purpose  of a ground besides the protection  of people, plants and equipment  is to provide a safe path for the  dissipation of fault currents, lightning  strikes, static discharges, emi and  rfi signals and interference. 

 power quality analyzers 5 recommended accessories C   5 and    pq analyzers   i5spq   i  0-flex-  pk   c  5   gps  0   3 pack of 5 a   4 pack of 3000 a   water-tight hard   gps time     precision current   flexible current   case with rollers   synchronization     clamps   probes     module fluke 430 series three-phase  power quality analyzers pinpoint power problems faster,    safer and in greater detail features C 435 and 434 pq analyzers the fluke 435 and 434 three-phase power quality  analyzers help you locate, predict, prevent and trouble - shoot problems in three- and single-phase power distri - bution systems. troubleshooting is faster with on-screen    display of trends and captured events, even while back - ground recording continues. the new iec standards for  flicker, harmonics, and power quality are built right in to  take the guess work out of power quality. ?   troubleshoot real-time:   analyze the trends  using the cursors and  zoom toolseven while  background recording  continues  ?   autotrend:  every  measurement you see  is always automatically  recorded, without any setup  ?   automatic transient  mode:  capture 200 khz  waveform data on all  phases simultaneously    up to 6 kv  ?   measure all three  phases and neutral:   with included four  current probes  ?   fully class-a compliant:  conduct tests according to  the stringent international iec 61000-4-30 class-a  standard  ?   system-monitor:  up  to ten power quality  parameters on one screen  according to en50160  power quality standard ?   inrush mode:  for  troubleshooting nuisance  circuit breaker tripping  ?   logger function:   confgure for any test condition with memory for over  400 parameters at user defned intervals for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq included accessories fluke 435 analyzer:  hard carry - ing case with rollers, four flexible  current probes (i430-flex), five test  leads and clips, battery charger,  flukeview software, power log soft - ware, optical usb cable, color local - ization set, getting started manual,  users manual on cd-rom. fluke 434 analyzer:  hard carrying  case, four current probes (i400s),  five test leads and clips, battery  charger, flukeview software, opti - cal usb cable, color localization set,  getting started manual, users manual  on cd-rom. ordering information fluke-435     three-phase power  quality analyzer fluke-434     three-phase power  quality analyzer   application note, literature code  2435490: six simple ways to reduce  costs with a fluke 434    power quality analyzer there are  hundreds of  power quality  measurements  you can take  on electrical  systems and  equipment.  these  instructions  focus on four  predictive  maintenance  (pdm)  measurements and two power  consumption measurements that  can help you uncover hidden costs,  protect equipment from damaging  conditions, reduce unscheduled  downtime, and improve system  performance. features 5 * measures voltage, current, dips, swells,    interruptions, harmonics, inter-harmonics,  flicker, power, energy, transients, frequency,  unbalance, inrush, en50160 overview ? ? logger function with multi-parameter logging ? optional* mains signaling ? optional* memory size 16 mb 8 mb current probes  3000 a flexible (4) 40 a/400 a clamp (4) carrying case water-tight hard case with rollers rugged hard case software fluke power log and flukeview ? flukeview ? *optional functionality can be added with upgrade kit. fluke 435 fluke 434 

 specifications C 43b analyzer recommended accessories C   b analyzer 6 power quality analyzers power quality analysis plus a    scope and a meter fluke 43b power   quality analyzer battery life:  rechargeable nimh pack  (charger included), 6.5 hours typical  (continuous) shock and vibration:  mil 28800e,  type 3, class iii, style b operating temperature:  0 oc to 50 oc  (32 of to 122 of) case:  ip51 (dust, drip waterproof) size (hxwxd):  232 mm x 115 mm x  50 mm (9.1 in x 4.5 in x 2 in) weight:  1.1 kg (2.5 lbs) safety:  iec 1010-1, cat iii 600 v.  tested and approved to ul 3111-1,  csa c.22.2 no. 1010.1-92. warranty:  three-years on fluke 43b,  one-year on accessories ?   nimh battery provides  extended operating time of  6.5 hours ?   voltage, current and power    harmonics up to 51st ?   total harmonic distortion  (thd) ?   phase angle of individual  harmonics ?   flukeview ?  software with  enhanced analysis and  documentation capabilities ?   continuously measure volts  and amps cycle-by-cycle for  up to 16 days ?   cursors give time and date    of sags and swells ?   watts, power  factor, displace- ment power  factor, va and  var ?   voltage  and current  waveforms ?   calculates three- phase power  on balanced  loads from a  single-phase  measurement ?   catch up to  40 voltage  transients and  waveform  distortions the fluke 43b power quality analyzer performs the  measurements you need to maintain power systems,  troubleshoot power problems, and diagnose equipment  failures. the 43b has 20 storage locations and can store  data as well as screens.   i1000s   i  000flex   tlk  5   c    ac current probe   ac current clamp   suregrip master   carrying case     see page 66   see page 66   accessory kit   see page 70         see page 61   application note, literature code  2391563: the costs of poor power  quality productivity  is the key to  survival in  todays global  competitive  environment.  power quality  problems  can cause  processes and  equipment to  malfunction  or shut down.  and the consequences can range  from excessive energy costs to  complete work stoppage. obviously,  power quality is critical. to reduce your power bill, you  need to record consumption patterns  and adjust the system and load  timing to reduce one or more of the  following: 1. actual power (kwh) usage 2. power factor penalties 3. a peak demand charge structure want to read more? download this  and other application notes at    www.fuke.com/library for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq included accessories the fluke 43b includes a hard  case, voltage and current probes,  flukeview ?  software, power quality  instructional cd, usb interface cable,  line voltage adapter/battery charger  and users manuals.  ordering information fluke-43b  power quality analyzer function fluke   b* volts/amps/hz volts rms  (1 % + 10 counts) amps rms  (1 % + 10 counts) frequency (hz)  (0.5 % + 2 counts) crest factor (cf)  (5 % + 1 count) sags and swells  (2 % +10 counts) power w, var, va  (2 % + 6 counts)  pf, cos ( (dpf)  0.04 harmonics and thd harmonics   3 % thd  3% transient display minimum transient detection 40 ns inrush current  5 % of full scale additional capabilities autotrend ? real time scope ? ohms, diode, continuity, capacitance ? memory (screens/data) 20 (screens, settings, data) flukeview software and interface cable standard *not including current probe specifications

 power quality analyzers  7 fluke 1760 power quality    recorder  topas class-a compliance for the most    demanding power quality tests the fluke 1760 three-phase power  quality recorder is the ideal portable  instrument for power quality experts. it is  fully compliant to iec 61000-4-30 class-a,  for advanced power quality analysis and  consistent compliance testing. designed  for analysis of utility and industrial power  distribution systems, in medium- and low- voltage networks, the fluke 1760 provides  the fexibility to customize thresholds,  algorithms, and measurement selections.  it captures the most comprehensive details  on user-selected parameters and allows for  later analysis and reporting. ?   fully class-a compliant:  conduct tests  according to the stringent international  iec 61000-4-30 class-a standard  ?   gps time synchronization:  correlate  data with events or datasets from other  instruments, with precision  ?   flexible and fully confgurable  thresholds and scale factors:  allows  user to pinpoint specifc issues by  defning the detailed criteria for detection  and recording of disturbances. ?   highest safety rating in the industry:   600 v cat iv/1000 v cat iii rated for  use at the service entrance ?   uninterrupted power supply    (40 minutes):  never miss important  eventseven record the beginning and  end of interruptions and outages, to help  determine the cause ?   10 mhz, 6000 vpk waveform capture:   get a detailed picture of even the  shortest event ?   2 gb data memory:  enables detailed,  simultaneous recording of numerous  power parameters for long periods of  time ?   comprehensive software included:   provides trend diagrams for root cause  analysis, statistical summaries, report  writing, and real-time data monitoring    in the online mode ?   plug and play:  allows quick setup with  automatic sensor detection; sensors are  instrument powered, eliminating the  need for batteries ?   rugged feld design:  insulated housing  and a solid state design with no rotating  components, enable reliable testing  under nearly any conditions e l e c t r i c a l   s a f e t y   1000 v cat iii 600 v cat iv for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq included accessories fluke 1760 recorder:  voltage  probes (4), current probes (4),    ethernet cable for network connec - tion (1), crosslink ethernet cable for  direct pc connection (1), mains cable  (1), gps time sync receiver, pc soft - ware on cd-rom, operators manuals  and carrying case. fluke 1650 recorder:  five flexible  current probes (four 1000 a and one  100 a), pas software with report  writer, ethernet cable and manual. ordering information fluke-1760   without fast      transient, voltage      or current option fluke-1760tr   with fast transient      option 1695-flexi pack   power recorder these power quality recorders are  sold exclusively through power    quality representatives. to request    a demonstration, or to order, call    1-888-257-9897 or email questions  to  fpqsupport@fluke.com . many configurations and accessories  are available for these recorders,  go to  www.fluke.com/pq  for more  information. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq fluke 1650 rpm power recorder power recorder fewer connections, shorter set up, less mistakes.    patented full-disclosure technology captures every    measurement, every event, on every cycle, all the    timewithout thresholds. from simple set-ups to    finished reports, the fluke 1650 is the complete    solution to your portable power recording needs.    the power recorder is all you need to record, analyze,    and document:  ?   loading and load interaction  ?   power consumption and demand  ?   sags, swells, harmonics or transient events  ?   ground currents  ?   phase relationships, including phase    imbalance multipoint for permanent installations, select multipoint to get the same    performance as the portable power recordersimultaneously measuring all power quality  parameters, as well as power consumption and harmonics. application note, literature code  2555030: what does class a    mean to me? the new iec 61000-4-30 class a  standard takes the guesswork out  of selecting a  power quality  instrument.  the standard  iec 61000- 4-30 class a  defines the  measure - ment meth - ods for each  power quality  parameter to  obtain reli - able, repeat - able and  comparable  results. it also defines the accuracy,  bandwidth, and minimum set of  parameters. going forward, manu - facturers can begin designing to  class a standards, giving technicians  a level playing field to choose from  and increasing their measurement  accuracy, reliability, and efficiency  on the job. 

 included accessories fluke 1740 series:   4 flexible  probes 15/150/1500/3000 a with    2 m cable, pq log software, rs-232  interface cable and rs-232-usb  adapter, 4 black dolphin clips, test  leads for voltages and power supply,  color localization kit, carrying bag,  test certifcate with measurement  values, printed english manual and  multi-language manual cd . vr101s:  vr101, optical interface  cable, and eventview software on cd. vr101:  instruction sheet. ordering information fluke-1743   power quality      logger C memobox fluke-1744   power quality      logger C memobox fluke-1745   power quality      logger C memobox vr101s  voltage event      recorder system vr101  voltage event      recorder note: at least one vr101s is required for  proper operation. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq fluke 1740 series three- phase pq loggers  memobox assess power quality and    conduct long-term studies with ease fluke vr101s voltage event recorder system     power tools for power quality for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/vr101 the vr101s is the perfect system for catching  sags, swells, transients, outages, and frequency  variations on line voltage at receptacles. the vr101s is a starter system that includes a  compact vr101 event recorder, an optical inter - face cable, and eventview ?  software that turns  your pc into a power quality reporting tool. the  vr101s is covered by a one-year warranty. application note, literature code  2646555: power quality recording and  analysis: techniques and  applications hooking up a  power quality  recorder and  taking days  worth of  data can give  you a rich  picture of your  power. in this  article well  talk about  the various  recording  techniques  available in power loggers and  recorders-understanding the tools  and techniques you have available  will be key to your strategy. what  should you be looking for? and  when does recording make sense? want to read more? go to  www. fuke.com/library  to download this  and other application notes, or get  info specifc to your industry and  sign up for fluke news publications  at  www.fuke.com/subscribe . application note f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y power quality recording  and analysis: techniques  and applications hooking up a power quality recorder and taking  days worth of data can give you a rich picture  of your power. in this article well talk about the  various recording techniques available in power  loggers and recordersunderstanding the tools  and techniques you have available will be key to  your strategy. what should you be looking for?  and when does recording make sense? to really know your power, ideally,  youd want to look at every line  cycle to see even the smallest  changes. however, since our power  swings through more than four  million cycles per day, its impracti - cal to look at tiny changesand  often unnecessary. few loads even  notice occasional voltage dips of  one or two cycles. how long you record depends  somewhat on the rhythm of your  building. if you are working on a  typical commercial or light indus - trial building, then a week is long  enough for a building to go through  its normal cycle. if you are work - ing in a plant that runs special  equipment only periodically (say  a furnace that runs only monthly),  youll need to be sensitive to the  timing of these loads. different recording techniques  have been developed to look at  small changes over relatively long  time periods. many instruments  combine several techniques to  improve their coverage. well  describe the common techniques  and some of their pros and cons. by understanding the different  techniques. youll be better able to  choose an appropriate tool for the  job at hand. setting up a fluke 1735 power logger at the service entrance for a  30-day load study.  recording techniques fluke 1744/1743 features 17 5 17  17  measurement of common power parameters: v, a, w, va,  var, pf, energy, flicker, voltage events, and thd ? ? ? measurement of voltage and current harmonics to the  50th, unbalance, and mains signaling ? ? dust/water resistance  ip50 ip65 water proof display  led + lcd led led ups ride-through 5 hours 3 s 3 s dimensions (hxwxd) 282 mm x 216 mm x 74 mm (11.5 in x 8.8 in x 3 in) 170 mm x 125 mm x 55 mm (6.9 in x 5.1 in x 2.2 in) features C 1740 series pq loggers fluke 1745 compact and rugged, the fluke 1740 series three-phase  power quality loggers are everyday instruments for tech - nicians who troubleshoot and analyze power distribution  systems. capable of simultaneously logging up to 500  parameters for up to 85 days and capturing events, the  fluke 1740 series helps uncover intermittent and hard- to-find power quality issues. the included pq log soft - ware quickly assesses the quality of power at the service  entrance, substation, or at the load, according to the latest  en50160 standard. ?   plug and play:  setup in minutes with automatic current  probe detection and powering  ?   installs inside the cabinet:  compact, fully-insulated  housing and accessories ft easily in tight spaces, next  to live power ?   determines the root cause:  included pq log software  quickly analyzes trends, creates statistical summaries,  and generates detailed graphs and tables ?   monitors power for the long-term:  data can be  downloaded during recording without interruption ?   measure voltage with premium accuracy:  iec61000- 4-30 class-a compliant voltage accuracy (0.1 %)  ?   quickly validate quality of power:  assess power  quality according to en50160 power quality standard,  with statistical overview ?   rugged and reliable:  designed for everyday feld use,  with no moving parts and durable, insulated case, with  two-year warranty   recommended accessories C 17  0 series pq loggers   mbx clamp 1 a/10 a + n   mbx   00 poleset   c  5   3-phase+n current clamps   pole mounting kit for 1743 and 1744   water-tight hard case with rollers   2 m cable 8 power quality analyzers  

 power quality analyzers 9   recommended accessories C 17  5 three-phase power logger   mbx clamp 1 a/10 a   mbx clamp 5 a/50 a +n   c  5   3 precision dual range   4 precision dual range   water-tight hard case with rollers   current clamps (1 a/10 a)   current clamps (5 a/50 a) fluke 1735 three-phase    power logger electrical load studies, energy consumption  testing, and general power quality logging the fluke 1735 three-phase power  logger is the ideal electrician or  technicians tool for conducting energy  studies and basic power quality logging.  set up the 1735 in seconds, with the  included flexible current probes and  color display. the 1735 logs most  electrical power parameters, harmonics  and captures voltage events. included accessories fluke 1735 logger:  four fexible  current probes (15 a/150 a/3000 a),  power log software, voltage leads  and clips, color localization set, pc  interface cable, international ac  adapter (115/230 v, 50/60 hz), soft  carrying case, printed english manu - al and multi-language manual cd. norma 4000/5000 analyzers:     test certificate with calibration  values, user manual, power supply  cable and are completely customiz - able with a variety of accessories. ordering information fluke-1735   three-phase       power analyzer norma 4000 bu43   high precision        power analyzer norma 5000 bu56   high precision        power analyzer the norma high precision power analyzers  deliver precise measurements of single or  three-phase current and voltage as well  as calculation of power and other derived  values. they provides class-leading  accuracy for any waveform, frequency or  phase shift. its 144 mm (5.7 in) color display  makes it easy to use both in the feld and as  a table unit in labs and on test benches. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pq application note the nec specifies that: ? 	the highest demand is the highest demand among all feeders. ? 	take the measurements when the building is occupied. ? 	include heating or cooling loads, whichever is larger, or correct to account for these loads. ? 	add in any other periodic loads. as always, local authorities are responsible for interpreting the code and measurements. local regulations determine when a load study must be per - formed, exactly what information is required, and the review pro - cess. make sure you understand your local requirements before you start a load study. 30 day load  studies with the  fluke 1735  power logger when a building owner wants you to add new loads to an exist - ing service or set of feeders, the first thing you have to is deter - mine whether the existing sys - tem will support the new loads. if you have a 600 amp service installed in a facility, can you add another 100 amps of load? to answer this question you have to ask another one: what is the highest load the system car - ries now? 		 often, local electrical authori - ties will need to know these answers before they issue per - mits. youll also need a compre - hensive understanding of todays loading to evaluate the new sys - tem, once installed. to determine the existing equipments capacity, factor in the incoming conductor size, the ratings of the equipment, and space for new circuits. to deter - mine present loading, youll need to either precisely calculate the existing loads, or measure them. article 220 of the 2005 national electrical code offers two measurement methods for determining existing loads and the maximum demand the system is likely to handle. the nec defines demand as the power consumption of the loads averaged over 15-minute intervals. the primary nec method is to find the maximum demand dur - ing a one-year period. this only works if you have a years worth of demand data. the alternate method is to record the demand over a 30-day period and find the maximum demand. this article describes the 30-day recording method, known as a load study. f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y recording current  and power with the  fluke 1735 the compact, rugged fluke 1735 power logger is an excellent tool for performing load studies. ? 	 it includes flexible current probes for connecting around multiple conductors or bus bars. ? 	 it has a pc interface and software for downloading measurements to a win - dows-based pc and creating professional reports for your electrical plans. ? 	 it measures voltage on three phases and current on three phases and neutral. ? 	 it records multiple parameters that can help determine system load, including voltage, current, frequency, real power (kw), application note, literature code  2584800: 30 day load studies with  the fluke 1735 power  logger when a build - ing owner  wants you to  add new loads  to an existing  service or set  of feeders,  the first thing  you have to  is determine  whether  the existing  system will  support the new loads. if you have a  600 amp service installed in a facil - ity, can you add another 100 amps  of load? to answer this question you  have to ask another one: what is  the highest load the system car - ries now? often, local electrical  authorities will need to know these  answers before they issue permits. want to read more? go to  www. fluke.com/library  to download this  and other application notes, or get  info specific to your industry and  sign up for fluke news publications  at  www.fluke.com/subscribe norma 4000 and 5000    high precision power analyzers   configurations  number of channels norma 4000: 1 phase or 3 phase; norma 5000 and 2x3 phases basic accuracy 0.05 % to 0.3 %  rdg depending on options sample rate 1 mhz, 1/3 mhz or 0.1 mhz depending on options ranges up to 100 v and 10 a or 20 a direct inputs, depending on model. with shunts, transducer  or clamp accessories C up to 300 a. mechanical power optional process interface 4 x speed/torque/pmech interfaces rs-232, optional ieee 488.2/1, ethernet, usb functions  rms values v/a/p/q/s and derived values like fundamental, thd ... oscilloscope simultaneous display of up to three values on sample level fft up to h40 or half of sampling rate recorder display of three average values over time for trend determination vector display of fundamental of all channels ?   record power and associated parameters  for up to 45 days ?   monitor maximum power demand over  user-defned averaging periods ?   prove the beneft of effciency  improvements with energy consumption  tests ?   measure harmonic distortion caused by  electronic loads ?   improve reliability by capturing voltage  dips and swells from load switching ?   easily confrm instrument setup with  color display of waveforms and trends  ?   measure all three phases and neutral  with included 4 fexible current probes ?   view graphs and generate reports with  included power log software ?   compact, rugged design with ip65 case,  600 v cat iii and two-year warranty   

 lh1050 and lh1060 power clamp meters     ideal combination of a clamp and power meter included accessories fluke 345 clamp meter:  batteries,  pair of measuring leads, alligator  clips, operating instructions, power  log software, interface cable pouch,  and calibration certifcate . lh1050/lh1060 clamp meters:   battery, pair of measuring leads,  operating instructions, and pouch . recommended    accessories winlog s/w   winlog software for      lh 1050/1060,      analyst 2050/2060 ordering information lh1050   ac/dc power      clamp meter lh1060   ac/dc power      clamp meter fluke-345  ac/dc power      quality clamp meter the lh1050 and lh1060 are not  available in canada. fluke 345 power quality  clamp meter the ideal meter for commissioning and    troubleshooting modern electrical loads with a bright color display to analyze the harmonic spectrum,  a low-pass flter to remove high frequency noise, and a high  emc immunity design, the fluke 345 is ideal for measurements  on switching loads such as variable speed drives, electronic  lighting and ups systems. additionally, the hall effect  measurement system makes measurement of dc current  possible without the need to break the circuit, and the internal  memory enables long-term logging for analysis of trends or  intermittent problems. ?   ac/dc current:  clamp-on measurement of ac peak and dc  current up to 2000 a without breaking the circuit ?   highest safety rating:  600 v cat iv/1000 v cat iii rated for  use at the service entrance ?   accurate measurement of parameters:  even with distorted  waveforms present on electronic loads with low-pass flter ?   data logging:  identify intermittent faults by logging  any power parameters for minutes or months, including  harmonics  ?   verify batteries:  direct measurement of dc ripple (%) for  battery and dc systems ?   troubleshoot harmonics:  analyze and log harmonics  digitally or graphically ?   inrush current:  capture and analysis from 3 seconds to    300 seconds ?   easy-to-use:  easily confrm instrument setup with large  backlit color display of waveforms and trends ?   three-phase power:  built in capability for balanced loads. ?   view graphs and generate reports:  with included power  log software the lh1050/1060 ac/dc meters are essential tools for power  measurement and diagnostics on switching loads such as drives and  high effciency lighting. they combine the functionality of a current  clamp, power meter and harmonics meter in a single handheld  instrument that has been designed to a cat iii 600 v rating. common  applications include: ?   installing and testing of dc power systems  ?   measurement of harmonics voltage and current on industrial systems  ?   power and energy optimization lh1050 and lh1060 features: ?   wide range of measuring tasks possible with v, a, hz, w, var, va and  pf in one easy to use clamp ?   true-rms ensures correct, accurate measurement of ac+dc and    distorted signals ?   clear presentation of results with bargraph for dual display of v/hz,  a/hz and pf/w ?   flexible applications with three-phase power capability for    balanced loads ?   easy data evaluation with smart hold saving up to 7 parameters  ?   capture trends with record mode storing min max and average values ?   el backlight visible in varying light levels ?   two-year warranty additional lh1060 features: ?   check startup characteristics with measurement of peak voltage and  current values ?   harmonic trouble shooting with measurement of total harmonic  distortion (thd), distortion factor (df) and crest factor (cf)  ?   monitor the effects of loads with dc ripple measurement for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/clamps 0 clamp meters application note basic power quality  measurements on the  go with the fluke 345 f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y during your day-to-day  measurement activities,  there may be situations  where you need to know  more than what voltage or  current is present. when  that happens, the standard  clamp meter isnt going to  get the job done. the solu - tion may be a power quality  clamp meter such as the  fluke 345. a power quality clamp  meter like the fluke 345  combines a clamp meter,  power quality meter, oscil - loscope and data logger  in one. this combination  of functions coupled with  high quality digital filtering  makes it ideal for working  with variable speed motor  drives, high efficiency light - ing, and other loads using  switching electronics. the basics of course, the fluke 345 will make the basic mea - surements of voltage and current to determine if  there is something seriously wrong with the circuit  under test. its rated for use at the service entrance  with a 600 volt cat iv rating. measuring voltage is as simple as using a clamp  meter: connect the test leads up to the voltage  inputs, select voltage, and then read the rms volt - age. current measurement is just as easy. select  current, open the jaw, clamp around the wire and  measure. with the 2000a range and large jaw  opening, you can evaluate most of the circuits in  the building. the fluke 345 can also measure both ac and dc  voltage and current simultaneously, and identify  the magnitude of each separately and combined as  ac+dc true-rms. thats helpful for checking a ups,  battery, and output, to make sure that the circuits  are working correctly and the batteries are in good  condition. a dc voltage component on the output  of a ups or even an adjustable speed motor drive  may even be a quick indicator of a developing  problem. for example, waveform non-symmetry  will cause an apparent dc voltage component and  may indicate impending failure of system output  electronics. application note, literature code  2722823: basic power quality    measurements on the go  with the fluke 345 a great  introduction to  power quality,  this short  application  note teaches  the basics of  simple voltage,  current,  waveform,  harmonics,  power, inrush,  and logging  measurements  using the  fluke 345. learn how to read  waveforms and how and where  to use them, and then learn about  harmonics and how they distort  voltage and current. download this and other    application notes at  www.fluke. com/library  or sign up for fluke  news to get pertinent information on  your industry at  www.fluke.com/ subscribe   

  1 clamp meters the compact size of the lh41 makes it ideal for making  general measurements on small conductors. with excellent  accuracy and resolution of 1 ma, the lh41 offers exceptional  performance for automotive and other low current  applications. features ?   easy use autoranging ac/dc leakage current    measurements from 10 ma to 40 a ?   high 1 ma current resolution for quick circuit comparison  on sensor and control circuits ?   patented jaw design for high accuracy, low dc current  measurement ensures no interference from other circuits ?   push button dc auto zero for correct measurement    every time ?   battery saving auto power off function ?   carry everywhere pocket size, lightweight design ?   convenient display hold for capturing measurement in  inaccessible spots ?   cat iii 300 v ?   two-year warranty fluke 360 ac leakage    current clamp meter 1 a resolution leakage current measure - ments with a tough, pocket sized clamp for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/clamps lh41 ac/dc low current clamp meter     ac/dc current clamp for low current applications lh  015 ac/dc    true-rms clamp meter high current, large jaw clamp for  industrial and utility applications  the lh2015s  large jaw is  suitable for current  measurements  up to 2000 a  ac/dc on large  conductors or bus  bars. the lh2015s  measurement  accuracy is  unaffected by  external magnetic  felds or off- center conductor  positioning due to  its advanced jaw  design. its display- hold feature freezes  the measurement for  viewing after measuring and the  max-hold captures the maximum  measured current.  current clamp measurement can be  used when:  ?   its not possible to power down  equipment and break the circuit. ?   checking the current on large  loads to avoid overheating of  conductors. ?   measuring large dc currents in  industrial drives. features:  ?   2000 ac and dc current  measurement  ?   accurate true-rms measurement  for distorted waveforms  ?   large 50 mm (2 in) jaw capacity  ?   autoranging and auto-zero  ?   display-hold and max-hold  (surge)  ?   two-year warranty included accessories fluke 360 clamp meter:  soft    carrying pouch and users manual . lh41 clamp meter:  battery and  operating instructions . lh2015 clamp meter:  soft case and  users manual . ordering information fluke-360   ac leakage current      clamp meter lh41   ac and dc current      clamp meter lh2015   ac/dc true-rms      clamp meter these products are not available    in canada. the unique jaw design of the fluke 360 eliminates  the infuence of adjacent current conductors  and measures leakage current down to 1   a for  monitoring of insulation. the ergonomic design  of the fluke 360 ensures easy measuring. the  measuring clamp fts into tight spaces and the  wide display angle clearly shows the measurement  result. the data hold button keeps the measured  value on the display after removing the clamp for  the measured conductor. the light fluke 360 offers the widest range  of current measurement for maintenance  professionals and contractors. use the light and  rugged fluke 360 when its not possible to power  down and break the circuit. current measurement ?   automatic ranging within the manually selected  ma or a range ?   ranges 3/30 ma and 30/60 a ?   current resolution 1 a/0.01 ma and    0.01 a/0.1 a ?   frequency range 50 and 60 hz ?   jaw size: 40 mm (1.55 in) maximum conductor  diameter ?   auto power off ?   one-year warranty  

 move up to better design and    performance with fluke clamp meters get more done with the    latest fluke tools its never been more important to be  efficient, fast, and accurate at your job.  today, you need a tool that can keep up  with the demanding needs of residential,  commercial, and industrial electricians. the  fluke 337 clamp meter provides you the  ability to work quickly and easily in narrow  and dark locations, and makes it possible to  keep track of your measurements for further  analysis. the fluke 337 is a significant  improvement from the fluke 30 series  clamps that were built in the mid 1990s.  while the 30 series was a leader in its day,  the 337 offers a design that is compact and  lightweight, and functionality that allows  you to take measurements that are more  precise. fluke 330 series clamps are designed  more ergonomically with capabilities not  found in their predecessors, the fluke 30, 31,  32, 33 and 36. specialty clamp meters see page 54 for information on the  new!     902 true-rms hvac clamp meter. see page 44 for information on the  new!     771 milliamp process clamp meter. function fluke   0 series clamps fluke   7 benefit three-year warranty out of warranty three-year warranty lower cost of ownership small body and jaws fit  perfectly in your hand and  into tight places  ? fits into tight areas for  maximum usability frequency measurement  ? built-in frequency counter meter controls are positioned  so current measurements  can be done with one hand  (index finger on clamp  opening lever and thumb on  rotary switch)  ? easier to use, efficient  measurements large, backlit display is  easy-to-see  ? use in dark areas inrush current function for  measuring starting current for  motors, lighting, etc.  ? easily measure inrush  current on motors, switches,  and circuit protectors to  determine if equipment can  work with high current levels improved low current  measurement accuracy  from new microprocessor  technology  ? more precise measurements min/max capability max only min/max easily track your  measurements fluke   7 premium  clamp meter ?   rugged ?   cat iii 600 v ?   inrush ?   compact  clamp meters for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/clamps  

 clamp meters  recommended accessories C   0 and   0 series specifications C 320 and 330 series models  ,  ,  5,  6    and   7 operating temperature:  -10 c to 50 c    (-14 f to 122 f) altitude:  2,500 meters battery life:  (2) aa alkaline approximately  150 hours continuous, automatic low battery  indicator safety rating:  iec 1010-2-031, cat iii 600 v temperature de-rating:  add 0.1 x specifed  accuracy for each oc above 28 oc or below  18 oc storage temperature:  -40 oc to 60 oc    (-40 of to 140 of) models   1 and   operating temperature:  -10 c to 50 c    (-14 f to 122 f) altitude:  2,000 meters battery life:  (2) aaa carbon zinc  approximately 100 hours continuous,  automatic low battery indicator safety rating:  iec 1010-2-031, cat iii 600 v temperature de-rating:  < 18 c, > 28 c add  0.1 x specifed accuracy /c storage temperature:  -30 c to 60 c    (-22 f to 140 f) see page 54 for information on the    new!  902 true-rms hvac clamp meter ?   inrush current feature (selected models) ?   small body and jaws fit perfectly in your hand  and into tight places ?   controls positioned for one hand operation ?   accurate low current measurements ?   backlight available on most models ?   auto shut-off ?   display hold ?   safety rating: iec 1010-2-031, cat iii 600 v ?   three-year warranty on 330 series fluke    clamp meter ?   precise measurements with 1.8 % basic accuracy ?   resolution up to 0.01 a and 0.1 v ?   measures ac current 40.00 a/400.0 a ?   measures ac and dc volts to 600 v ?   resistance measurement to 400  w ?   continuity for quick checking of shorts (@  c  5 c rh    0 to 90 %) fluke   1 fluke   fluke   fluke   fluke   5 fluke   6 fluke   7 ac   current range to 400.0 a 40.00 a/  400.0 a to 400.0 a to 600.0 a to 999.9 a accuracy 1.8 % + 5 counts    (50 to 60 hz) 2 % + 5 counts    (50 to 60 hz) 2 % + 5 counts    (10 to 100 hz) ac response averaging true-rms inrush integration time    100 ms dc   current range      0 to  600.0 a 0 to  999.9 a accuracy      2 % + 3 counts ac   volts range 400.0 v/600.0 v to 600.0 v accuracy 1.2 % + 5 counts    (50 to 400 hz) 1 % + 5 counts    (50/60 hz) 1 % + 5 counts    (20 to 100 hz) ac response averaging true-rms dc   volts range  400.0 v/  600 v to 600.0 v accuracy  1 % + 5 counts ohms range to 400.0  w to 600.0  w 600.0  w/ 6000  w accuracy 1 % + 5 counts 1.5 % + 5 counts continuity <  30  w hz range       to 400 hz accuracy       0.5 % + 5  counts min/max       yes backlight    yes display hold yes size h x w x d 7.5 in x 2.5 in x 1.4 in 9.4 in x 3.1 in x 1.6 in 9.9 in x 3.1 in x 1.6 in max wire dia. 1 in 1.2 in weight 8 oz 11 oz fluke   0 and   0 series clamp meters offer an impressive array of innovative features with  current ranges up to 1000 a. choose the model that matches the jobs you do.   tl   h   lvd1   tl71   suregrip ?  electrical test lead set   clamp meter holster   volt light   premium test lead set     see page 61   see page 70   see page 64   see page 62 fluke 337 and 322    clamp meters measure inrush motor starting current    the way a circuit breaker sees it for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/clamps included accessories soft carrying case, test leads,    (2) batteries, instruction card and    safety information. ordering information fluke 321   fluke 335 fluke 322   fluke 336 fluke 333   fluke 337 fluke 334 application note, literature code  2041766: making accurate inrush  current measurements new high-efficiency motors require  better tools to evaluate and fix the  consequences of their high inrush  current. the fluke 335, 336 and  337 clamp  meters are  designed  to capture  inrush current  accurately  and, most  importantly,  synchronously  and provide  readings that  accurately  depict what  the circuit  protector  experiences. this application note covers  practices to help you accurately  and safely measure and interpret  inrush current measurements. want to read more? download  this and other application notes at  www.fluke.com/library  

 specifications C 1550b megohmmeter recommended accessories C 15  0 megohmmeter recommended accessories C 1550b megohmmeter included accessories fluke 1550b megohmmeter:   test  leads, 5000 v-rated probes, alligator  clips, interface adapter and cable,  flukeview forms software, line cord,  soft carrying case, and users manual . fluke 1520 megohmmeter:   tl27  heavy duty test leads, tp74  lantern tip test probes, ac285  large jaw alligator clips, protective  holster with hand strap, carrying  case with accessory storage, four  c-cell alkaline batteries, instruction  manual, and instruction manual on  cd-rom . ordering information fluke-1520  megohmmeter fluke-1550b  megohmmeter  insulation resistance testing fluke 1550b and 1520   megohmmeters powerful troubleshooting and    predictive maintenance tools the 1550b automatically calculates  polarization index and dielectric absorp - tion ratios. the 1550b features: ?   standard test voltages of 250 v,    500 v, 1000 v, 2500 v and 5000 v    for a wide range of equipment testing ?   programmable test voltages    available in 50-volt steps from 250 v    to 1000 v and 100-volt steps from  1000 v to 5000 v ?   automatic calculation of dielectric  absorption ratio (dar) and polarization  index (pi) with no additional setup ?   easy setup saves time and effort when  conducting timed and ramp test of  insulation breakdown ?   improved ramp function (0 v dc to    5000 v dc) for breakdown testing ?   autodischarge of capacitive voltage ?   measures resistances up to one    teraohm ?   includes improved flukeview ?     forms software and optical interface  cable for easier downloading to a  windows ?  pc insulation resistance measurement  test voltage (dc) range accuracy ( reading) 250 v 200 k w  to 5 g w    5 g w  to 50 g w 5 %    20 %    500 v 200 k w  to 10 g w    10 g w  to 100 g w 5 %    20 %    1000 v 200 k w  to 20 g w    20 g w  to 200 g w 5 %    20 % 2500 v 200 k w  to 50 g w    50 g w  to 500 g w 5 %    20 % 5000 v 200 k w  to 100 g w  100 g w  to 1 t w 5 %    20 % function range accuracy ( reading) leakage current 1 na to 2 ma  (5 % + 2 na) capacitance  measurement 0.01 uf to 15.00 f  (15 % rdg + 0.03 f) live circuit  indicator 30 v to 600 v ac/dc,  50/60 hz  (5 % + 2 v) the meters accuracy is specified for one year after calibration at oper - ating temperatures of 0 c to 35 c. for operating temperatures outside  the range (-20 c to 0 c and 35 c to 50 c), add  .25 % per c,  except on the 20 % bands add  1 % per c. short circuit current:  greater than 1 ma and less  than 2 ma   bargraph range:  0 to 1 t w      insulation test voltage accuracy:  -0 % to +10 % at    1 ma load current   induced ac mains current rejection:  2 ma maximum   charging rate for capacitive load:  5 seconds per f     timer:  0 to 99 minutes; settable in 1 minute incre - ments; indicated to within 1 second   ramp:  0 % to 100 % of selected test voltage, or until  breakdown dimensions (hxwxl):  330 mm x 242 mm x 170 mm    (13 in x 9.5 in x 6.7 in)   weight (with battery):  4 kg (8.8 lb)   battery type:  12 v, lead-acid, rechargeable   charger input (ac):  85 to 250 v ac, 50/60 hz, 50 va   operating temperature:  -20 oc to 50 oc    (-4 of to 122 of)   storage temperature:  -20 oc to 65 oc (-4 of to 149 of)   relative humidity:  80 % at 31 c decreasing linearly  to 50 % at 50 c   operating altitude:  0 to 2000 meters   enclosure sealing:  ip 40   safety conformance:  en 61010-1, cat iii, 600 v,  en61557, parts 1 & 2   input overload protection:  600 v ac continuous   warranty:  two-years   software:  flukeview ?  forms basic software requires a    pc running windows ?  95, 98, me, 2000, nt4.0 fluke 15 0  megohmmeter a proven workhorse,  the 1520 can make  up to 5,000 insula - tion resistance tests,  more than any other  fluke insulation  tester, without chang - ing batteries. a dual  analog/digital display  makes it easy to use.  a lo-ohms function  measures voltage and  checks connections.  thanks to superb accu - racy, endurance, and handheld size,  the 1520 is a long-standing tool  of choice for demanding plant and  utilities work. ?   large, backlit lcd with analog  bar graph and digital display ?   three output voltages for insula - tion resistance testing: 250 v,    500 v and 1000 v ?   perform up to 5,000 insulation  resistance tests without changing  batteries ?   insulation resistance testing up to  4000 m w ; switches automatically  to voltage measurement when  voltage is greater than    30 v ac or 30 v dc ?   auto-discharge of capacitive    voltage ?   ac/dc voltage measurement up    to 600 v ?   lo-ohms function for testing    connections ?   last reading memory display   tl  7   toolpak ?   sh100   tl   c    heavy-duty   meter hanger   shoulder harness   suregrip ?  electrical   soft carrying case     test lead set   see page 71   for 1520   test lead set   see page 70   see page 62       see page 61     fvf-ug   tl1550ext   l  06   flukeview forms   25 foot extension   deluxe led hat light     software upgrade   test lead set   see page 64     see page 65     for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/1550

 insulation resistance testing 5 fluke 1587 and 1577   insulation multimeters   two powerful tools in one for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/1587 specifications the fluke 1587 and 1577 insulation multimeters combine a  digital 1 kv insulation tester with a full-featured, true-rms  digital multimeter in a single compact, handheld unit, which  provides maximum versatility for both troubleshooting and  preventative maintenance. whether you work on motors,  generators, cables, or switchgear, the fluke 1587 and 1577  insulation multimeters are ideally suited to help you with    your tasks. ?   insulation test (1587: 0.01 m w  to 2 g w )    (1577: 0.1 m w  to 600 m w ) ?   insulation test voltages (1587: 50 v, 100 v, 250 v, 500 v,  1000 v), (1577: 500 v, 1000 v) for many applications ?   live circuit detection prevents insulation test if voltage    > 30 v is detected for added user protection ?   auto-discharge of capacitive voltage for added    user protection ?   filter for motor drive measurements (1587 only) ?   ac/dc voltage, dc millivolts, ac/dc milliamps,    resistance ( w ), and continuity ?   capacitance, diode test, temperature, min/max, and    frequency (hz) (1587 only) ?   auto power off to save battery power ?   large display with backlight and large digits ?   included accessories: remote probe, test leads and probes,  alligator clips, (k-type thermocouple, 1587 only) ?   accepts optional fluke tpak ?  magnetic hanging system to  free your hands for other work ?   rugged, utility hard case allows you to bring everything    you need for the job ?   three-year warranty 1587  1577  insulation test voltages 50 v, 100 v,  250 v, 500 v, 1000 v ? insulation test voltages 500 v, 1000 v ? insulation test: 0.01 m w  to 2.0 g w ? insulation test: 0.1 m w  to 600 m w ? auto-discharge of capacitive voltage ? ? insulation test smoothing reading ? frequency ? capacitance ? diode test ? temperature ? min/max ? low-pass filter (for work on vsds) ? ac/dc voltage ? ? dc millivolts ? ? ac/dc milliamps ? ? resistance (0.1  w  to 50 m w ) ? ? continuity ? ? three-year warranty ? ? remote probe, test leads, alligator clips ? ? k-type thermocouple ? rugged, utility hard case ? ? auto power off ? ? recommended accessories   toolpak ?   i  00s   c  5   meter hanger   ac current clamp   meter case     see page 71   see page 66   see page 70 get the most value and    productivity from fluke kits establishing a preventive mainten- ance program is becoming critical to  maintaining the uptime of electrical  equipment and can signifcantly  reduce both planned and unplanned  downtime. unplanned downtime  costs are diffcult to calculate, but are  often signifcant. for some industries,  it can represent 1 % to 3 % of  revenue (potentially 30 % to 40 % of  profts) annually. these kits can help you be  proactive and effcient with your  maintenance and can save you up    to 10 % off the individual price of    the tools. fluke 1587/et advanced electrical  troubleshooting kit includes: ?   fluke 1587 insulation multimeter ?   fluke i400 current clamp  ?   fluke 62 mini infrared  themometer fluke 1587/mdt advanced motor  and drive troubleshooting kit  includes: ?   fluke 1587 insulation multimeter ?   fluke i400 current clamp ?   fluke 9040 phase rotation  indicator included accessories remote probe, test leads,    alligator clips, k-type thermocouple  (1587 only), hard case and user    documentation. ordering information fluke-1577  insulation      multimeter fluke-1587  insulation      multimeter fluke-1587/et   advanced      electrical      troubleshooting kit fluke-1587/mdt   advanced motor      and drive      troubleshooting kit  

 recommended accessories C 1507 and 150   testers features C 1507 and 1503 testers insulation resistance testing 6 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/1507 fluke 1507 and 1503   insulation testers insulation resistance testing   in the palm of your hand the fluke 1507 and 1503 insulation testers are  compact, rugged, reliable, and easy to use. with  their multiple test voltages, they are ideal for many  troubleshooting, commissioning, and preventive  maintenance applications. additional features, like the  remote probe on these tools save both time and money  when performing tests. insulation test ranges: ? 1507: 0.01 m w  to 10 g w ? 1503: 0.1 m w  to 2 g w insulation test voltages: ?   1507: 50 v, 100 v, 250 v, 500 v, 1000 v ?   1503: 500 v, 1000 v ?   save both time and money with automatic calculation  of polarization index and dielectric absorption ratio  (1507 only) ?   make repetitive tests simple and easy with the  1507s compare (pass/fail) function (only available on  the 1507) ?   repetitive or hard-to-reach testing is easy with the  remote test probe ?   live circuit detection prevents insulation test if  voltage > 30 v is detected for added user protection ?   auto-discharge of capacitive voltage for added user  protection ?   ac/dc voltage: 0.1 v to 600 v ?   lo-ohms/earth bond continuity (200 ma) ?   resistance: 0.01  w  to 20.00 k w ?   save battery power with auto-power off ?   read measurements easily with large, backlit display ?   cat iv 600 v overvoltage category rating for added  user protection ?   remote probe, test leads, probes, and alligator clips  included with each tester ?   accepts optional fluke toolpak ?  magnetic hanging  system to free your hands for other work ?   four aa alkaline batteries (neda 15 a or iec lr6) for  at least 1000 insulation tests ?   one-year warranty included accessories remote probe, test leads, test    probes, alligator clips, holster and  user documentation. ordering information fluke-1507   insulation tester fluke-1503   insulation tester application note, literature code  1579160: insulation resistance testing insulation  resistance  testers can  be used to  determine  the integrity  of windings  or cables  in motors,  transformers,  switchgear,  and electrical  installations. the test  method is determined by the type  of equipment being tested and the  reason for testing. for instance,  when testing electrical cabling  or switchgear (low-capacitance  equipment) the time-dependent  capacitive leakage and absorption  leakage currents become insignif- cant and decrease to zero almost  instantly. a steady conductive  leakage current fow is reached  almost instantly (a minute or less)  providing perfect conditions for the  spot-reading/short time resistance  test. want to read more? download this  and other application notes at    www.fuke.com/library , or sign  up for fluke news for pertinent  information on your industry at  www.fuke.com/subscribe   c101   toolpak ?   c  5   meter hard case   meter hanger   meter case     see page 70   see page 71   see page 70 feature 1507 150  insulation test voltages 50 v, 100 v, 250 v, 500 v, 1000 v ? insulation test voltages 500 v and 1000 v ? insulation test: 0.01 m w  to 10 g w ? insulation test: 0.01 m w  to 2 g w ? pi/dar ? auto discharge of capacitive voltage ? ? remote test probe, test leads, alligator clips ? ? rugged utility hard case ? ? auto power off ? ? 

 loop calibrator pressure  calibrator temperature  calibrator precision  multifunction  process  calibrator intrinsically   safe   calibrator documenting  process  calibrator process ma  clamp meter processmeter?   test tool model 715 718  7  7  6 7  5ex 7  771 789 measure v dc 25 v 30 v 30 v 30 v 300 v 1000 v v ac (true-rms) 300 v 1000 v resistance 3200  w 4000  w 3200  w 11 k w 40 m w a dc 24 ma 24 ma 24 ma 24 ma 24 ma 110 ma 20.99, 99.9 ma 30 ma, 1 a a ac ? frequency 15 khz 10 khz 50 khz 20 khz pressure 1 psi, 30 psi,  100 psi and  300 psi ? 1 ? 5 ? 1 temperature: rtds 7 types 8 types 7 types 8 types temperature: tcs 12 types 13 types 12 types 13 types source/simulate v dc 20 v 10 v 20 v 10 v 15 v resistance 3200  w 4000  w 3200  w 11 k w ma dc/% scale 24 ma 24 ma 24 ma 22 ma 24 ma ma source; auto step,  auto ramp ? ? ? ? ? frequency 15 khz 10 khz 50 khz temperature: rtds 7 types 8 types 7 types 8 types temperature: tcs 12 types 13 types 12 types 13 types record min/max ? ? ? hold ? ? ? ? as found/as left results ? log data ? upload data to pc ? remote operation ? ? features 24 v loop supply ? ? ? ? 12 v ? ? non-contact measurement ? hart communication ? integrated hand pressure  pump ? intrinsically safe (atex) ? warranty 3 years 1 year 3 years 3 years 1 year 3 years 1 year 3 years nist traceable  certification ? ? ? ? ? ? accessories 3 a/b c a/b a/b a/b pressure enabled 4 ? ? ? ? see page 42 41 40 39 45 38 44 43 process calibration tools  7 pick the right    process tool for you   process tools selection guide 1 fluke 700 pressure modules required. 2 either the internal sensor or a fluke 700 pressure module may be used. 3 accessories: a. compatible with lockpak b. compatible with toolpak c. accepts hanging straps from toolpak d. optional accessories  4 fluke process calibrators in this guide displaying the pressure enabled symbol display readings from the 700 series pressure modules. 5 fluke 700pex pressure module required. 

 recommended accessories C 7  1b, 7  b and 7  specifications C 741b, 743b and 744 included accessories tl224 industrial test leads (2 sets),  ac220 test clips (2 sets), tp220  test probes, bp7217 battery pack,  bc7217 battery charger, instruction  manual, nist traceable calibration  certificate and data, serial port cable  (743b and 744 only), dpc/track  sample version with free pc commu - nication utility software (743b and  744 only). additional 7   accessories bp7235 nimh battery pack, hart  communications cable, hart users  manual and nist traceable calibra - tion certificate and data. ordering information fluke-741b   documenting process     calibrator fluke-743b   documenting process      calibrator fluke-744   documenting process      calibrator fluke-700s   dpc/track     software 8 process calibration tools fluke 741b, 743b and    744 calibrators for the calibration and troubleshooting    of process control instrumentation function measure sourcing dc voltage 0.025 % reading +    0.005 % full scale 0.01 % output  +    0.005 % full scale dc current 0.01 % reading +    0.015 % full scale 0.01 % output +    0.015 % full scale resistance 0.05 % reading + 50 m w 0.01 % output + 40 m w frequency 0.05 % 0.01 % thermocouples 0.3 c 0.2 c rtds 0.3 c 0.1 c pressure to 0.25 % of full scale, per pressure    module specifications. ?   calibrate temperature, pressure, voltage, current,    resistance and frequency instruments ?   built-in procedures for transmitters, square root    transmitters, pressure and temperature switches ?   simultaneously measure and source ?   automatically capture calibration results ?   document procedures and results to meet iso 9000,    epa, fda, osha, and other government requirements ?   measure/simulate 13 types of thermocouples and    eight rtds ?   store up to 8,000 readings in data logging mode    (743b and 744 only) ?   protected against dirt, dust and moisture; unaffected    by vibration ?   includes a pc interface (743b and 744 only) ?   operate in english, french, german, italian and spanish ?   offer one- and two-year calibration cycles and a    three-year warranty (one-year for pressure modules) 7 : get hart-ability the fluke 744 offers all of the capabilities of the 743b, plus  the ability to calibrate, maintain, and troubleshoot hart  instrumentation. integrated hart communication functions  permit you to monitor, control, and calibrate hart instru - mentation. it handles fast pulsed instruments such as rtd  transmitters and plcs, with pulses as short as 1 ms.  see  www.fluke.com/7upgrade  for the latest list of    hart instruments. 7  1b: a complete documenting calibrator the 741b is the economical choice for plants that dont use  pcs or that require traditional paper forms. it has storage  capacity for a days calibration and measurement data. when  youre back at the shop, recall the data on-screen to fill out  calibration forms. 7  b: more memory, plus a pc interface  and data logging the 743b has all the capabilities of the 741b plus a pc    interface that lets you load procedures, lists, and instructions  created with softwareor unload data for printing, archiving,  and analysis. with its expanded memory, the 743b can hold  a full week of calibrations and procedures. summary specifications: best case,    midrange, one-year. battery life:  typically over eight hours internal battery pack:  nicd, 7.2 v,    1700 mah, nimh 3500 mah on 744.   battery replacement:  via snap-shut  door without opening calibrator; no  tools required   weight:  1.4 kg (3 lb 1 oz) size (hxwxd):  236 mm x 130 mm x  61 mm (9.3 in x 5.1 in x 2.4 in) instrumentation    management software the fluke 743b and 744 are compatible  with fluke 700sw dpc/track software  and with software from beamex,  cornerstone, emerson, honeywell,    on time support, prime technologies,  yokogowa, intools and meridium. for more information, visit    www.fluke.com/software   c789   fluke-700ptp   fluke-700pxx   80pk-  5   tl  0   meter and    pneumatic   pressure modules   suregrip piercing   suregrip industrial     accessory case   test pump   see page 41   temperature probe   test lead set   see page 70   see page 69     see page 68   see page 61 application note, literature code  1262439: hart ?  transmitter    calibration the need for calibration of hart  smart transmitters is often misun - derstood. what do you calibrate and  when? here is a step-by-step    procedure showing how to use the  fluke 744 to perform calibration and  digital adjustments of rosemount  3051 and 3144 transmitters and  other hart devices. pressure enabled for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/740

 process calibration tools 9  recommended accessories C 7  6 and 7  5 calibrators specifications C 726 and 725 calibrators step up to unmatched accuracy in    process measurement and calibration fluke 726 and 725 multi-   function process calibrators fluke 7  6 precision multifunction    process calibrator the fluke 726 precision multifunction process calibrator  is designed specifcally for the process industry with  broad workload coverage, calibration power and  unsurpassed accuracy in mind. the 726 measures and  sources almost all process parameters and can calibrate  almost anything. the 726 will also interpret results  without the help of a calculator and store measurement  data for later analysis. ?   precise measurement and calibration source  performance, accuracies of 0.01 % ?   transmitter error% calculation, interpret calibration  results without a calculator ?   memory storage for up to 8 calibration results, return  stored calibration data from the feld for later analysis ?   frequency totalizer and frequency pulse train source  mode for enhanced fowmeter testing ?   hart mode inserts 250 ohm resistor in ma  measure and source for compatibility with hart  instrumentation ?   integrated pressure switch test allows you to capture  the set, reset and deadband of a switch ?   custom rtd curves, add calibration constants for  certifed rtd probes for enhanced temperature  measurement ?   new voltage input protection design for improved  reliability ?   three-year warranty   fluke-700ptp   c1  5   toolpak   80pk-  7   pneumatic    meter case   meter hanging kit   suregrip industrial     test pump   see page 70   see page 71   surface temperature probe   see page 69       see page 68 measure and source function range or type resolution accuracy notes voltage 0 to 100 mv    0 to 10 v (source)    0 to   0 v (source)     0 to 30 v (measure)  0.01 mv    0.01 v    0.01 v    0.01 v 0.01 % ,    0.02 %   rdg + 2 lsd max load, 1 ma ma 0 to 24 0.001 ma 0.01 % ,   0.02 %    rdg + 2 lsd  max load, 1000  w mv (tc  terminals) -10.00 mv to    +75.00 mv  .01 mv 0.01 % , 0.02 %    of range + 1 lsd ohms  15  w  to 3,200  w     5  w  to   ,000  w 0.01  w     to 0.1  w 0.10  w  to 1.0  w     0.015 % hz - cpm 2.0 to 1,000 cpm    1 to 1000 hz    1.0 to 10.0 khz    10.0 to 15.0 khz 0.1 cpm    1 hz    0.1 khz    0.1 khz  0.05 %     0.05 %     0.25 %     0.05 % source;   5 v p-p    1 v to   0 v p-p   squarewave,    -0.1 v offset loop supply 24 v dc  n/a 10 % t/c j, k, t, e, l, n, u, xk 0.1 c, 0.1 f to 0.7  c    to  0.   c t/c b, r, s, bp 1 c, 1 f to 1.7  c    to 1.    c rtds  cu (10) , ni120 (672)    pt 100, 200, 500,    1000 (385)   pt 100 (3916),    pt 100 (3926) 0.01 c,    0.01 f       0.1 c, 0.1 f to 0.15 c         to 0.2 c unique 7  6 specifcations are bolded simultaneous function  capability channel  a channel  b 24.000 ma dc m m or s 24.000 ma dc with 24 v    loop supply m 100.00 mv dc m or s 30.000 v dc measure  m 20.000 v dc measure    10.000 v dc source    20.000 v dc source m or s 15 to 3200 ohms    5 to 4000 ohms m or s thermocouple j, k, t, e, r, s,  b, m, l, u, n, xk, bp m or s rtd cu 10, ni120; pt100 (392);  pt100 (jis); pt100, 200, 500,  1000 (385), xk and bp m or s pressure (requires fluke  700pxx modules) m m used  as s frequency; 10 khz;    (15 khz 726) m or s m = measure,  s = source/simulate general specifcations storage temperature:     -20 c to 71 c operating temperature:     -10 c to 55 c relative humidity:     90 % (10 c to 30 c);    75 % (30 c to 40 c);    45 % (40 c to 50 c);    35 % (50 c to 55 c) shock:  1 meter drop test safety:  csa c22.2    no. 1010.1:1992 emc:  en50082-1:1992 and  en55022:1994 class b size (hxwxd):  200 mm x    96 mm x 47 mm (7.9 in x    3.8 in x 1.9 in) weight:  650 g (23 oz) battery:  four aa alkaline  batteries battery life:  25 hours  typical fluke 7  5 multifunction  process calibrator ?   measure volts, ma, rtds,  thermocouples,  frequency and ohms  to test sensors and  transmitters ?   source/simulate volts,  ma, thermocouples,  rtds, frequency,  ohms and pressure to  calibrate transmitters ?   measure/source  pressure using any  of 29 fluke 700pxx  pressure modules ?   source ma with  simultaneous pressure  measurement to  conduct valve and    i/p tests ?   support fow meter  testing with frequency  and counts per minute (cpm)  functions ?   perform fast linearity tests with  auto step and auto ramp features intrinsically safe version available  (see page 45) pressure enabled included accessories tl75 test leads, ac72 test clips,  one pair of stackable test leads,    product overview manual (print)    and users manual in 14 languages    on cd-rom. ordering information fluke-726   precision multifunction      process calibrator fluke-725   multifunction process      calibrator fluke-724  temperature calibrator     (also see page 40) for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/726 

      recommended accessories C 71  , 71  and 7  calibrators included accessories each  71x calibrator  includes:   protective yellow holster with test  lead storage, test leads and alligator  clips (excluding model 714), single    9 v alkaline battery and instruction  sheet (14 languages). fluke 724:  tl75 test leads, ac72  test clips, one pair of stackable test  leads, product overview manual  (print) and users manual in 14    languages on cd-rom. ordering information fluke-712  rtd calibrator fluke-714  themocouple calibrator fluke-724  temperature calibrator model function range resolution accuracy notes fluke-712 measure/simulate rtd -200 c to 800 c    (pt 100-385) 0.1 c, 0.1 f 0.2 c, 0.4 f    (pt 100-385) pt; 100 200 500    1000 (385); pt 100  (392); pt 100 (392) jis;  ni 120 (672) measure/simulate  resistance 5  w  to 4000  w 0.1  w 0.025 % fluke-714 measure/simulate    thermocouple -200 c to 1800 c,  depending on type    (k, -200 c to    1370 c) 0.1 c or f    (1 c or f; brs) 0.5 c, 0.8 f   (type k) 9 tc types;   j k t e r  s b per nist 175 and  its-90 l u per din  43710 and pts-68 measure/simulate mv -10 mv to 75 mv 0.01 mv 0.015 % +10 v  0 process calibration tools accurate and rugged,   temperature calibration tools fluke 712, 714 and 724   temperature calibrators specifications C 712 and 714 calibrators the fluke 710 series temperature calibrators deliver  outstanding performance, durability and reliability. and  with a push-button interface, similar to the multifunc - tion fluke 740 series documenting process calibrators,  the 710s are easy to use. each calibrator is emi tolerant,  dust- and splash-resistant, and features a removable  battery door for quick battery changes. fluke 71   rtd calibrator ?   compatible with pulsed current transmitters ?   measure temperature from an rtd probe ?   simulate rtd output ?   operates with seven types of rtd ?   measure additional rtds using ohms measurement  function ?   simulate additional rtds using ohms source function ?   f or c selectable ?   25 % stepping, auto-step and auto-ramp ?   ramp and step ramp output functions fluke 71   thermocouple calibrator ?   measure temperature from tc probes ?   simulate tc output ?   operable with nine types of thermocouples ?   calibrate linear tc transmitter with mv source function ?   selectable f or c ?   25 % stepping, auto-step and auto-ramp ?   available as accessories: fluke 700tc1 and tc2  thermocouple mini-plug kits ?   ramp and step ramp output functions general specifications for all fluke 712 through 718 calibrators maximum voltage:  30 v   non-operating temperature:  -40 c to 60 c   operating temperature:  -10 c to 55 c   relative humidity:  95 % (10 c to 30 c); 75 % (30 c to 40 c); 45 % (40 c to 50 c); 35 % (50 c to 55 c)   operating altitude:  3,000 m max   shock:  1 m drop test   vibration:  random, 2 g, 5-500 hz    safety:  csa c22.2 no. 1010.1:1992   emc:  en50082-1:1992 and en55022:1994 class b   size/weight (hxwxd) (712-717):  187 mm x 87 mm x 32 mm (7.35 in x 3.41 in x 1.25 in) 330 g (12 oz)   size/weight (hxwxd) (712-717 with holster):  201 mm x 98 mm x 52 mm (7.93 in x 3.86 in x 2.06 in) 600 g (21 oz)   size/weight (hxwxd) (718):  210 mm x 83 mm x 62 mm (8.25 in x 3.27 in x 2.44 in) 737 g (26 oz)   size/weight (hxwxd) (718 with holster):  216 mm x 94 mm x 66 mm (8.50 in x 3.72 in x 2.60 in) 992 g (35 oz)   power:  9 v battery ansi/neda 1604a or iec 6lr619v alkaline; two batteries in 718    battery life:  4 to 20 hours, typical, depending on functions used   warranty:  three-years (one-year on pressure pump in fluke 718)   tl75 (71   and 7  )   c550   tl  0 (71   and 7  )   c  5 (71   and 71  )   80pk-   (71  )   hard point   tool bag   suregrip industrial   large soft case   suregrip air     test lead set   see page 70   test lead set   see page 70   temperature probe     see page 62     see page 61     see page 68   c101 (7  )   80pk-  a (71  , 7  )   toolpak   meter hard case   surface probe   meter hanging kit     see page 70   see page 68   see page 71 fluke 7   temperature  calibrator ?   source/measure tcs, rtds,  volts and ohms ?   measure ma while supplying  loop power ?   25 % and 100 % stepping,  auto-step and auto ramp   data sheet, literature code  1560369: temperature  calibration see how fluke  can help you    calibrate,    troubleshoot    and verify the  most common  temperature  devices, faster    and easier. want to read    more? download    this and other    application notes at    www.fluke.com/library for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/tempcal 

  1 process calibration tools  recommended accessories C 717 and 718 calibrators   700ilf   700ltp   tl  0   c  5 (717 only)   700htp   in-line filter   low pressure   suregrip industrial   large soft case   hydraulic test pump     see page 69   test pump   test lead set   see page 70   see page 69       see page 69   see page 61     fluke 718 pressure calibrators new!  1 psi and 300 psi models in addition to the  30 and 100 psi models previously available ?   compact size, lightweight ?   new built-in pressure switch test feature ?   built-in pressure/vacuum hand pump, with vernier  and bleed valve ?   pressure and vacuum measurement to 0.05 % of full  span, using an internal pressure sensor (dry air only) ?   pressure measurement to 10,000 psi/700 bar using  any of 29 fluke 700pxx pressure modules ?   measure ma with 0.015 % accuracy and 0.001 ma    resolution, while providing 24 volt loop power supply ?   1?8 inch npt female pressure fitting ?   min/max/hold functions intrinsically safe 718 version available  (see page 45) fluke 717 pressure calibrators now with 9 ranges: 1, 30, 100, 300, 500, 1000,  1500, 3000 and 5000 psi ?   measure pressure and vacuum to 0.05 % of full scale  with internal 30 or 100 psig sensor   C  1/8 npt pressure fitting   C  compatible with non-corrosive gasses and liquids ?   measure pressure to 10,000 psi/69 mpa using one of  29 fluke 70pxx pressure modules ?   measure ma with 0.015 % accuracy and 0.001 ma  resolution, while providing 24 v loop power ?   new built-in pressure switch test feature ?   min/max/hold functions fluke 718 and 717   pressure calibrators compact, professional,   pressure calibration tools specifications C 717 and 718 calibrators fluke 700 series    pressure modules ?   29 pressure modules ?   8 intrinsically safe pressure modules* ?   ranges from 1.000 in h 2 0    (0.2491 kpa) to 10,000 psi    (68.948 mpa) ?   gage, differential, dual (compound),  absolute, and vacuum modules ?   rugged cases protect the modules  from harsh environments ?   full-accuracy performance from    0 c to 50 c ?   pressure readings update twice per  second, and may be displayed in    up to 11 different units  ?   one-year warranty *for use with 718ex and 725ex only   (see page 45 for more information) application note, literature code  2577485: pressure calibration with the  fluke 718 new design pro - tects on-board  pump from fluid  damage. this  application note  explains how  to drain pres - sure lines safely  before calibra - tion, and how to  clean the pres - sure pump on the  new fluke 718. want to read more? download    this and other application notes    at  www.fluke.com/library !pplication.ote thecomplexityandcostofrepair ofapumpfouledbyprocess mediaisnormallyhigherthana standalonepump 5singtheupdated #alibratorpump 4henew&lukeisauniquely protectedpneumaticpressure calibratorandpump4henew pumpdesignusesprotective checkvalvesthatallowairto passthroughthepumpforcali
 brationbutinhibitsfluidsfrom 0ressurecalibration withthe&luke .ewdesignprotectson
board pumpfromfluiddamage   ? ?   ? i   ? ? ? i   ? } ?  > ?   ? l  >  t  j      v ? ? ? i  v ? ?  ? ? l  >  t enteringthepumpandcausing damage4hesetwocheckvalves allowthebi
directionalflowof airintooroutofthe %venafterdrainingthepro
 cessfluidfromthecalibration portofthedeviceundertest minuteamountsofprocess fluidsmayoftenstillbelurking behind)ntheeventthesefluids enterthepumpcavitiesthe newpumpdesignenablesquick cleaningandmaintenanceeven inthefield 0rotectyourtools 0ressurecalibrationtypically involvesapneumaticcalibration pumpandapressurecalibra
 tiontoolorreferencegauge4he pumpappliespressuretoboth thedeviceundertest$54	and thecalibrationtoolseefigure	 4hetrickisthatbeforeyou canapplypressurewithapneu
 matichandpumpyouabsolutely mustfirstdrainallcondensate andoilfromthelines7hy)f theresoilorwatertrappedin thelinewhenthepumpiscon
 nectedthatfluidcanbepulled backintothepumpwhenthe pressureisreleased4hatcan eithercausecostlydamagetothe pumporattheveryleastforce youtodisassembleandcleanthe pumpbeforere
use &orthisreasontheupdated &luke0ressure#alibra
 tornowcontainsaninnovative newpumpdesignthatiseasily cleanedinthefieldandinhibits damagefromprocessfluids 0neumaticpressure calibratorswith integratedtestpumps )nsteadofthepump
plus
 calibratormethoddescribed abovemanytechniciansnow useahandheldpneumaticpres
 surecalibratorthatincludesan onboardpneumaticpumpmar
 ryingtwodevicesintoonehandy integratedtool7hiletheinte
 gratedpumpismoreconvenient andeasiertouseitisdoubly importanttomakesureprocess fluidsareproperlydrainedbefore makingaconnection"ecause thepumpitselfnormallyneeds toberemovedfromthecalibra
 torbeforecleaningrebuildingor replacementcanbeperformed  2ed 6 6 "lack &igure 4odrainprocessmuidsclose6andopen6beforeconnectingthe#alibrator !irflowto input connector andvernier adjustment 4opump )nlet /utlet &igure 4he&lukeisdesignedtoprotectthehandpumpandsimplifymaintenance for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/pressure pressure enabled included accessories fluke 718 and 717:  protective    yellow holster, test leads and    alligator clips, single 9 v alkaline  battery (two 9 v batteries in 718)  and instructions. ordering information fluke-718 30us   pressure calibrator fluke-718 100us   pressure calibrator fluke-718 1g   pressure calibrator fluke-718 300g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 30g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 100g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 1g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 300g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 500g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 1000g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 1500g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 3000g   pressure calibrator fluke-717 5000g   pressure calibrator pressure enabled fluke process  calibrators in  this catalog  displaying  the pressure  enabled symbol  display readings  from the 700  series pressure  modules. range resolution comment 717-1 +/- 1 psi, 27.5 in h 2 0,    (-7 - +7 kpa)  +0.0001 psi, 0.0001 kpa,    0.0001 in h 2 0 fluke-718 dry air only and  includes on board pump 718-1g 717-30g -12 to + 30 psi,    (-83 to 207 kpa) 0.001 psi, 0.001 kpa, 0.001  in h 2 0 fluke-718 dry air only and  includes on board pump 718-30g 717-100g -12 to + 100 psi,    (-83 to 690 kpa) 0.01 psi, 0.01 kpa, 0.01 in h 2 0 fluke-718 dry air only and  includes on board pump 718-100g 717-300g -12 to +300 psi,    (-83 to +2070 kpa) 0.01 psi, 0.01 kpa, 0.01 in h 2 0 fluke-718 dry air only and  includes on board pump 718-300g 717-500g 0-500 psi, 0-3450 kpa 0.01 psi, 0.1 kpa compatible with non-corrosive  gases and fluids 717-1000g 0-1000 psi, 0-6900 kpa 0.01 psi, 0.1 kpa compatible with non-corrosive  gases and fluids 717-1500g 0-1500 psi, 0-10342 kpa 0.1 psi, 1 kpa compatible with non-corrosive  gases and fluids 717-3000g 0-3000 psi, 0-20700 kpa 0.1 psi, 1 kpa compatible with non-corrosive  gases and fluids 717-5000g 0-5000 psi, 0-34500 kpa 0.1 psi, 1 kpa compatible with non-corrosive  gases and fluids pressure accuracy 0.05 % of range ma measurement 0-24 ma range 0.001 ma resolution accuracy:  0.015 % + 1 count loop power 24 v dc accuracy:  10 %  

 specifications C 715, 707 and 705 recommended accessories C 715, 707, 707ex and 705 calibrators included accessories fluke 715:  protective yellow hol - ster, test leads and alligator clips,  single 9 v alkaline battery and  instruction sheet (14 languages). fluke 705, 707 and 707ex:   protective holster, tl75 test leads,  ac72 test clips and instruction  sheet (14 languages). ordering information fluke-715    volt/ma calibrator  fluke-707    loop calibrator fluke-707ex    is loop calibrator fluke-705    loop calibrator  process calibration tools application note, literature  code 1989137: troubleshooting    process loops in process  systems, prob - lems with  the loop can  bring things to  a screeching  halt. in this  application  note, find out  how to use  fluke test tools  to identify  current loop  prolems such  as noise,    ripple and drift. fluke 707 and 705   two powerful models to choose from ?   innovative output adjustment dial on 707 provides    1 a and 100 a resolution and  one-hand operation ?   large display and simple interface for ease of use ?   simultaneous ma and % readout for quick, easy    interpretation of readings ?   ma accuracy of 0.015 % on the fluke 707 and 0.02 %  on the 705 ?   hart ?  mode on 707 connects 250 ohm resistor in  series with 24 v loop for compatibility with hart  communicators ?   push button 25 % steps for fast, easy linearity checks ?   span check for fast confirmation of zero and span ?   selectable slow and fast linear step ramp provide  ramping outputs for valve slewing, remote testing    and loop functional tests ?   24 v internal loop supply, so you can power and read    a transmitter at the same time without carrying a dmm ?   0 ma to 20 ma or 4 ma to 20 ma default start    up modes intrinsically safe 707 version available  (see page 45)   tl  8a   tl  0   c  5   c550   pv  50   heavy duty   suregrip industrial   large soft case   tool bag   pressure vacuum     test lead set   test lead set   see page 70   see page 70   module   see page 62   see page 61       see page 65 fluke 715 volt/ma calibrator ?   source voltage to 200 mv or 20 v ?   measure loop current (0 to 20 ma,    4 to 20 ma) signals with 0.01 %    accuracy and 1 a resolution ?   measure voltage output process    signals from plcs, transmitters ?   source or simulate 24 ma    loop current ?   24 v loop supply with simultaneous  current measurement ?   ramp and step ramp output functions 1 will over-range to 24 ma functions fluke 705 and 707 fluke 715 voltage measurement range 0 to 28 v 0 to 200 mv 0 to 25 v resolution 1 mv 10 v 1 mv accuracy 705: 0.025 % rdg + 1 lsd 707,    707ex: 0.015 % rdg + 2 lsd 0.01 % rdg + 2 lsd current measurement range 0 to 24 ma 0 to 24 ma resolution 0.001 ma 0.001 ma accuracy 705: 0.02 % rdg + 2 lsd 707,    707ex: 0.015 % rdg + 2 lsd 0.01 % + 2 lsd current sourcing range 0 to 20 ma or 4 to 20 ma 1 0 to 20 ma or 4 to 20 ma 1 accuracy 705: 0.025 % rdg + 2 lsd 707,    707ex: 0.015 % rdg + 2 lsd 0.01 % rdg + 2 lsd drive capability 705: 1000  w  @ 24 ma 707: 1200  w  @  24 ma 707ex: 700  w  @ 20 ma 1000  w  @ 24 ma loop power while measuring ma 24 v 24 v voltage sourcing n/a 0 to 200 mv or 0 to 20 v display current and % of span yes ma or % auto step, auto ramp yes yes span check  yes yes battery life 18 hours typical, at 12 ma 18 hours typical, at 12 ma for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/loop fluke 715, 707 and   705 loop calibrators   complete family of volt/ma calibrators

  process calibration tools measurement function best accuracy range and resolution (% of reading + lsd)  v dc 400.0 mv, 4.000 v, 40.00 v, 400.0 v, 1000 v 0.1 % + 1  v dc (true-rms) 400.0 mv, 4.000 v, 40.00 v, 400.0 v, 1000 v 0.7 % + 2  ma dc 30.000 ma .05 % + 2  a dc 1.000 a (0.440 a continuous) 0.2 % + 2  a ac 1.000 a (0.440 a continuous) 1 % + 2  resistance 400.0  w , 4.000 k, 40.00 k, 400.0 k, 4.0 m, 40 m 0.2 % + 1  frequency (0.5 hz to 20 khz) 199.99 hz, 1999.9 hz, 19.999 khz .005 % + 1  diode test 789: 2.000 v (shows diode voltage drop) 787:  2.400 v (shows diode voltage drop) 2 % + 1 2 % + 1  continuity beeps for resistance < approx. 100 ohms output function range and resolution drive capability accuracy    (% of span) dc current output (internal  battery operation) 0.000 ma to 20.000 ma or 4.000 ma to 20.000 ma  (selectable at power-up) over-range to 24.000 ma 789: 24 v compliance  or, 1,200 ohms,    @ 20 ma 787: 12 v  compliance or,    500 ohms, @ 20 ma .05 % dc current simulate    (ext. 24 volt loop supply,    up to 48 v on 789 only) 0.000 ma to 20.000 ma or 4.000 ma to 20.000 ma,  (selectable at power-up) over-range to 24.000 ma 1000 ohms, @ 20 ma .05 % 24 v loop supply  789: minimum 24 v 787: not available 250 ohms @ 20 ma > 24 v current adjustment modes manual: coarse, fine, 25 % and 100 % step    (100 % step 789 only) automatic: slow ramp,    fast ramp, 25 % step temperature range of 18 c to 28 c, for one year after calibration maximum voltage applied between any jack and earth ground: 1000 v rms   storage temperature:  -40 c to 60 c      operating temperature:  -20 c to 55 c   relative humidity:  95 % up to 30 c; 75 % up to 40 c; 45 % up to 50 c; 35 % up to 55 c    safety:  designed in accordance with en61010, ansi/isa s82.01-1994 and can/csa c22.2 no. 1010.1-92 over-voltage cat iii   size (hxwxl)/weight (787 with holster):  52 mm x 98 mm x 201 mm (2.06 in x 3.86 in x 7.93 in)/638 g (1.4 lb)   size (hxwxl)/weight (789):  50 mm x 100 mm x 203 mm (1.97 in x 3.94 in x 8.00 in)/600 g (1.3 lb)   safety rated multimeters with ma source fluke 789 and 787   processmeter ?  test tools specifications C 789 and 787 processmeter recommended accessories C 787 and 789 processmeter application note, literature code  2041342: in-field valve positioner  checks valve positioners  open and close  with a 4 to    20 ma signal  applied. this  application note   explains how to   adjust these  valves so they  open and close  correctly. want to read  more? download    this and other  application notes    at  www.fluke.com/library fluke 789 processmeter with the fluke 789 processmeter, process technicians  can do a lot more while carrying a lot less. key fluke 789 features: ?   24 v loop power supply  ?   hart mode setting with loop power    (adds 250 ohm resistor)  ?   double-sized, dual display ?   20 ma drive into 1200 ohms  ?   backlight with two brightness settings  ?   0 to 100 % ma span check buttons to toggle between    4 ma and 20 ma  ?   infrared i/o serial port compatible with flukeview ?   forms software ?   improved battery power with four aa batteries ?   plus all the proven 787 features fluke 787 processmeter     ?   simultaneous ma and % of scale readout on ma output ?   25 % manual step plus auto step and auto ramp on  ma output ?   min/max/average/hold/relative modes ?   externally accessible battery for easy changes   tl  0   toolpak   80t-150u   c1  5   pv  50   suregrip industrial   meter hanging kit   universal   meter case   pressure vacuum module     test lead set   see page 71   temperature probe   see page 70   see page 65   see page 61     see page 69     600 v cat  iv designed and  confor ms to  i ec  10 10 -1 (fluke 789 only) for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/processmeters included accessories fluke-789 processmeter:  tl71  premium safety-designed test lead  set plus alligator clips, 4 aa alkaline  batteries (installed), product overview  and users manual (cd-rom) in    14 languages. fluke-787 processmeter:  protective  yellow holster with test lead storage,  tl75 safety-designed test lead set  plus alligator clips, one 9 v alkaline  battery (installed), product overview  and users manual (cd-rom) in    14 languages. ordering information fluke-789  processmeter fluke-787   processmeter

  process calibration tools for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/processmeters fluke 771   included accessories carrying case, and instruction  manual. ordering information fluke-771   milliamp process   clamp meter 9102s and 9100s   ordering information 9100s-a-156   dry-well, block a  (1) 9100s-a-256   dry-well, block a  (2) 9100s-b-156   dry-well, block b  (1) 9100s-b-256   dry-well, block b  (2) 9100s-d-156   dry-well, block d  (1) 9100s-d-256   dry-well, block d  (2) 9300  rugged carrying  case, 9100 9102s-156   dry-well, -10 to 122  (2 wells)  (1) (3) 9102s-256   dry-well, -10 to 122  (2 wells)  (2) (3) 9320-156   battery pack, 9102  (1) 9320-256  battery pack, 9102  (2) 9102s and 9009  inserts  3102-1   insert, al 1/16 in    (1.6 mm) 3102-2   insert, al 1/8 in    (3.2 mm) 3102-3   insert, al 3/16 in    (4.8 mm) 3102-4   insert, al 1/4 in    (6.4 mm) (standard) 3102-6   insert, al 3/8 in    (9.5 mm) (standard) 3102-7   insert, al 7/16 in  (11.1 mm) (standard) 3102-8   insert, al 5/32 in    (4 mm) (standard) 9308   hard carrying case,  9102/9132 (1)  156 blocks are 115 v 50/60 hz (2)  256 blocks are 220 v 50/60 hz (3)  specify two 3102 inserts save time and money troubleshooting    process control loops fluke 771 milliamp  process clamp meter the innovative new fluke 771 ma process clamp meter is  designed to measure, test, and troubleshoot 4-20 ma control sig - nals without breaking the ma loop. make ma measurements in  active control systems without disrupting process control. features: ?   best in class 0.2 % accuracy ?   resolution and sensitivity to 0.01 ma  ?   hold function captures and displays changing measurements ?   dual display with both ma measurement and 0 % to 100 % of  4 ma to 20 ma span ?   measurement spotlight illumination hard to see wires in dark  enclosures ?   detachable clamp with extension cable for measurements in  tight locations ?   includes carrying case that can be used as a belt mounted  holster key uses: ?   measure ma signals for plc and control system analog i/o ?   measure 4 ma to 20 ma output signals from transmitters ?   measure 10 ma to 50 ma signals in older control systems  using the 99.9 ma range detachable clamp used to measure 4 ma  to 20 ma signals on transmitters without  breaking the loop. n10140 range resolution accuracy features notes -20.99 ma to +20.99 ma 0.01 ma 0.2 % or reading  + 5 counts zero, hold, backlight,  measurement spotlight use for measuring and troubleshooting  4 ma to 20 ma signals -21.0 ma to -99.9 ma    +21.0 ma to +99.9 ma 0.1 ma 1 % reading    + 5 counts zero, hold, backlight,  measurement spotlight use for measuring and troubleshooting  10 ma to 50 ma signals 9102s and 9100s handheld drywell  temperature calibrators     fluke corporation, hart scientific division the smallest, lightest and most    portable dry-wells in the world ?   9100 model weighs only 2 pounds, 3 ounces    (1 kilogram) ?     temperature ranges from -10 c to 375 c ?     stability during calibrations to  0.05 c ?     fast and easy calibrations of rtds and    thermocouples ?     includes rs-232 interface, instrument    control software ?     direct interface to the fluke 744 9100s 910  s range 35 c to 375 c (95 f to 707 f) -10 c to 122 c (14 f to 252 f) at 23 c ambient accuracy  0.5 c  0.25 c stability  0.1 c at 100 c  0.3 c at 375 c  0.05 c at 0 c well-to-well    uniformity  0.2 c with sensors of similar size at equal depths within wells stabilization 5 minutes 7 minutes well depth 102 mm (4 in); 1.6 mm (1/16 in) hole is 89 mm (3.5  in) deep 102 mm (4 in) removable inserts n/a 1/4 in, 3/16 in (standard) 1/16 in, 1/8 in, 3/8 in  (optional) power 115 v ac ( 10 %), 1.5 a or  230 v ac ( 10 %, 0.8 a,  specify, 50/60 hz, 175 w 94 v ac to 234 v ac ( 10 %), 50/60 hz, 60 w; or  12 v dc size (h x w x d) 57 mm x 125 mm x 150 mm (2.25 in x 4.9 in x 5.9 in) 99 mm x 140 mm x 175 mm (3.9 in x 5.5 in x 6.9 in) weight 1 kg (2 lb, 3 oz) 1.8 kg (4 lb) nist-traceable    calibration data at 50 c, 150 c, 200 c, 250 c, 300 c and  350 c data at -10 c, 24 c, 50 c, 55 c, 100 c and 122 c 

 ordering information fluke-87v ex   is true-rms      multimeter fluke-707ex   is loop      calibrator fluke-718ex   is pressure      calibrator fluke-725ex   is multifuction      process calibrator fluke-700pex   pressure modules     (700p01ex,      700p05ex,      700p06ex,     700p09ex,      700p24ex,      700p27ex,     700p29ex and      700pa4ex) fluke-574-ni   precision infrared      thermometer w/     logging sw      nonincendive fluke-68is   infrared      thermometer      intrinsically safe intrinsically safe   products calibrators, thermometers and multimeters  designed to intrinsic safety standards 5 intrinsically safe products what is intrinsically safe? intrinsic safety is a protection method employed in potentially explosive atmospheres.  devices that are certifed as intrinsically safe are designed to be unable to release  suffcient energy, by either thermal or electrical means, to cause ignition of fammable  material (gas or dust/particulates). there are no global intrinsically safe standards or certifcations, but there are  organizations that infuence directives in certain world geographies. factory mutual in the united states, factory mutual research, managed by  factory mutual (fm) global, is a not-for-proft scientifc and testing  organization that has tested and certifed over 40,000 products in  the last 165 years. fm research has set certifcation guidelines for  equipment used in potentially explosive atmospheres. canadian standards association (csa) accreditation body for north american regulations based in    toronto, canada. atex  the primary intrinsically safe standard which has been set in the  european union with the directive 94/9/ec, commonly called atex  (atmosphres explosibles,) french for explosive atmospheres. for more information and detailed specifcations, turn to the  corresponding non-intrinsically safe product pages (fluke 707, 718,  725, 574, 68) or go to  www.fuke.com/ex fluke products atex certified north american  certification for  additional  product  detail 87v ex: intrinsically    safe true-rms multimeter      ii 2 g eex ia iic t4  see page 14 707ex: intrinsically    safe ma calibrator      ii 2 g eex ia iic t4    n.i. class i, div 2,  groups a-d t4 see page 42 718ex: intrinsically    safe pressure calibrator     ii 1 g eex ia iic t4   i.s. class i, div 1,  groups a-d t4 see page 41 725ex: intrinsically safe    multifunction calibrator     ii 1 g eex ia iib 171 c   i.s. class i, div 1,  groups b-d, 171 c see page 39 700pex: intrinsically    safe pressure modules     ii 1 g eex ia iic t4   i.s. class i, div 1,  groups a-d t4 see page 41 fluke 574-ni nonincendive    infrared thermometer   class i, division 2,  groups a, b, c, d;  class i, zone 2 iic see page 51 fluke 68is intrinsically safe    infrared thermometer   class i, division 1,  groups a, b, c, d  class i, zone 0 aex  ia iic see page 53 fluke 68is intrinsically safe  infrared thermometer ?    laser guided sighting  system for easy targeting  with 1 % accuracy  ?    12-point data logging  ?    advanced optics to    measure smaller targets    at greater distances  ?    adjustable emissivity for    more accurate temperature  measurements  ?    selectable max, min, dif    and avg functions that    display values instantly    with hi/lo alarm  ?    expanded measurement    range up to 760 c (1400 f)  ?    rtd probe accessory included  for dual contact and non-contact  temperature measurements ?    class i, division 1, groups a, b, c,  d class i, zone 0, aex ia iic, t4 at  50 c when used with 9 v alkaline  battery not available for purchase in europe. application note, literature code  2096400: making sense of intrinsic  safety and intrinsically  safe tools want to know  what industries  intrinsically safe  products are  designed for?  want to know  why intrinsic  safety is so  important? want  to make sense  of the product  ratings and  classifcations? go to  www.fuke.com/ex for more information and detailed specifications, turn to the corresponding non-intrinsically  safe product pages (fluke 87v, 707, 718, 725, 574, 68) or go to www.fluke.com/ex.

 6 the thermal imagers for    professionals demanding the best ti40 and ti50 series ir    flexcam ?  thermal imagers thermal imaging alpha blending  ir/visible alarm  full visible light  full ir picture-in-picture  features ti 0 ti5 ti50 ti55  180 articulating fexible lens to view images in every situation ? ? ? ? choice of 3 interchangeable lenses to cover every application ? ? ? ? large 5 high contrast color lcd for a clear picture independent of    lighting conditions ? ? ? ? fully radiometric for detailed temperature analysis and tracking ? ? ? ? smartfocus for best image quality and accurate temperature measurements ? ? ? ? windows ?  ce based menu structure for ease of use ? ? ? ? personalized instrument set-up for multiple use ? ? ? ? compactflash memory cards to store over 1000 ir images plus fully  radiometric temperature data ? ? ? ? smartview reporting and analysis software included ? ? ? ? autocapture for making intermittent problems visible ? ? on-board analysis functions ? ? user defned text annotations for simplifed reporting ? ? built-in visible light (digital) camera ft model ft model ft model ft model ir-fusion blending thermal and visible light images to easily pinpoint  suspect components ft model  picture- in- picture  only ft model ft model ft model ir/visible alarm ft model ft model ft model laser pointer for easy targeting ft model ft model ft model ft model flash and torch light for high quality images in dark environments ft model ft model ft model ft model application note, literature code  2764017: thermography at fords  dearborn stamping plant the dearborn  stamping plant  has had thermal  cameras on site  in the past, but  has not met  the objectives  of a successful  thermography  program. today,  dsps thermog - raphy program  is a model for  the rest of ford,  and the program  came on line in a matter of weeks. want to read more? download    this and other application notes    at  www.fluke.com/library application note thermography at fords  dearborn stamping plant: from start to best-in-ford in  30 daysand still accelerating f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y the dearborn stamping plant has had thermal cameras  on site in the past, but has not met the objectives of a  successful thermography program. today, dsps ther - mography program is a model for the rest of ford, and  the program came on line in a matter of weeks. lately, there has been a stream  of visitors to the dearborn  stamping plant (dsp) housed in  the historic ford rouge center  in dearborn, michigan. whats  the attraction? the dsp opera - tion, which manufactures sub- assembly doors and hoods for  the popular ford f-150 pickup  truck, achieved a perfect score in  a recent independent audit of its  weld effectiveness. that makes  the plant best in company perhaps the best periodwhen  it comes to the precision with  which it forms and welds sub- assemblies. executives from ford  motor company corporate offices  and management from other ford  operations want to know how  they do it. a significant factor is a condi - tion-monitoring program using  thermography or thermal imag - ing . thermography itself isnt  new to dsp or new to ford  operations, but the dsp thermog - raphy program is unique. after  only 30 days, the program scored  higher in an insurance audit  than any other ford thermogra - phy program had ever scored. it  continued to work even when  new thermography team mem - bers came on board. in the best  tradition of fords commitment to  continuous improvement , dsps  thermography program keeps  getting better. and possibly the  most distinctive aspect: the pro - gram is designed around a sys - tems approach and supported by  a systems solution. that means  it has the potential to be quickly  and easily replicated and the  possibility of being deployed  with equal success and equiva - lent return on investment in any  ford operation. caption find problems faster with  fluke thermal imagers. reduce costs and maximize uptime  with our complete range of imaging  solutions. they combine the largest,  sharpest images in the industry with   innovative, easy-to-use features. fluke  ti40 and ti50 series reveal more  with ir fusion ?  technologymerging  infrared and visible light images in  one display. fluke puts powerful    technology within your reach. fluke ti40, ti45,  ti50, ti55 features C ti40 and ti50 series imagers complete package the ir flexcam thermal imagers are  delivered as a complete package. to fnd the best thermal imaging solution  for your application go to our thermal  imaging web selection guide at    www.fuke.com/thermal_imaging ir-fusion ?  technology ir-fusion technology simultaneously  captures pixel-for-pixel infrared and vis - ible light images and allows full image  optimization with 5 different on-camera  as well as software viewing modes. with  the integrated laser pointer visible on  the images, precise and accurate (faulty)  component identification is very easy. fluke ti40ft, ti45ft,  ti50ft, ti55ft

 included accessories ac adapter (for ti45 and ti55 only),  video cable, 512 mb compact flash  card, compact flash card reader and  usb cable, pcmcia compact flash  card adapter, smartview report - ing and analysis software on cd, 2  rechargeable battery packs, battery  charger, neck strap, heavy duty car - rying case and user manual on cd. ordering information fluke-ti40-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager fluke-ti40ft-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager      with ir-fusion  fluke-ti45-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager fluke-ti45ft-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager      with ir-fusion fluke-ti50-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager fluke-ti50ft-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager      with ir-fusion  fluke-ti55-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager fluke-ti55ft-20   ir flexcam      thermal imager      with ir-fusion *for ordering information of optional  lenses check the fluke web.  7 the thermal imagers for    professionals demanding the best ti40 and ti50 series ir    flexcam ?  thermal imagers thermal imaging fluke smartview ?  ir  analysis and reporting  software for fluke ir  cameras. included with each fluke ir  thermal imager, fluke smartview  software is a modular suite of  tools that annotates, views, edits  and analyzes ir images. it also  generates fully customizable and  professional-looking reports in  a few easy steps. the ir-fusion  technology is full supported.  the software is easy to use for  the technician, yet delivers the  performance specialized ther - mographers require for advanced  analysis. fluke  ti0 fluke ti 5 fluke  ti50 fluke ti55 thermal imaging performance field of view (fov)* 23 horizontal x 17 vertical spatial resolution (ifov)* 2.60 mrad 1.30 mrad min focus distance* 0.15 m thermal sensitivity (netd) at 30 c  0.09 c  0.08 c  0.07 c   0.05 c detector data acquisition/image frequency 30 hz/30 hz 60 hz/60 hz focus smartfocus; single fnger continuous focus ir digital zoom 2x 2x 2x, 4x. 8x detector size 160 x 120 320 x  240 detector type focal plane array, vanadium oxide (vox) uncooled  microbolometer spectral band 8 m to 14 m visual imaging performance (fusion models only) on-camera operating modes picture-in-picture ? ? ? ? full thermal, full visual light or merged thermal-visual images smartview  only ? ? ? visible light camera 1280 x 1024 pixels, full color (1.3 megapixels) visible light digital zoom 2x 2x 2x, 4x visible color alarm above and below ? ? ? temperature measurement calibrated temperature range -20 c to  350 c -20 c to  600 c -20 c to  350 c -20 c to  600 c 1200 c high temperature option ? accuracy  2 c or 2 % (whichever is greater) measurement modes centerpoint, center box (area min/max, average) ? ? ? ? moveable spots/boxes ? ? isotherms, automatic hot and cold point detection ? ? emissivity correction 0.1 to 1.0 (0.01 increments) image presentation digital display 5 large high-resolution backlight lcd video output rs170 eia/ntsc or ccir/pal composite video palettes grayscale, grayscale inverted, blue red, high contrast, hot  metal, ironbow, amber, amber inverted optional lenses 54 mm telephoto lens high precision germanium lens field of view (fov) 9 horizontal x 6 vertical spatial resolution (ifov) 0.94 mrad 0.47 mrad min focus distance 0.6 m 10.5 mm wide angle lens high precision germanium lens field of view (fov) 42 horizontal x 32 vertical spatial resolution (ifov) 4.9 mrad 2.45 mrad min focus distance 0.3 m image and data storage storage medium compact fash card (512mb) stores over 1000 ir images file formats supported 14 bit measurement data included.   images: bmp, gif, jpg, png, tiff;    data formats: comma separated (csv), tab separated (txt) interfaces and software interface compact fash card reader included included software smartview; full analysis and reporting software laser  (ir-fusion models only) classifcation class ii laser targeting laser dot visible on blended and visual image controls and adjustments set-up controls date/time, c/f, language, scale, lcd intensity image controls level, span, auto adjust (continuous/manual) on-screen indicators battery status, emissivity, background temperature and  real time clock battery life:  3 hours continuous operation (2 hours on ft models) water and dust resistant:  ip54 size (hxwxd):  162 mm x 262 mm x 101 mm (6.378 in x 10.315 in x 3.9764 in) weight:  1.85 kg (4.07 lb) two-year warranty   recommended accessories C ti  0 and ti50 series imagers   10   10  5   ti-sbc   ti-sbp   anti-glare hood   car charger   battery charger   rechargeable battery pack specifications C ti40 and ti50 series    

   recommended accessories C ti  0 thermal imager the fluke ti20 thermal imager is an unbeatable  solution for predictive maintenance and  troubleshooting.  ?   complete imaging solution.  the ti20  thermal imager is packaged with all necessary  accessories including unlimited-use insideir?  companion software and professional training  materials.  ?   lowest cost of ownership.  an exceptional  value for a high performance imager, the ti20  also offers affordable instrument service and  calibrations. ?   designed for industrial use.  rugged fluke  construction; ip54-rated for use in dust and  moisture flled environments. ?   fast and easy inspection routing.  plan your  equipment inspection route, load it once into  the imager, and then follow the easy, on- camera instructions each time you perform  inspections (simply point, focus and pull the  trigger). typical thermal imaging  applications electric motors and pumps hot spots may be an early indicator  of motor winding problems. elevated  temperatures can damage winding  insulation, resulting in operational  ineffciencies and premature motor  failure. an overheated motor may be  an indication of an underrated motor  in the application, insuffcient cooling  or electrical power problems. bus bars and fuse boxes temperature differences between  phases may indicate unbalanced  loads, harmonics, component  problems, bad connections or  bad wiring. these conditions can  result in increased energy cost and  can damage cables or machines  or possibly cause fre. even small  temperature differences between  phases should be investigated to  determine the root cause. rotating machinery ball bearings showing an increased  temperature are an indication that  either the quality of the lubricant  is deteriorating or there is poor  alignment between the motor and  shaft. these problems can cause the  bearings to fail, or a motor or pump    to overheat. specifications C ti20 thermal imager detector detector type 128 x 96 thermal element focal plane array (fpa) uncooled microbolometer netd (thermal sensitivity)   0.2 c at 30 c thermal temperature range -10 c to 350 c (14 f to 662 f) accuracy  2 c or 2 % (whichever is greater) optical field of view (fov) 20 horizontal by 15 vertical optical resolution (d:s) 75:1 or better target sighting single laser dot (meets iec class 2 and fda class ii requirements) controls and adjustments focus manual minimum focus distance 0.15 m (6 in) temperature scale oc or of selectable palettes grayscale, reverse grayscale, rainbow, ironbow measurement modes auto and manual lcd backlight on/off selectable adjustable emissivity 0.10 to 1.00 in 0.01 increments adjustable refected background temperature -50 c to 460 c (-58 f to 860 f) environmental ambient operating temperature 0 c to 50 c (32 f to 122 f) relative humidity 10 % to 95 % non-condensing storage temperature -25 c to 70 c (-13 f to 158 f) water and dust resistant ip54 other display large color lcd storage capacity 50 images stored internally power rechargeable battery pack or six aa batteries battery life three hours continuous use image frame rate 30 hz*, 9 hz thermal analysis software insideir? (included) full-featured analysis and reporting software    (unlimited use; no per user license fees) size (hxwxd) 40.64 x 20.32 x 30.48 cm (16 in x 8 in x 12 in) weight 1.2 kg or (2.65 lbs) warranty one-year included accessories unlimited-use insideir pc software  for data storage, analysis and  reporting, ac/dc power adapter,    usb communication cable, hard    carrying case, soft-sided carrying  case, wrist strap, two (2) recharge - able battery packs, one (1) aa    battery carrier, training materials  and getting started guide. ordering information fluke-ti20 us   thermal imager      north america fluke-ti20 int   thermal imager      ampac fluke-ti20 int 9   thermal imager      ampac 9 hz *subject to u.s. export license compliance. applicable outside the u.s. and canada. thermal imaging 8 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/thermal_imaging everything needed for   everyday imaging fluke ti20   thermal imager   ti  0-visor   ti  0-tbp   ti  0-cc   sun visor   rechargeable battery pack   car charger   

 thermal imaging for the    industrial technician fluke ti30 ?   thermal imager the affordable fluke ti30 ?  thermal imager is an  unbeatable solution for predictive maintenance: complete imaging solution  C the ti30 thermal  imager is packaged with all necessary accessories,  unlimited-use insideir ?  companion software, and  two days of professional thermography training.* low cost of ownership  C an exceptional value  for a high performance imager, the ti30 also offers  affordable instrument service and calibrations. designed for industrial use  C over five hours    of continuous-use battery life and the capacity to  store up to 100 images, allows for a full day of    uninterrupted inspections. fast and easy inspection routing  C plan your  equipment inspection route, load it once into    the imager, and then follow the easy, on-camera  instructions each time you perform inspections. *u.s. and canada only. training package varies by country.  does not include travel expenses. understanding    maintenance routing  predictive maintenance (pdm)  programs rely on periodic  inspections of the critical assets  comprising a plant or facility. these  inspections range from visual  inspections to nondestructive  testing performed using a variety  of technologies. to optimize a  pdm program, one must develop a  series of routes, determining the  equipment to be inspected, the  frequency of those inspections,   and the sequence or physical  course for each. with the fluke ti30 ?  thermal  imager, images taken on a  planned inspection route can be  combined with location names  and temperature data and  uploaded to the camera for use  as a routing guide. the user is  prompted to go to each location  on the route to take images during  subsequent inspectionsimproving  accuracy. new images can easily  be compared to previous scans  using insideir software (included),  helping to identify potential  problems before they cause failure. to learn more about predictive  maintenance with the fluke    ti30 ?  thermal imager, go to    www.fuke.com/thermal_imaging specifications C ti30 ?  thermal imager detector detector type 120 x160 thermal element uncooled focal plane array microbolometer netd (noise equivalent temp. difference) 200 mk thermal temperature range -10 c to 250 c (14 f to 482 f)  accuracy 2 % or 2 oc ( 3 % or 3 c from -10 to 0 c) optical optical resolution 90:1 slit response optical resolution 225:1 minimum diameter measurement spot 7 mm (0.27 in) at 61cm (24 in) field of view (fov) 17 o horizontal x 12.8 o vertical target sighting single laser dot (meets iec class 2 & fda class ii requirements)  controls and adjustments focus focusable, 61cm (24 in) to infinity temperature scale oc or of selectable palettes gray, ironbow or rainbow measurement modes automatic, semi-automatic or manual lcd backlight bright, dim, off-selectable adjustable emissivity 0.10 to 1.00 by 0.01 reflected background temperature -50 oc to 460 oc (-58 of to 860 of) environmental ambient operating temperature -10 oc to 50 oc (14 of to 122 of) relative humidity 10 to 90 % non-condensing storage temperature -25 oc to 70 oc (-13 of to158 of) [without batteries] other storage capacity 100 images power rechargable battery pack or 6aas (not included) battery life minimum 5 hours continuous use image frame rate 20 hz*, 9 hz thermal analysis software insideir (included) pc software operating systems microsoft ?  windows ?  2000 ?  or xp ?   weight (includes batteries) 1 kg (2.2 lb) warranty 1 year (u.s. only) store infrared images  in insideir software included accessories unlimited-use insideir pc software  for data storage, analysis and report - ing, docking station with universal    power adapter and usb connection,  hardshell carrying case, usb field  cable, rechargeable battery pack,    sun visor, interactive cd, training  presentation cd, carrying pouch,  wrist strap, and quick reference card. optional nist calibration certificate ordering information fluke-ti30 us   thermal imager/     north america fluke-ti30 el   thermal imager/     latin america fluke-ti30 el/9    thermal imager/     latin america,      9 hz version to request a demonstration, call  1-800-44-fluke (1+425-446-5500  outside the u.s.) or visit    www.fluke.com/demo *subject to u.s. export license compliance. applicable outside the u.s. and canada. 9 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/thermal_imaging thermal imaging

 50 the experts choice for    building diagnostics flexcam ?   tir4, tir3, and    tir2 ir thermal imagers thermal imaging the new fluke tir2, tir3 and tir4 thermal  imagers are for professionals demanding the  best and most thorough solutions in building  diagnostics applications. the fluke tir-series  provides the industrys largest lcd to view  on-camera images, augmented with the  innovative ir-fusion ?  technology to better  pinpoint building problems. ir-fusion is the  overlay of ir and visible images, allowing one  to clearly identify critical points within the  thermal image.  ?   industry leading thermal sensitivity    (   0.050 c netd on tir4) (0.07 c  netd on tir2 and tir3) provides solid  resolution, and ultra high-quality images.  ?   ir-fusion technology automatically merges  visual and thermal images pinpointing  trouble areas quicker by automatically  relating thermal images with the real  world. (included with flk-tir/ft series,  optional with flk-tir series)  tir2, tir3 and tir4   included accessories ac adapter (for tir2 and tir4 only), video cable, 512 mb compact fash card, compact fash card reader and usb cable, pcmcia compact fash card adapter, smartview reporting and analysis software on cd, 2 rechargeable battery packs, battery charger, neck strap, heavy duty car - rying case and user manual on cd. insight xs and xst   included accessories serial/usb download adapter kit/ cable, smartview reporting software  on cd, 2 rechargeable battery    packs, battery charger, neck strap,  heavy-duty carrying case, user  manual on cd. ordering information flk-tir2-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager flk-tir2/ft-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager      with ir-fusion flk-tir3-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager flk-tir3/ft-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager      with ir-fusion flk-tir4-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager flk-tir4/ft-20   ir flexcam bd      thermal imager      with ir-fusion flk-insxt-20   ir insight, 20mm,      xst flk-insxs-20   ir insight, 20mm,      xs ir insight xs & xst  thermal imagers  the new fluke ir insight xs &  xst portable infrared imagers  combine outstanding image quality  and thermal sensitivity. they are  optimized for low contrast ther - mal applications encountered in  building sciences applications and  show problems that other infrared  cameras cannot. these easy to use  cameras include smartview ?  soft - ware to customize and prepare pro - fessional infrared survey reports.  ?   160x120 focal    plane array ?   0.07 c (industry    leading thermal    sensitivity (   netd)  ?   simple robust    one-button    operation  ?   3.5-inch, 30 bit color,    high resolution,    high-contrast display ?   smartview professional    report writing software ir-fusion ?  technology infrared and visible light images fused  together on one display. ir-fusion technology captures a visible  light image in addition to the infrared  image and takes the mystery out of ir  image analysis. it helps to better identify  and report suspect areas and enable the  repair to be done right the frst time. ?   full ir C  for analyzing very high reso - lution ir imaging. detect the smallest  temperature variations to track down the  origin of problems and fully document  the extent of remediation. full ir images  are automatically linked to full visible  light images. ?   picture-in-picture C  for creating an ir  window surrounded by a visible light  frame to easily identify thermal anoma - lies, while maintaining a frame of refer - ence with surroundings. ?   alpha blending C  for combining visible  and infrared images together in any ratio  to create a single image with enhanced  detail that will help in precisely locating  problems. ?   ir/visible alarm C  for displaying only  temperatures that fall above, below, or in  between a specified range as ir image,  leaving the rest of the scene as a fully  visible light image. ?   full visible light C  a bright, detailed  pixel-for-pixel reference image of subject  areas for documentation and reporting. fluke tir2/ft, tir3/ft, tir4/ft fluke tir2, tir3, tir4 ?   the 180 articulating lens is great for viewing around obstructions.  ?   the 5 high resolution, high contrast display is the biggest display in the industry.  ?   320 x 240 focal plane array and 20 mm high quality germanium lens with  continuous single fnger focus provide exceptional image resolution (model tir2  available with 160 x 120 only).  ?   smartview ?  professional report writing software generates fast, easy customizable  reports including rich image analysis.  ?   the intuitive operation with on-camera windows ce interface makes it easy to use.   

 51 thermometers the predictive maintenance   professionals precision diagnostic tool fluke 570 series   infrared thermometers 57-ni  nonincendive  thermometer when safety is a  concern and data  logging and    downloading are  required, the fluke  574 nonincendive (ni) model    thermometer is the product to  choose. it has the same great fea - tures as the standard 574 model  thermometers with the extra confi - dence of a factory mutual approval  for use in hazardous environments.  class i, division 2, groups a, b, c, d: class i,  zone 2 iic; t4 ta=50 c when used with 1.5 v  alkaline batteries. the fluke 572, 574 and 576 non-contact thermometers  are ideal professional diagnostic tools for maintenance  professionals requiring the most accurate temperature read - ings at all distances. predictive maintenance professionals  requiring analysis and documentation use the 574 or 576  models, with 100-point data logging and digital photographs    (576 only) with the included software for graphing and    analysis for follow-up reporting and documentation. ?   backlit display for poorly lit areas ?   displays last ten temperature readings on bar graph for easy reference ?   enhanced optics (distance to spot ratio up to 60:1) allow measurements  of smaller objects from farther away ?   coaxial three-dot laser sighting system highlights the true diameter of  measurement spots at all distances ?   adjustable emissivity setting (all models) and 30 pre-set    common material values (574, 576) for more accurate    measurements ?   100-data point logging for documentation (574, 576) ?   customizable log names, alarms, and emissivity    values for personalized measurements (574, 576) ?   software to log, graph, and analyze temperature    data via rs-232 (574) connection or usb    connection (576, includes photo viewing feature) ?   instantly captures photographs of measurement    locations along with temperature and date-time   information for improved documentation and    maintenance follow-up (576) ?   close-focus option available for specialized    applications ?   durable hard plastic storage case fluke 576 photographic  non-contact thermometer the fluke 576 thermometer mea - sures temperature while digitally  photographing the measured area  and its surroundings. the 576  allows you to: ?   ensure consistency of repeated  measurements by using prior  photos as a reference. ?   position the laser sighting to  assure the measurement area is  the same. ?   create customized company  reports with the software, data  and photos, using standard  windows programs. specifications C 572, 574 and 576 irts models fluke-57  fluke-57  fluke-57  -ni  fluke-576 temperature range -30 c to 900 c (-25 f to 1600 f) d:s (distance to spot size) 60:1 [50:1 with close focus option (close focus not available with ni model)] laser sighting 3-dot, coaxial, extra-bright emissivity adjustable adjustable, plus  table of 30 preset  values accuracy  0.75 % of reading or ( 0.75 c ( 1.5 f) whichever is greater    (assumes ambient operating temperature of 23 c [73 f]) response time 250 msec display hold (7 seconds) yes lcd backlit yes max, min temperatures yes dif, avg temperatures no yes yes yes recall last reading yes audible/visible hi alarm yes audible/visible lo alarm no yes yes yes bar graph display yes 100 points data logging no yes yes yes data graphing software   (windows 2000, xp compatible) no yes yes yes photo viewing software (windows  2000, xp, nt compatible) no no no yes   26 images (640 x 480 pixel) no no no yes 100 images (320 x 240 pixel) no no no yes image file format (.jpg) no no no yes protective hard case yes weight 472 g (1 lb, 1 oz) 480 g (1 lb, 1 oz) 480 g (1 lb, 1 oz) 580 g (1 lb, 1 oz) dimensions 16.7 cm x 5 cm x 19.8 cm (6.58 in x 1.97 in x 7.80 in) 16.7 cm x 5 cm x    23.8 cm (6.58 in x    1.97 in x 9.57 in) power  2 aa batteries 2 aa batteries/   ac adapter 2 aa batteries/   ac adapter 2 aa batteries/   usb warranty two-years, conditional additional options/accessories nylon holster, nist  traceable calibration  certificate nylon holster,    nist traceable calibration certificate,    analog cable for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/thermometers included accessories 2 aa batteries, operators guide  (on cd), durable hard case.  thermocouple k probe (574, 576),  power supply (574), rs-232 data  cable (574), usb 1.1 cable (576),  data graphing, storage and analysis  software on cd (574, 576) ordering information fluke -572    precision infrared      thermometer fluke -572-cf  precision infrared      thermometer with      close focus option fluke -574  precision infrared      thermometer        w/logging sw  fluke- 574-ni  precision infrared      thermometer        w/logging sw      nonincendive fluke- 574-cf  precision infrared      thermometer        w/logging sw      close focus  fluke- 576  precision,        photographic        infrared        thermometer        w/logging sw fluke- 576-cf  precision,        photographic        infrared        thermometer        w/logging sw      close focus 

 thermometers included accessories fluke 50 series ii includes:     80pk-1 bead thermocouple(s),    batteries, overview manual and  instructional guide on cd-rom. fluke 561hvacpro includes:   infrared thermometer with contact  thermometer capabilities, thermo - couple k-type velcro ?  pipe probe,  hand-carrying case and user manual  with hvac measurement guide. ordering information fluke-51-2  digital thermometer,      single input fluke-52-2  digital thermometer,      dual input fluke-53-2  datalogging        thermometer,      single input fluke-54-2  datalogging        thermometer,      dual input fluke-561   hvacpro thermometer fluke 54 series ii   thermometer   lab accuracy in a feld thermometer specifications C 51, 52, 53 and 54 series ii   recommended accessories C 51, 5  , 5  and 5  series ii thermometers feature 51  5  5 5 thermocouple types k,j,t,e k,j,t,e k,j,t,e,n,r,s k,j,t,e,n,r,s number of inputs single dual single dual time stamp relative time relative time time of day time of day temperature measurement accuracy    (for temperatures above -100 c) type j,k,t,e,n:  [0.05 % + 0.3 c (0.5 f)] type r,s:  [0.05 % + 0.4 c (0.7 f)] measurement range    (depending on thermocouple type) -250 c (-418 f) to 1767 c (3212 f) display resolution 0.1 c /f/k < 100    1 c/f/k  >  1000 operating temperature -10 c to 50 c (14 f to 122 f) storage temperature -40 c to 60 c (-40 f to 140 f) humidity 0 % to 90 %; 0 c to 35 c (32 f to 95 f), 0 % to 70 %;    0 c to 50 c (32 f to 122 f) weight 400 g (14 oz) size (hxwxd) 17.3 cm x 8.6 cm x 3.8 cm (6.8 in x 3.4 in x 1.5 in) battery 3 aa batteries; typical 1000-hour life fluke 561 hvacpro two-in-one infrared and    contact thermometer for    hvac/r professionals the fluke 561 hvacpro  combines the tempera - ture measurement    functions that profes - sionals need for most  hvac jobs, all in one  tool. it measures    both ir and contact    temperature, replacing   several hundred dollars worth  of equipment.  ?   ir thermometer   for measurements   up close or at a    distance, without a ladder  ?   contact thermometry capability,  compatible with all standard  mini-connector k-type thermo - couples, preserves your invest - ment in thermocouples ?   velcro ?  pipe probe for superheat  and sub-cooling and other con - tact and ambient measurements ?   min, max and dif functions help  you quickly identify problems ?   scan large areas or small objects  quickly and efficiently   tpak   80pk-8   80pk-   80pk-  5   fvf-sc1   toolpak meter    pipe clamp   suregrip? immersion   suregrip? piercing    flukeview forms     hanging kit   temperature probe   temperature prove   temperature probe   software   see page 71   see page 68   see page 68   see page 68   see page 65 the fluke 51, 52, 53 and 54 series ii thermometers offer    high accuracy with fast response times to quickly capture    your measurement and show trends. choose from four models  to get the functionality, thermocouple support and data logging  you need. all models offer: ?   laboratory accuracy:  (0.05 % + 0.3 c) ?   large backlit dual display presents all the information    you need at a glance ?   min, max, and avgwith time referencescaptures    major events ?   electronic offset function maximizes overall accuracy by  allowing you to compensate for thermocouple errors  ?   supports a wide range of thermocouple types ?   temperatures displayed in c, f, or kelvin (k) ?   splash and dust resistant case ?   sleep mode to increase battery life    (typical 1000-hour life) ?   battery door allows easy battery replacement without  breaking the calibration seal powerful data logging capabilities the fluke 53 and 54 series ii can log up to 500 points of    data to internal memory. ?   user-adjustable recording intervals  ?   real-time clock captures the exact time of day    of events  ?   recall function allows logged data to be easily reviewed    on the meter display ?   for further analysis and graphing, data can be    exported to optional flukeview ?  pc software using    the thermometers ir communication port for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/thermometers 5

  recommended accessories C 60 series thermometers   80pr-60   h6   lvd1   c510   c90   temperature probe   meter case   volt light   meter case   meter case     (66/68 only)   (63/66/68 only)   (all models)   (61 only)   (61 only)   see page 69   see page 70   see page 64   see page 70   see page 70 specifications C 561, 61, 62, 63, 66, 68 561 61 6  6  66 68 temperature  range  -40 c to 550 c   (-40 f to 1022 f) -18 c to 275 c    (0 f to 525 f) -30 c to 500 c    (-20 f to 932 f) -32 c to 535 c    (-25 f to 995 f) -32 c to 600 c    (-25 f to 1100 f) -32 c to 760 c    (-25 f to 1400 f) emissivity adjustable with  three settings:  low (0.3),    medium (0.7),   high (0.95) fixed at 0.95 digitally adjustable    (from 0.1 to 1.0 by 0.01) optical reso - lution (d:s) 12:1 8:1 10:1 at 80 %  energy 12:1 30:1 50:1 laser sight - ing (class ii) single point laser offset single point laser response  time 500 msec (95 %  of reading) < 500 msec < 500 msec <   0.5 second   (95 % of reading) minimum  usable spot  size 25 mm (1 in) 24 mm (0.9  in) 18 mm (0.7 in) resolution 0.1 c (0.1 f)    of reading 0.2 c (0.5  f ) 0.1 c (0.1 f) repeatability  0.5 % of    reading or  1 c  ( 2 f), which - ever is greater  2 c or     2 %, whichever  is greater  0.5 % or  <   1 c ( 2 f), whichever is greater ambient  operating  temperature 0 c to 50 c (32 f to 120 f) relative  humidity 10 to 90 % rh  non-condensing,  at < 30 c (86 f) 10 to 90 % rh  noncondensing, at  < 50 c (120 f) 10 to 90 % rh non-condensing, at < 30 c (86 f) ambient storage    temperature -20 c to 65 c    (-25 f to 150 f) -20 c to 60 c    (-4 f to 140 f)  without battery -20 c to 65 c    (-4 f to 150 f)  without battery -20 c to 60 c (-13 f to 158 f) without battery dimensions 17. 8 cm x  16.5  cm x  5.1 cm (7 in  x 6.5 in x 2 in) 190 mm x 51 mm  x 41 mm (7.5 in x  2 in x 1.6 in) 152 mm x 101 mm  x 38 mm (6 in x    4 in x 1.5 in) 200 mm x 160 mm x 55 mm (8 in x 6 in x 2 in) weight  330 g (11.6 oz) 341 g (0.75 lb) 200 g (7 oz) 320 g (11 oz) power 2 aa batteries  (alkaline or nicd) 9 v alkaline or customer supplied nicd battery battery life  (alkaline) 12 hours 10 hours with  laser and back- light on, 40 hours  with laser and  backlight off 20 hours with laser and backlight  on 50 % 40 hours with laser and  backlight off typical  distance to  target up to 2 m (6 ft) 1 m (3 ft) up to 2 m (6 ft) up to 2 m (6 ft) up to 5 m (15 ft) up to 8 m (25 ft) warranty two-year limited one-year two-year limited two-year limited two-year limited two-year limited measuring temperature in hard-to-reach,    hot, rotating or dangerous situations fluke 68 infrared    thermometer for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/thermometers included accessories fluke 61 includes:  instruction sheet  and 9 v battery. fluke 62 includes:  storage pouch  and instruction sheet. fluke 63, 66, 68 includes:  carrying  case, hand strap, instruction manual  and 9 v battery. ordering information fluke-61  infrared thermometer fluke-62  mini infrared        thermometer fluke-63  infrared thermometer fluke-66  infrared thermometer fluke-68  infrared thermometer fluke-68is   intrinsically safe     infrared thermometer reach for a rugged fluke   ir thermometer. you get easy and  safe temperature readings in less than a second. these handheld portable tools enable professionals to  research heating and ventilation problems, monitor the  status of electrical motors and electrical panels and diagnose  car malfunctions with ease. fluke 6  , 66 and 68 pistol grip    infrared thermometers the new fluke 63, 66 and 68 pistol grip thermometers offer  an easy to use solution for temperature measurement in  hard-to-reach, hot, rotating or dangerous situations. ?   wide temperature range and quick response time ?   superb optics for measuring temperature of surfaces from  a distance ?   laser sighting ?   adjustable emissivity (66/68 only) for more    accurate temperature measurement intrinsically safe fluke 68 version available  (see page 45) new!  fluke 6   mini    infrared thermometer ?   temperature measurement range  up to 500 oc (932 of) ?   10:1 optics ?   accurate to within  1.5 %    of reading or  1.5 c ?   max temperature display ?   laser sighting ?   backlit display fluke 61 infrared  thermometers ?   easy to use one    button operation ?   easy targeting with    bright laser ?   shock-absorbing    molding increases    ruggedness thermometers 5

 also available: fluke-975ck  airmeter calibration  kit includes the gases and tools  necessary to keep your fluke 975  airmeter calibrated. 5 indoor air quality   fluke 975 airmeter ? five powerful tools in one, with    simple one-touch air velocity the fluke 975 test tool combines five powerful air  quality tools into one. identify and diagnose indoor  air quality issues quickly and easily with one rugged,  handheld device. the fluke 975 measures and simul - taneously displays temperature, humidity, co 2  and co.  at the press of a button, it quickly measures air flow  and percentage of outside air. ?   simultaneously measures, logs, and displays    temperature, humidity, co 2 , and co on a bright,  backlit lcd display  ?   one-touch air flow and velocity with available probe*  ?   wet bulb and dew point temperature  ?   % of outside air calculation  ?   co 2  and co field calibration feature  ?   automatically compensates for barometric pressure  changes  ?   min/max/average on all measured and calculated  readings  ?   audible and visual threshold alarms  ?   extensive discrete or continuous data logging    capacity, downloadable to pc via usb interface *included with fluke 975v, optional with fluke 975   fluke 902 true-rms hvac clamp meter     get more done included accessories fluke 975 includes:  aa alkaline  batteries (3), users manual (with  safety information), calibration cap,  hard carrying case, flukeview ?   forms software, power adapter, inter - national power plugs, air velocity  probe (fluke 975v only). fluke 902 includes:  aa alkaline  batteries (2), users manual (with  safety information), soft carrying  case, tl75 test leads (1 pair), 80bk  integrated temperature probe (1). ordering information fluke-975   airmeter ? fluke-975v   airmeter ?  with      velocity fluke-902   hvac clamp meter range display resolution accuracy temperature -20 c to 50 c    (-5 f to 122 f) 0.1 c (0.1 f)  0.9 c/ 1.62f from 40 c to 60 c  0.5 c/  1.00f from 5 c to 40 c  1.1 c/ 1.98 f from  -20 c to 5 c relative humidity 10 % to 90 % rh    non-condensing 1 %  2 % rh (10 % rh to 90 % rh) air velocity 50.0 fpm to 3000 fpm  0.25 m/sec to 15 m/sec 1 fpm (0.005m/sec) 4 % or 4 fpm* 4 % or 0.02 m/sec* whichever is  greater *accuracy specification only valid for velocity  readings above 50 fpm. co 2 0 to 5000 ppm 1 ppm warm up time 1 min (5 minutes for full specification)  2.75 % + 75 ppm co 0 to 500 ppm 1 ppm  5 % or  3 ppm, whichever is greater, @ 20 c  and 50 % rh heating, ventilation, air conditioning (hvac) technicians require a  service tool that can consistently keep up with their demands. the  fluke 902 expands the existing line of quality fluke clamp meters by  delivering the features necessary to diagnose and repair hvac systems.  combined with true-rms technology and a cat iii 600 v rating, the  fluke 902 helps technicians do their jobs safely and accurately. ?   designed for hvac applications with capacitance, dc current (a), and  temperature measurements  ?   small body and jaws fit perfectly in your hand and into tight places  ?   handy display hold button keeps measurements on the display  ?   meter controls are positioned so current measurements can be done  with one hand (index finger on clamp opening lever and thumb on  rotary switch)  range accuracy voltage dc 0 - 600 v 1 %  5 counts voltage ac (true-rms) 0 - 600 v 1 %  5 counts (50/60 hz) current ac (true-rms) 0 - 600 a 2.0 %  5 counts (50/60 hz) current dc 0 - 200 a 1.0 %  5 counts resistance 0 - 9999  w 1.5 %  5 counts continuity  fluke 98   particle counter the fluke 983 particle counter measures and displays six channels  of particle size distribution. the fluke 983 holds 5000  logged samples including date, time, counts, sample  volume, temperature and relative humidity. data  is easily downloaded using the included windows  compatible utility software. the fluke 983 is  invaluable for iaq investigations, allowing you to  determine size distribution of airborne particles or  track down a particle source. features: ?   compact and easy to operate ?   graphic liquid crystal display with backlight ?   simple connection to computer or printer ?   selectable sample time, count data and    programmable delay ?   set sample size to cubic feet or liters, set    temperature measurements to c or f ?   data displayed in totalize or concentration modes ?   automatic turn-off when battery voltage drops    below safe operating level ?   meets jisb9921:1997 and ce standards ?   battery or ac operation with internal rechargeable  battery ?   protective holster ?   rugged, hard shell carrying case included accessories fluke 971 includes:   operation    manual, four aaa alkaline batteries. fluke 983 includes:   certifcate of  calibration (nist), windows com - patible software download utility,  db9 to rs-232 adapter and cable,  isokinetic probe, high purity tubing,  1/8 in. hose barb adapter, power  supply, operation manual, zero count  flter, protective holster and hard  molded plastic case. ordering information fluke-971    temperature      humidity meter fluke-983    particle counter fluke-983tpk 220    thermal printer      kit, 220 v fluke-983tpk 120    thermal printer      kit, 120 v fluke-co-205    aspirator kit fluke-co-210    carbon      monoxide probe fluke-co-220    carbon      monoxide meter   indoor air quality tools easy-to-use tools to help you   maintain good iaq 55 indoor air quality fluke 971 temperature humidity meter temperature and humidity are two important factors in  maintaining optimal comfort levels and good indoor air quality.  quickly and conveniently take accurate humidity and temperature  readings with the fluke 971. the fluke 971 is invaluable for  facility maintenance and utility technicians, hvac-service  contractors, and specialists who assess indoor air quality (iaq).  lightweight and easy to hold, the fluke 971 is the perfect tool for  monitoring problem areas. with a rugged holster and twist-open  protective sensor cover, the fluke 971 is built to perform and  made to last. features: ?   backlit dual display of humidity and temperature  ?   measures dew point and wet bulb temperatures  ?   99 record storage capacity  ?   ergonomic design with belt clip and protective holster  ?   quick-response capacitance sensor with twist-open    protective cover  ?   compact and lightweight at 188 g (6.6 oz)  ?   temperature range from -20 c to 60 c (-4 f to 140 f)  ?   relative humidity from 5 % to 95 %  ?   min/max/avg data hold  ?   low battery indicator co-  0 carbon    monoxide meter ?   standalone co meter that    does not require a digital    multimeter ?   large backlit lcd displays    co levels from 0 to 1000 ppm ?   beeper triggers with    increasing frequency as co    levels rise ?   max hold function stores    and displays the maximum    co level ?   automatic sensor zeroing and    self-test upon startup co-  10 carbon    monoxide probe ?   use as an accessory to a digital  multimeter with dc millivolt inputs ?   displays co level readings from 0 to  999 ppm, with a resolution of    1 ppm and accuracy of  5 % ?   also used as a standalone device  with an led indicator and beeper  that triggers with increasing  frequency as co levels rise co- 05    aspirator kit  the co-205 fue gas sampling  accessory kit includes: ?   stainless steel sampling tube ?   aspirator to draw fue sample ?   replaceable particulate flter ?   nose cap for connection to the    fluke co-210/co-220 also available: fluke 98  tpk thermal printer kits print the results of a single sample or an entire  data logging session with the new fluke 983  thermal printer kit accessory. available in    220 v and 120 v models and includes two  rolls of thermal printer paper, battery pack,  power adapter and serial adapter. for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/iaq  

 56 scopemeter test tools fluke scopemeter ?     test tools handheld oscilloscopes for professionals    with challenging troubleshooting situations specifications C scopemeter ?  test tools recommended accessories C scopemeter test tools the scopemeter 192, 196 and 199 high-performance  oscilloscopes have bandwidth of 60, 100 and 200 mhz  and sample rates up to 2.5 gs/s. the c models add a  high-resolution color display that has a fast update rate,  waveform pass/fail testing and a digital persistence  modemaking the analysis of complex and dynamic sig - nals that much easier.  for industrial, electronic or electro mechanical appli - cations, the 123 and 124 industrial scopemeters feature    20 mhz bandwidth, connect-and-view ?  software for  quick measurements and a dual dmm and paperless  recorder to get virtually any job done. model description 19  , 196, 199 1  , 1  scc 120 software, cable and carrying case package ? scc 190 software, cable and carrying case package ? c125 compact soft case ? c195 universal soft carrying case ? PAC91 optical to parallel printer adapter cable ? ? fluke 199c fluke 196c fluke 199b fluke 196b fluke 19  b fluke 1  fluke 1  bandwidth  200 mhz 100 mhz 200 mhz 100 mhz 60 mhz 40 mhz 20 mhz max real time sample rate 2.5 gs/s 1.0 gs/s 2.5 gs/s 1.0 gs/s 0.5 gs/s 25 ms/s 25 ms/s max record length (per input) 3000 points 512 points (min/max pairs) number of inputs 2 scope and 1 dmm (isolated) 2 scope or dmm input sensitivity 2 mv/div. to 100 v/div. 5 mv/div. to 100 v/div. 5 mv/div. to 500 v/div.  independently isolated floating inputs ? display and display modes display color monochrome monochrome persistence digital with variable decay on/off  envelope mode ? ? waveform compare ? fft ? pass/fail testing ? triggering connect-and-view ?  trigger ? ? edge, single, free run ? ? video ? ? video lines ? ? pulse width ? external ? with itp 120 option advanced functions cursors ? ? zoom ? dual input trendplot ? ? scoperecord ?  mode ? automatic capture and replay last 100 screens ? waveform mathematics ? save setups and screens 10 20 10 true-rms multimeter 5000 counts volts, amps, ohms, continuity, diode, temp safety, power and warranty safety (en61010-1) cat ii 1000 v/cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v 1 battery 4-hour ni-mh 7-hour nimh 7-hour nimh line power adapter/battery charger included pc printer interface yes, using optional optically isolated cable warranty three-year on main instrument/one-year on standard accessories 1 max input voltage cat ii 1000 v with vps40, 40 mhz 10:1 voltage probe. tm for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/scopemeter

 ordering information fluke-124/003  industrial scopemeter      40 mhz   fluke-124/003s  industrial scopemeter      40 mhz with scc kit  fluke-123/003  industrial scopemeter      20 mhz   fluke-123/003s  industrial scopemeter      20 mhz with scc kit 57 scopemeter test tools fluke 124 and 123 industrial   scopemeter ?  test tools three-in-one simplicity for   fast answers wherever you work a three-in-one tool the scopemeter 123 and 124 combine  a 40 mhz or 20 mhz dual input digital  storage oscilloscope, two true-rms    digital multimeters and a dual input  trendplot ?  recorder all in a compact,  battery powered instrument. leave all  other test tools behind because the  scopemeter 123 and 124 test tools are  the only one youll need.   dual-input mea - surement shows  both meter read - ing and wave - form at the same  time (124, incl.  cursors) connect-and-view ?  triggering  for an instant, stable display scope users know how difficult triggering  can be. incorrect settings show unstable  and sometimes incorrect results. flukes  unique connect-and-view recognizes  signal patterns, and automatically sets  up correct triggering. it provides a sta - ble, reliable and repeatable display of  virtually any signal including motordrive  and control signalswithout touching  a button. signal changes are instantly  recognized and settings adjusted for  once again a stable display.  the compact scopemeter 123 and 124 are the rugged    solution for industrial troubleshooting and installation  applications. these are truly integrated test tools, with  oscilloscope, multimeter and paperless recorder in one  affordable, easy-to-use instrument. find fast answers  to problems in machinery, instrumentation, control and  power systems. ?   a dual input 40 mhz or 20 mhz digital oscilloscope ?   two 5,000-count true-rms digital multimeters ?   cursor measurements (fluke 124 only) ?   a dual input trendplot recorder  ?   connect-and-view trigger simplicity for hands-off  operation ?   shielded test leads for oscilloscope, resistance,    continuity and capacitance measurements ?   full bandwidth, heavy duty 10:1 probe    (included standard with fluke 124) ?   up to seven hours battery operation with    standard battery ?   cat iii 600 v safety certified ?   optically isolated rs-232 interface ?   rugged, compact case simply broken wiring or connectors.  other factors, like line outages and  sags, or the starting and stopping of  a motor can also cause a machine to  stop. you may not be around to see  ityour fluke scopemeter will. in this  paperless recorder mode, you can  plot the min, max, peak and average  values over time, up to 16 days. the  two inputs can plot any combination  of volts, amps, temperature, frequency  and phase, with time and date stamp- to help lead you to the cause of those  faults quickly. safety certified the 123 and 124 scopemeter test  tools and the included shielded test  leads are safety certified for measure - ments on cat iii 600 v industrial  power systems. via the optically    isolated oc4usb interface, the 123  and 124 can be safely connected to a  printer for direct print-out or to a pc  for later analysis and documentation  using flukeview software. and using  the vps40 probe, measurement up to    cat ii 1000 v are fully supported.  connect-and- view captures  even the most  complex motor  drive signals one test lead measures all high-frequency waveform, meter,  capacitance and resistance measure - ments and continuity checks are all cov - ered by the shielded test leads. no time  wasted finding or swapping leads. the  included accessories allow hook-up at  test objects of every dimension.  battery powered mobility up to seven hours of battery operation  frees you from mains outlets for true  on-the-move working. the handheld  format and the weight of just 1.2 kg,  make the instrument easy to carry and  to fit comfortably in your hand. the rug - ged, drip proof case assures long life  and reliable operation in the harshest  industrial environments. use trendplot, ?  dual    channel recorder, to help    find intermittents, fast the toughest faults to find are those  that happen only once in a while intermittents. they can be caused by  bad connections, dust, dirt, corrosion or  application note, literature code  2126072: verifying can bus signals  with a fluke scopemeter  120 series verifying the  physical layer  signals of two- wire differential  serial bus sys - tem. read    a detailed    application    note on  www.   fluke.com/   scopemeter check the    starting    capacitor of a  motor with the    scopemeter 124 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/scopemeter

 58 scopemeter test tools fluke 192, 196 and 199   scopemeter ?  test tools speed, performance and analysis power.   see more, fx more with color. see whats really happening with a maximum real-time sampling rate of  2.5 gs/s per input, you can see what really  happens, with 400 ps resolution. both inputs  have their own digitizer, so you can simulta - neously acquire two waveforms and analyze  them with the highest resolution and detail.  if an anomaly flashes by on the screen, just  press the replay button to see it again. frequency spectrum analysis   all c models now include frequency  spectrum analysis functionality based on  fast fourier transformation (fft) analysis  as a standard feature. this makes it possible  for you to identify the individual frequency  components contained in a signal. the spec - trum analysis function is also handy to reveal  the effects of vibration, signal interference  or crosstalk. an automatic window function  assures optimal windowing, although you  may manually select your preferred time  window.  automatic capture and    replay of 100 screens scope users know how frustrating it is to  see a one-time anomaly flash bynever to  be seen again. not with the scopemeter 190  series. now you can look back in time with  a touch of the replay button. in normal use,  the instrument continuously memorizes the  last 100 screens. each time a new screen is  acquired, the  oldest is discard- ed. at any  moment  you can  freeze the  last 100  screens  and scroll  through    picture-by-picture or replay as a live anima - tion. cursors can be used for further analysis. deep memory for high-   resolution scoperecord ?     and trendplot ?   the scoperecord memory stores 27,500  points per input, for high-resolution record - ing of waveform events up to 48 hours, and  captures fast intermittents and glitches as  short as 50 ns. this continuous roll mode  also stores events like motion profiles, ups,  power supply and motor start-ups. in trendplot or paperless recorder  mode, you can plot the minimum, maximum  peak and average measurement (dmm or  automatic scope) values over timeup to    22 days. the two inputs can plot any combi - nation of volts, amps, temperature, frequency  whether you are performing routine maintenance and    calibration, or troubleshooting the hardest to solve prob - lems like intermittent failures or sources of unwanted  noisethe fluke scopemeter 192, 196 and 199 include    all the tools needed to get the job done. with 200 mhz  bandwidth, up to 2.5 gsa/s real-time sampling rate,  27500 points memory for high resolution waveform  scoperecord ? , measurement trendplot ?  and fft    analysis, analyzing signal details, finding random    glitches and sources of unwanted noise or interference  become routine tasks. ?   dual-input200, 100 or 60 mhz bandwidth ?   up to 2.5 gs/s real-time sampling and 3 k points    memory per input ?   automatic and advanced triggering functions connect&view, pulse width, dual slope and n-cycle  for synchronizing on specific waveform details and phase with time and date stamp    to help lead you to the cause of those  faults quickly. waveform pass/fail testing waveform reference allows an acquired  trace to be stored and designated    reference trace for visual comparisons,  or it can be used as the reference for  automatic pass/fail testing (c models  only). up to 100 individually matching  (pass) or non-matching (fail) waveforms  can be stored in the replay memory    (c models only), allowing you to moni - tor your systems behavior over a long  period of time, without the need for you  to attend! for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/scopemeter ?   fast fourier transform (fft) for frequency domain, spectrum display of signal harmonics or  fidelity. (c models) ?   digital persistence for analyzing complex dynamic waveforms like on an analog scope (c models) ?   automatic capture and replay of 100 screens  ?   27,500 points per input record length using scoperecord mode  ?   trendplot paperless chart recorder for trend analysis up to 22 days ?   waveform reference for visual comparisons and automatic pass/fail    testing (c models) of waveforms ?   five hours rechargeable ni-mh battery pack application note the ability to display informa - tion from multiple information  sources C channels C at once  is critical to troubleshooting and  maintaining todays complex  equipment. virtually all modern  power control systems have  circuitry designs that require  different reference measure - ments. control circuits based on  micro-controllers, for example,  are likely to run at the 3 or 5 v  levels of todays logic systems,  whereas the power electronics  could well be driven by the 380  v three-phase mains supply. to  complicate matters even more,  such systems may be designed  with one or more floating  sections so even their grounds  are not the same  voltage. in the past, technicians and  engineers have juggled the  need to track such divergent  system components by using  multiple test instruments at  once. a more accurate and  efficient method is to employ  a handheld fluke corporation  scopemeter ?  190 series. unlike  standard dual-input oscillo - scopes in which the inputs are  connected to a common ground,  scopemeter 190s three inputs  are independently isolated,  which means they can be  connected to signals of widely  differing voltage reference  levels with complete accuracy  and safety. and the standard  probes cover a wide application  range from mv to kv, making  the scopemeter 190c ideal for  micro electronics to electrical  power applications. beware. a few other dual- input oscilloscopes say they  have isolated channels, but  the isolation is limited, suit - able for use only to about 30 v,  which is severely inadequate  for industrial environments. by  contrast, the isolation on the  fluke scopemeter 190 series  is certified up to a 1000 v cat  ii safety rating and 600 v cat  iii. that level of isolation makes  the 190 an extremely safe  instrument for professional and  industrial applications. those differences are critical,  for both accuracy and safety. the need to measure and  capture waveforms from differ - ent test points in sources is  such a common requirement  that it is easy to forget that  incorrectly attaching a dual- input oscilloscope without  adequately isolated channels  can be a safety hazard. its not  uncommon for oscilloscopes  without industrial-strength  isolated channels to encounter  unexpected or unknown diver - gent grounds, which can cause  the instrument to short out or  in extreme cases explode. even  if users encounter no system  unknowns, the drive for speed  and efficiency can encourage  unsafe work habits. too often,  bench-top oscilloscopes are  operated ungrounded to make  their inputs floating, greatly  increasing the danger of physi - cal injury or even electrocution.  the level of channel isolation  engineered into the scopeme - ter 190 protects the unit, the  equipment youre troubleshoot - ing, your test tool investment,  and your eyebrows. the heavy-duty strength of  the 190 series isolated chan - nel capabilities are allowing  technicians to easily, accurately  and safely troubleshoot and  maintain systems from ac motor  all dso isolated  channels are not  the same f r o m   t h e   f l u k e   d i g i t a l   l i b r a r y   @   w w w . f l u k e . c o m / l i b r a r y drives to switched-mode power  supplies and all manner of  high-energy industrial systems. fluke relied on the advice of  its most valuable design team,  its customers, as it developed  the extended isolated channel  capacity, said hilton hammond,  flukes scopemeter u.s. product  manager. our customers were asking  for it, he said. they need to  be able to safely and accurately  look at two different signals  with two different ground  potentials. the 190, with its  isolated channel architecture,  iec safety rating of 1000 v  cat ii and 600 v cat iii, does  exactly that! ordering information fluke-192b/003  scopemeter 60 mhz      b/w fluke-192b/003s  scopemeter 60 mhz      b/w with scc kit fluke-196b/003  scopemeter 100 mhz      b/w fluke-196b/003s  scopemeter 100 mhz      b/w with scc kit fluke-199b/003  scopemeter 200 mhz      b/w fluke-199b/003s  scopemeter 200 mhz      b/w with scc kit fluke-196c/003  scopemeter 100 mhz      color fluke-196c/003s  scopemeter 100 mhz      color with scc kit fluke-199c/003  scopemeter 200 mhz      color fluke-199c/003s  scopemeter 200 mhz      color with scc kit application note, literature code  2043253: all dso isolated channels  are not the same displaying information from multiple  information sourc - eschannels at  once is critical to  troubleshooting  and maintaining  todays complex  equipment and  most modern  power control  systems circuitry  require different  reference mea - surements. now  one tool will do  it all. go to  www.fluke.com/scopemeter   for more information. 

   measurements made easier fluke scopemeter ?   test tool accessories scopemeter test tools 59 cable and adapters scc1 0 software cable case for   1 , 1 scc190 software cable case for   19 , 196, 199 accessories package, including: ?   flukeview ?  scopemeter ?  software for    windows ?  english, french and    german language ?   oc4usb optically isolated rs-232    adapter/cable ?   hard carrying case c120 or c190 c1 0 hard carrying case for   1 , 1 c190 hard carrying case for    19 , 196, 199  ?   storage compartments for test leads, probes,    instruction manual, power adapter and other small accessories c195 soft carrying case universal ?   durable soft case. adjustable storage    compartments suitable for all    scopemeter models. storage    compartments for test leads, probes,    instruction manual, power adapter    and other accessories c1 5 compact soft case for 1 , 1 ?   zippered carrying case (black) for    123, 124 ?   pouch is designed to carry test leads    and probes ?   convenient belt loop accommodates    tool belt software, carrying cases and kits data sheet, literature code  1629076: scopemeter accessories fluke acces - sories can  enhance or  expand the    measurement    capabilities    of your    scopemeter.  go to  www.   fluke.com/   scopemeter     for your copy    of the    scopemeter    accessories data sheet. dp1 0 differential probe ?   1.5 m with shrouded banana probe tips  (red and black)  ?   cat iii 600 v/cat ii 1000 v rated itp1 0 optically isolated trigger probes  ?   1.2 m, for scopemeter 123 ?   included hookclip with ground lead ?   max. signal voltage and voltage to ground:   cat ii 600 v rms trigger and differential probes for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/scopemeter PAC91 ?   printer adapter cable 0.25 m ?   safety designed optical to    parallel printer adapter cable ?   see instrument manual for    compatible printers ocusb ?   optically-isolated    serial to usb    adapter   pm9081 ?   dual banana plug    4 mm male to    female bnc adapter ?   the set consists of two    adapters pm908 ?   dual banana jack    4 mm female to    male bnc adapter ?   the set consists of two    adapters easy identification pm9091 ?   50 ohm coaxial bnc cable set,    3 x 1.5 m ?   three colored bnc male    connectors (red, gray and    black) for easy identification pm909 ?   50 ohm coaxial bnc cable set,    3 x 0.5 m ?   three colored bnc male    connectors (red, gray and    black) for easy identification pm909 ?   male bnc to    dual female    bnc t-piece ?   set consists of    two adapters bb10 ?   two shielded banana-   to-bnc adapters ?   adapting probes and bnc    adapters to 123 and 124  scopemeter test tools
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 tlk- 5 suregrip ?     master accessory kit ?   ac0   p lunger  s tyle    a lligator  c lips ?   ac80     p lunger  s tyle    h ook  c lips ?   ac8   p lunger    s tyle  p incer    c lips ?   ac85   l arge    j aw  a lligator    c lips ?   tp0   s harp    t est  p robes ?   tl   r ight to    s traight  t est  l eads ?   6-pocket storage    pouch, keeps the    entire set together combines our most popular accessories    into a convenient money saving package fluke accessory   sets and kits 61 accessories tlk- 0 suregrip ?  accessory    kit with meter carry case ?     ac0   p lunger  s tyle  a lligator  c lips ?   ac85   l arge  j aw  a lligator  c lips ?   tp0  s harp  t est  p robes ?   tl   r ight to  s traight  t est  l eads ?   zippered vinyl carry case with moveable  divider ?   holds large dmms new!  tl  5 suregrip ?  stray  voltage adapter test lead kit ?     stray voltage adapter ?   tl  suregrip silicone test leads ?    tp0  suregrip test probes ?     c75  soft accessory case t5 tester starter kit getting started kit for    electricians who already    own a fluke t5 tester. ?     tp0   t est  p robes  ?    ac85   l arge  j aw    a lligator  c lips  ?    c   z ippered  s oft  c ase tl 8 suregrip ?  test  lead set for high energy  environments ?   insulated tip probes help lessen  risk of arc flash explosion ?   probe extenders keep hands  away from live current ?   includes one pair each, insulated  test tip probes, probe extenders  and tl224 test leads ?   probes and leads cat iii 1000 v,  cat iv 600 v, 10 a, extenders  cat iii 1000 v 10 a tl 0 industrial    test lead set ?   starter kit for industrial applications ?   tp220 has round, stainless steel tip ?     includes 1 pair: ac220, tp220,  tl222 ?   cat iii 1000 v, cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl  electrical    test lead set ?   starter kit for electrical applications ?   tp1 has flat blades for wall sockets ?   includes 1 pair: ac220, tp1, tl224 ?   cat iii 1000 v, cat iv 600 v, 10 a tlk8  deluxe automotive  test lead kit ?   tp81  insulation piercing probes ?   set of five tp40 automotive back    probe pins ?   tl  suregrip silicone test leads ?   tp0  suregrip  test probes ?   ac0  suregrip plunger    style alligator clips ?   ac85  suregrip alligator clips  ?   c80  suregrip hook clips ?   handy fluke carrying case   ?   tp81  and  tp0  rated to 60 v dc;    all others rated to cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v  tlk 81 automotive test    lead kit ?   tp81  insulation piercing probes ?   tl  suregrip silicone test leads ?   tp0  suregrip test probes ?   ac0  suregrip plunger style alligator  clips ?   ac85  suregrip alligator clips  ?   handy fluke carrying case  ?   tp81  rated to 60 v dc; all others rated  to cat iii 1000 v, cat iv 600 v for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories

 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories 6 accessories a complete set of   probes, leads and clips fluke suregrip ?   accessories test lead and probe in one modular clips  (for use with test leads) modular test leads and test probes  (use test probes with test leads) tp1, tp  , tp  and  tp 8 slim reach ?     test probes ?   slender probe bodies for  probing closely spaced or  recessed points ?   tp1 has a flat blade ?   tp2 has 2 mm diameter tip  ?   tp4 has 4 mm diameter tip  ?   tp38 has stainless steel  insulated probe to help  lessen the risk of arc flash  explosion ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tp 0 suregrip ?   industrial test probes ?   sharp, 1/2 in. stainless  steel tip provides reliable    contact ?   flexible finger barrier  improves grip ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl 1 suregrip ?   silicone test lead  extension kit  ?   superior strain relief ?     includes two adapters to  extend leads 1.5 m ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl  suregrip ?   silicone insulated    test leads ?     recommended for use  with ac220, ac280,  ac283 test clips ?   superior strain relief ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl  suregrip ?   silicone insulated    test leads ?   1.5 m silicone-insulated  wire resists heat    and cold ?   superior strain relief ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl 7 heavy duty    test leads ?   rugged epdm insulation ?   1.5 m long with shrouded,  straight connectors and  excellent strain reliefs    on each end ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a ac 0 suregrip ?     alligator clips ?     insulated, nickel plated  jaws grip objects up to    3/8 in. ?   blunt tip grabs round screw  heads ?   cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a ac 80 suregrip ?     hook clips ?   profile narrows to .22 in.    at tip  ?   hook opening .20 in. at  front, .08 in. at base ?   cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v, 3 a ac8  suregrip ?     pincer clips ?   4.5 in. flexible, insulated  shaft  ?   nickel plated pincers open  to .20 in.  ?   cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v, 1 a suregrip accessories provide a  reliable grip in slippery hands.  rubber-overmolded surfaces and  finger-hugging curves give the  user a comfortable, steady hold on  the accessory so they can focus on  making an accurate measurement. new design makes  clips, hooks and  probes more versatile ac 85 suregrip ?     alligator clips ?   multi-purpose tooth pattern  grips anything from fine  gauge wire to a 3/4 in. nut ?   nickel-plated steel jaws ?   cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a ac89 heavy duty  insulation piercing clip ?   plunger style, safety grip  operation with insulated  jaws ?   small pin pierces 30 to    14 awg insulated wire ?   cat iii 1000 v, 5 a,    cat iv 600 v, 5 a ac87 heavy duty    bus bar clip set ?   one pair (red, black) of flat,  right angle design for    connecting to bus bars ?   adjustable collar provides  two ranges of jaw openings  up to 30 mm ?   cat iii 1000 v, 5 a rating ac7  alligator clips ?   slide-on style for test  probes  ?   jaws open to 8 mm ?   for use with tl71 and  tl75 test lead and probe  sets ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,   cat iv 600 v, 10 a push-on clips tl71 premium    dmm test lead set ?   flexible silicone    insulated leads are  heat and cold resistant ?   distinctive comfort  grip probes ?   recommended for v    measurements ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl 8a automotive    test lead set ?   large, solid copper  alligator clips with    0.5 in. opening ?   flexible silicone    insulated lead are  heat and cold resistant ?   cat i 30 v, 10 a tl76    mm/  mm    test lead set ?   2 mm threaded probes  with removable   4 mm  banana-style spring  contacts ?   flexible 1.5 m    silicone leads ?   cat iii 1000 v,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a tl75 hard point    test lead set ?   extremely hard alloy  tips resist wear ?   distinctive comfort  grip probes ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a,    cat iv 600 v, 10 a ?   1.5 m pvc leads superior gripping    surface made from  thermoplastic rubber

 80k-6, 80k-15, 80k- 0    high voltage probes ?   allows a digital multimeter    to measure up to    6,000 volts peak,    15,000 volts peak    and 40,000 volts peak    respectively ?   1000:1 division ratio output  when connected to    10 m w  multimeter ?   ground clip    included ?   intended for low    energy applica-   tions that are    referenced to ground ?   80k-15 (not available    in europe) high-voltage probes tp80 electronic    test probes ?   tapered tip ideal for  probing electronic    components or  boards  ?   removable guard for  ic probing ?   cat iii 1000 v, 10 a tp9  0 test probe    adapter kit ?   ic test tip adapters,  extended tips,    medium alligator  clips fit over    tl71 and tl75    test lead sets ?   ic test tip    adapter, 3 a ?   extended probe tip,  3 a ?   med. alligator    clip, 5 a ?   cat ii 300 v tl 0 retractable    probe assembly ?   retractable,    insulated sharp  probe tip ?   cat ii 300 v, 2 a tl 6a telecom    test lead set ?   5-way multipoint  test clips for    telecommunications  applications ?   flexible silicone  insulated leads are  heat and cold    resistant ?   cat i 30 v, 8 a accessories 6 fluke test leads,   probes and clips test leads for all your   measurement needs for electronic applications tl81a deluxe electronic test lead set ?   22 piece set with quadfold pouch ?   includes mini alligator clips, hooks and pincers    for virtually every electronic need ?   slide-on lc probe tip adapter and test lead    couplers ?   both modular test leads and lead-probe    combinations ?   cat ii 300 v tl80a basic electronic test lead set ?   6 piece set with zippered case ?   probes, alligator clips and tip extenders for    electronic applications ?   cat ii 300 v tl910 electronic   test probes with  replacement tips ?   small profile provides    accessibility ?   comes with 5 sets of  replaceable tips ?   replacement tips:  tp912 ?   cat iii 1000 v, 3 a new!   tl8  automotive    pin & socket adapter set ?   collection of male and female adapters allows you to  make firm connection to pin and socket connectors ?   adapters with flexible tips come in the following  sizes: 22, 20, 16 and 12  ?   rated to 60 v dc new!   tp0  automotive back  probe pin set ?   set of five 1.5 inch  pins rated to 60 v dc ?   provide an easy    connection past  weather pack seals to  connector conductors ?   use with fluke tl71  or tl75 test lead sets new!   tp81, tp8   and tp8  new piercing probes for automotive    applications.  control the depth as you    pierce insulation. ?   stainless steel probe pierces insulation    on 14, 16 and 18 gauge wire   ?   design provides complete insulation while  working on fuel injectors or sensors ?   tp81 for use with modular test leads  (fluke tl224) ?   tp82 slips over probe tips (fluke tl71) ?   tp84 is 12 inches long to reach farther  into engine compartments. ?   rated to 60 v dc new!   tp88 rigid backprobe    pin set ?   2 inch long pins    pass between    the weather pack    seal and wire ?   use with fluke tl71 or    tl75 test lead sets ?   rated to 60 v dc for automotive applications for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories

 accessories 6 fluke illuminates   the task at hand get all the light you need and    keep your hands free l 00 probe light     ?     small, rugged light easily attaches to  any fluke test probe ?   bright white led never burns out  ?   120-hours of battery life ?   two 3 v watch batteries included l 05 mini hat light    rugged, high-intensity xenon worklight  ?     attaches to a baseball cap  ?   includes a hat clip ?   includes two aaa batteries ?   waterproof l 06 deluxe led    hat light  (hard hat not included)    attach it to a hard hat, a baseball cap,  or even a panel door for all the light  you need ?     three super bright white ledsnever    burn out ?     special hard-hat attachment included ?   40-hour battery life ?   includes three aaa batteries l 07 high-intensity light with  limited edition fluke cap ?     includes l205 mini xenon worklight ?     black baseball-style cap with    fluke logo ?   light is waterproof ?   includes two aaa batteries lvd1 volt light non-contact ac voltage detector and led  flashlight combined in one convenient,  compact design. exclusive dual-sensitivity.     ?     detects voltages from 40 v ac to    300 v ac ?   voltage detector glows blue at    50 hz to 60 hz or 2.5 cm to 38 cm    (1 in to 5 in) away from source  ?   ultra-bright white led with    100,000 hour bulb life ?   aaa battery included l 11 probe light kit  ?    l00  probe light ?   tl71  premium dmm test lead set ?     c75  zippered case l  15 suregrip ?  kit with probe  light and probe extenders ?    l00  probe light ?   tp0  suregrip test probes ?    tl  suregrip test leads ?   tp80  test probe extenders ?     soft foldable pouch, keeps the entire  set together shed light on the point of contact l 10 probe light and    probe extenders ?   8 in. probe extenders fit modular  test probes  ?   probe and extender length complies  with nfpa recommendations ?   bright white led illuminates    contact area ?   probe light fits on extender or    test probe for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories

 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories accessories fluke specialty   accessories and software   extend the utility of your multimeter fiber optics pv  50 pressure vacuum module ?   digital pressure and vacuum measure - ments in a single module ?   measures hvac/r, hydraulic and    pneumatic pressures to 350 psig/   2413 kpa (usable to 500 psig) ?   measures to 76 cm hg (29.9 in hg)    vacuum (not intended for measuring    microns of vacuum) ?   compatible with most popular digital    multimeters fom fiber optic meter the fluke fiber optic meter (fom)  helps you test and maintain fiber optic  cable without having to buy a whole  new meter. plug the fom directly into  any dmm with a mv dc funtion and a  10 m w  input impedance, and quickly  and accurately verify fiber optic cable  system loss. light sources and patch  cords sold separately. logging software flukeview ?  forms harness the power of the data logging  function on your fluke digital multimeter,  thermometer or processmeter. log live  readings while connected to a pc, or leave  your fluke 189, 789 or 54-ii in place to  capture up to 1,000 readings for download  to a pc. flukeview ?  forms easy-to-use  wizards allow you to download read - ings from your fluke tool and store and  display individual readings or a series  of measurements. spot trends and docu - ment interruptions or spikes. use standard  forms or the flukeview ?  designer feature  to customize reports using your specific  data or company logo. free demo-reader  download allows co-workers or clients to  open your report and interact with cap - tured data. choose the model thats right for you: ?     fvf-sc1: includes software and cable  used with 53-ii and 54-ii thermometers  and 87iv and 89iv dmms ?     fvf-sc2: includes software and cable  used with 180 series dmms and 789  processmeters ?   fvf-sc3: includes software and cable  used with 45 bench meters go to  www.fluke.com/flukeviewforms  to  download the demo. new!  flukeview ?  forms basic an abridged version of flukeview forms.  analyze and share data with the provided  standard forms. available for use with 180  series dmms and 789 processmeters, only.  upgrade to the full flukeview forms with  fvf-ug. make extended logging easier new!  bp189 high capacity  battery pack for fluke 180  series multimeters ?     expands battery life up to 450 hours ?   accepts four c batteries ?   allows you to use your fluke 189 to    continually log data for up to two weeks fos 850 and fos 850/1  00  fiber optic light sources a variety of led light sources allow you  to test different cables. h900 test lead holder ?   heavy duty construction with    mounting holes  ?   holder has 10 slots for wires up to    8 mm in diameter  ?   over-all dimensions: 27.9 cm l x    8.9 cm w x 3.2 cm h  ?   one-year warranty pressure and vacuum new!  sv  5/10pak ?   pack of 10 stray voltage adapters ?   adapter makes sure meter has low input  impedence that eliminates stray voltage stray voltage 65

 accessories 66   fluke current clamps for use with dmms, scopemeters   and power quality analyzers ac current clamp specifications ac only models i200s i400s 80i-600a i1000s i2000 flex 1  current and watt readings will be multiples of 10 higher or lower than actual. * requires pm9081/001 or bp880 adapters i  00 i  00s i  00 i  00s 80i-600a i1000s i  000 flex i  000s flex ac current  range 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.5 a to  400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.2 a to  1000 a 2 a to 2000 a   ac rms 1 a to 3000 a accuracy <  3 % +0.5  a48 to 65 hz <  1 % +0.5 a   48 hz to  65 hz 2 % + 0.06 a   45 hz to  400 hz .5 a to 40 a,  2 %  +    .015 a, 5 a to  400 a, 2 % +  .04 a, 45 to  400 hz 2 % 50 hz to  1 khz 10 a to  100 a:    2 %+0.5 a   100 a to  1000 a:    1 %+1 a    48 to 65 hz 0.2 to 10 a:    3 %+0.1 a    10 a to  100 a:   2 %+0.5 a   100 a to  1000 a:    1 %+1 a    48 to 65 hz  1 % of  range   45 to 65 hz   ranges: 20  a, 200 a,  2000 a* 1 to 30 a:    2 % + 0.1 a  1 to 300 a:    2 % + 0.5 a  1 to 3000 a:  2 % + 2 a    48 to 65 hz bandwidth  (-3 db) 40 hz to    40 khz 40 hz to    40 khz 5 khz to    20 khz 5 hz to    10 khz 10 hz to    50 khz 5 hz to    100 khz 10 hz to    20 khz 10 hz to    100 khz maximum con - ductor diameter 20 mm  (0.8 in) 20 mm  (0.8 in) 32 mm  (1.25 in) 32 mm  (1.25 in) 50 mm  (1.98 in) 54 mm  (2.13 in) 177 mm  (7 in) 64 x 100 mm  (2.52 x 3.94 in) maximum    conductor size 300 mcm 300 mcm 750 mcm  750 mcm 2-500 mcm  or 1-1000  mcm 2-500 mcm  or 1-1000  mcm 60 mm (24  in) circumfer - ence 610 mm or  915 mm output levels 1 ma/a 10 mv/a    100 mv/a 1 ma/a 10 mv/a    1 mv/a 1 ma/a    10 mv/a 1 mv/a    10 mv/a    100 mv/a 100 mv/a    10 mv/a    1 mv/a 10 mv/a    1 mv/a    0.1 mv/a output cable 1.5 m    shrouded  banana plugs 2 m to bnc  termination 1.5 m    shrouded  banana plugs 2.5 m to bnc  termination 1.2 m    shrouded  banana plugs 1.6 m to bnc  termination 2 m with  double   shrouded  banana plugs 2.1 m to bnc  termination warranty one-year one-year one-year one-year one-year one-year one-year one-year safety rating cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v cat iii  1000 v   cat iv 600 v cat iii  1000 v   cat iv 600 v cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v meter    compatability ac range 10/11/12/   12b/16/18 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.1 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 110/111/112 3 a to 200 a 30 a to 400 a 3 a to 1000 a* 30 a to  2000 a 30 a to  3000 a 114/115/116/   117 60 a to 200 a   (115, 117 only) 1 a to    200 a ac 60 a to 400 a   (115, 117 only) 0.6 a to 400  a ac* 60 a to 600a 0.2 a to 1000  a ac* 4 a to    2000 a ac 1 a to    3000 a ac 21/23/73/75/77  series iii 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.1 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 26/79 series iii 1 a to 40 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 40 a  and 200 a to  400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 40 a  and 200 a to  600 a 0.2 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 2 a to    3000 a 27 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1a to 600 a 0.1 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 70 series iii 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.1 a to  1000 s* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 175/177/179 3 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 3 a to 400 a 3 a to 400 a* 3 a to 600 a 0.3 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 3 a to    3000 a 1577/1587   insulation meter 3 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 3 a to 400 a 3 a to 400 a* 3 a to 600 a 0.3 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 3 a to    3000 a 83-iii, 83-v,  88v 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.1 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 85/87 series iii  87 series v 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.2 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 2 a to    3000 a 87/89 series iv  187/189 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.1 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 8060a/8062a  dmms 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.2 a to   1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 2 a to    3000 a 860 series  graphical  multimeter 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 0.3 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 3 a to    3000 a 43 b   power  meter 1 a to 200 a 1 0.35 a to  400 a 0.1 a to  1000 a 1 4 a to  2000 a 1 1 a to  3000 a 1 433/434 power  quality 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.3 a to  1000 a 5 a to    2000 a 1.2 a to  3000 a 9x scopemeter 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.1 a to  1000 a 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 123/124  scopemeter 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.25 a to  1000 a 4.5 a to  2000 a 2.5 a to  3000 a 190 series  scopemeter 1 a to 200 a 1 a to 400 a 0.1 a to  1000 a 4 a to    2000 a 1 a to    3000 a 45 dmm 1.5 a to  100 a 1 a to 200 a 1.5 a to  100 a 1 a to 400 a 1.5 a to 100  a and 500 a  to 600 a 0.15 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 1.5 a to  3000 a 74x series  process  calibrators 1.1 a to  200 a 1.1 a to  400 a 1.1 a to  1000 a* 11 a to  2000 a 11 a to  3000 a 787/789  processmeter 50 a to 200 a 1 a to 200 a 50 a to 400 a 1 a to 400 a 50 a to 440 a 0.2 a to  1000 a* 4 a to    2000 a 2 a to    3000 a for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories i3000s flex

 i 0s and i 0  hall effect  ac/dc current clamps ?   use with multimeters or  recorders for non-intrusive    current measurements for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories   fluke current clamps for use with dmms, scopemeters   and power quality analyzers 67 accessories ac/dc current clamp specifications 80i-110s i  10 i1010 i  0 i  0s dc range 0.1 a to 100 a 1 to 400 a 1 to 1000 a 4 ma to 20 a 4 ma to 20 a ac range 0.1 a to 70 a 1 a to 400 a 1 a to 600 a 4 ma to 20 a rms 4 ma to 20 a rms accuracy 0.1 a to 10 a; dc  to 1 khz:  3 % +  50 ma; up to    100 a add 15 %;  up to    20 khz add 12 % 3.5 % + 0.5 a for  dc or ac    (45 to 400 hz) 2 % + 0.5 a for  dc or ac    (45 to 400 hz)  1 %  2 ma  1 %  2 ma bandwidth (-3 db) 100 khz 3 khz 10 khz dc to 20 khz    (-0.5 db) dc to 100 khz    (-0.5 db) zero error    adjustment yes yes yes yes yes maximum    conductor    diameter 11.8 mm (0.46 in) 30 mm (1.18 in) 30 mm (1.18 in) 19 mm (0.75 in) 19 mm (0.75 in) maximum    conductor size 1 awg 750 mcm or 2- 500 mcm 750 mcm or 2- 500 mcm 250 mcm 250 mcm output levels 10 mv/a, 100  mv/a 1 mv/a 1 mv/a 100 mv/a 100 mv/a output cable 1.6 meter with  bnc    termination 1.2 meter with  shrouded banana  plugs 1.2 meter with  shrouded banana  plugs 1.5 meter with  shrouded dual  banana plue 2 meter with bnc    termination battery life 40 hours 60 hours 60 hours 30 hours 30 hours warranty one-year one-year one-year one-year one-year safety cat ii 600 v; cat  iii 300 v cat iii 600 v cat iii 600 v cat iii 300 v cat iii 300 v *  requires pm9081/001 adapter   **  requires pm9082/001 adapter ac/dc models i410 i1010 80i-110s power quality ac combo packs   for 4-phase current measurements i5spq3 i30s i30 i430flex 4-pack 

 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories accessories 68 fluke temperature   accessories   hot probes with cool designs use an 80ak adapter with meters with temperature function such as the 16, 78, 83v, 87v, 88v, 179, 187 and 189  the 80tk enables your meter to read temperature using mv (see the accessory selection guide on page 60 for meters) for the fluke thermometer, 51, 52, 53, and 54 iii, no adaper is necessary for thermocouple types k, j, t and e cleans up with  soap and water soft rubber    handle provides  a secure grip suregrip ?  temperature  accessories the innovative suregrip ?  design  from fluke is now available in select  temperature probes. the soft rubber  handle combined with a new ergo - nomic shape is so comfortable    to hold that youll forget about    the probe and focus on the    measurement. all suregrip    probes have an improved,    more flexible strain relief    for a long life. the right tool for the job make better temperature measurements  with a probe designed for your application.  the 80pk-8 pipe clamp probe (shown) is  specifically designed for measuring pipe  temperatures, calculating superheat and  sub-cooling for refrigeration troubleshoot - ing. other special purpose probes shown  are designed for making quick surface,  fluid and air temperature measurements.  the piercing probe makes it possible to  make temperature measurements below  the surface of a soft object. to enable your  fluke dmm or 50 series ii thermometer  to make its best possible measurements,  chose the correct probe from the selection  guide below. bead bead hvac immersion surface air piercing general    purpose industrial    surface  pipe clamp 80bk 80pk-1    80pj-1 80pk-11 80pk-  80pk-  a 80pk-  80pk-  5    80pt-  5 80pk-  6 80pk-  7 80pk-8 lowest temp -40 c (-40 f) -30 c (-22 f) -40 c (-40 f) 0 c (32 f) -40 c (-40 f) k type: -40 c     (-40 f) t type:    -196 c (-321 f) -40 c (-40 f) -127 c (-196 f) -29 c (-20 f) highest temp 260 c (500 f) 105 c (221 f) 1090 c (1994 f) 260 c (500 f) 816 c (1500 f) 350 c (662 f)   816 c (1500 f) 600 c (1112 f) 149 c (300 f) probe material k type wire with    teflon insulation velcro inconel 600 k type sensor  with teflon body inconel 316 stainless  steel 304 stainless steel k type sensor  with pvc body probe length 1 m lead wire 19 m velcro cuff 21.27 cm    (8.375 in) 9.525 cm    (3.75 in) 21.59 cm    (8.5 in) 10.16 cm    (4 in) 21.57 cm    (8.5 in) 20.32 cm    (8 in) for pipes from    6.4 mm (.25 in)    to 34.9 mm  (1.375 in) cable length 1 m (39 in) 1.3 m (4 ft) 1 m (39 in) connection standard    banana jack molded thermocouple plug suregrip handle no no no yes no yes yes yes yes no key feature ideal for initial troubleshooting.  can be secured in place with a  magnet. velcro probe  allows    hands free  temperature  measurement. for use in  liquids or in  gels. exposed junc - tion for direct  contact with  flat or slightly  convex surfaces. perforated baffle  for air and  non-caustic gas  measurements probe material  safe for use in  foods. sharp tip  pierces solid  surfaces.. use for general  purpose air or  surface mea - surements low conductiv - ity stainless  steel minimizes  thermal shunt - ing. extra  rugged. clamps securely  to pipe.  measurements  are repeat - able to 0.56 c  (1 f). thermocouple  types k  k,   j k k k,   t k typical use general purpose ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? hvac ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? food service ? ? industrial ? ? ? ? ? residential ? ? ? ? ? ? commercial ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

 80tk thermocouple module ?   converts k-type thermocouple  signals into mv output ?   connects to dmm via    standard banana plugs  ?   switch selectable c or f ?   range: -50 c to 1000 c   (-58 f to 1832 f) ?   includes 80pk-1 probe 80t-150u universal solid state  temperature probe ?   for measurement of air, surface  and non-corrosive materials ?   measurement range:    -50 c to 150 c    (-58 f to 302 f) ?   output: 1 mv/c or 1 mv/f   (switch selectable)  ?   connects to dmm via standard banana plugs  80ak dmm adapter ?   adapts k-type thermocouple    mini-connector to dual banana  plug inputs ?   compatible with all fluke  dmms with temperature  measurement functions ?   measurement range and accuracy    is not affected by the 80ak adapter 80bk integrated dmm    temperature probe ?   compatible with all fluke dmms    with temperature measurement    functions ?   k-type thermocouple with    standard banana jack ?   convenient one-piece construction ?   measurement range: -40 c to 260 c    (-40 f to 500 f) for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories accessories fluke temperature   accessories turn your digital multimeter    into a thermometer 80ck-m and 80cj-m   type k and j male    mini-connectors ?   isothermal screw terminal  for k or j wire ?   suitable for up to 20    gauge thermocouple wire ?   color coded to industry  standards (k-yellow,    j-black) ?   two per package 80pj-ext, 80pk- ext, 80pt-ext  thermocouple wire  extension kits for extending and    repairing j, k or t-type    thermocouple wires. ?   kit includes 3 m (approx.    9 ft.) of thermocouple    wire and 1 pair of    male/female    mini-connectors ?   maximum continuous    exposure temperature:    260 c (500 f)  ?   80pk-ext is compatible  with k-type thermometers;  80pj-ext is designed for    j-type thermometers, and  80pt-ext is designed for  t-type thermometers bp717 ?   nicd rechargeable battery;    nominal 7.2 volt, 1700 ma hr ?   use in 867b meters or 700  and 740 series calibrators bp75 ?   nimh rechargeable battery;    nominal 7.2 volt, 3500 ma hr ?   use in 700 and 740 series  calibrators 700ltp low pressure    test pump  the fluke 700ltp is designed    to generate either vacuum to    -12 psi/-.85 bar or pressures to  30 psi/2000 mbar. the fluke  700 ltp is primarily intended    for low pressure applications. 700ilf in-line filter  the fluke 700ilf can be used  to isolate the calibrator from  incidental contact with fluids.  particularly useful with the 718  calibrator to help keep moisture  or oils from contaminating the  on-board pump. other temperature accessories thermocouple  plug kits 700tc1 a kit of 10 mini-plug    connectors. one each  of the following:   type j (black)   type k (yellow)   type t (blue)   type e (purple)   type r/s (green)   type b or cu (white)   type l (j-din) (blue)   type u (t-din) (brown)   type c (red)   type n (orange) 700tc a kit of 7 mini-plug    connectors.   type j (black), two   type k (yellow), two   type e (purple), one   type t (blue), one   type r/s (green), one process tools accessories 700ptp pneumatic    test pump the 700ptp is a handheld  pressure pump designed to  generate either vacuum to  -11.6 psi/-0.8 bar or pressure  to 600 psi/25 bar. 700htp hydraulic    test pump the 700htp is designed to  generate pressures up to  10,000 psi/700 bar. use the  fluke-700prv adjustable  relief valves to limit pressures  to 1360 psi and 5450 psi. 700hth hydraulic    test hose the 700hth is a 10,000  psi, 700 bar test hose that  connects to a calibration  unit under test from a fluke  700htp hydraulic test pump. 700pmp pressure  pump the 700pmp is a hand- operated pressure pump  to provide pressures up to  150 psi/1000 kpa. output  fitting is 1/8 fnpt. fluke 700-iv current  shunt conversion factor:    10 mv = 1 ma   accuracy (% of input,    1 year): 0.025 %   input current:    0 to 55 ma   input resistance:    250  w  nominal   output resistance:    10  w  nominal    accuracy specification  applies from +18 c and    28 c to 50 c   maximum input voltage:  30 v dc new!     80pr-60 rtd  temperature  probe ?   resistance    temperature  detector probe  designed to    add contact measurements to your    fluke 66 and 68 non-contact infrared  thermometers ?   measurement range: -40 c to 260 c    (-40 f to 500 f) ?   3.5 mm phono type jack is only    appropriate for fluke 66 and 68  thermometers 69

 for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories accessories 70   fluke cases and holsters a premium meter deserves a    premium case c1600 meter and    accessories gear box this rugged, molded    plastic case will    carry fluke digital    multimeters, process    calibrators and most    fluke accessories used    for these meters. ?     deep interior large enough    to hold and protect your gear ?     rubber gasket in lid seals out  dust and keeps contents dry ?     lift out tray keeps everything  organized   h6 infrared thermometer holster ?   durable nylon construction    protects your thermometer    while keeping it within reach ?   for fluke 63, 66 and 68 infrared  thermometers h5 electrical tester holster ?   rugged fabric holster    includes flap for lead    storage and built-in    belt loop ?   fits fluke t3 and t5 testers h   clamp meter holster ?   rugged fabric holster includes    flap for lead storage and    built-in belt loop ?   for fluke 320 and    330 series clamp meters c550 tool bag ?   steel reinforced  frame ?   rugged ballistic  cloth with heavy  duty hardware ?   large zippered    storage compartment    with 25 pockets ?   weather resistant ?   carry all your tools to the job c75 accessory case ?   zippered carrying case with    two inside pockets ?   carry test lead sets or probes premium cases soft cases hard cases c50a c510 c5 c50 c90 c1 a c1 5 c c789 c0 c101 genuine top grade leather  cowhide. zippered carrying cases protect your meter; most cases come with   belt loops so your meter is stored conveniently on your tool belt. tough polyprophylene cases  hold and protect meters and  accessories. dimensions 22.5 cm x 7.0  cm x 4.8 cm    (10 in x 3.125  in x 2.125 in) 20.3 cm x 11.3  cm x 5.1 cm  (9 in x 5 in x  2.25 in) 19.2 cm x 11  cm x 5.6 cm  (8.5 in x 4.9 in  x 2.5 in) 16.9 cm x 8.5  cm x 3.4 cm   (7.5 in x 3.75  in x 1.5 in) 19.2 cm x 7.9  cm x 5.6 cm    (8 in x 3.5 in    x 2.5 in) 15.1 cm x 11.3  cm x 3.4 cm  (6.7 in x 5 in    x 1.5 in) 23.7 cm x 13.5  cm x 5.6 cm  (10.5 in x 6 in    x 2.5 in) 30.4 cm x 19.7  cm x 6.7 cm  (13.5 in x 8.75  in x 3 in) 27.0 cm x 22.5  cm x 6.7 cm  (12 in x 10 in  x 3 in) 22.5 cm x 13.5  cm x 9.0 cm  (10 in x 6 in x  4 in) 30.5 cm x 36  cm x 10.5 cm  (12 in x 14.2 in  x 4.1 in) dmms 10/11/12/12b ? ? ? 110/111/112 ? ? ? ? ? ? 16 ? ? ? ? ? ? 21/23/26/   75/77/79 ? ? ? ? ? 27 ? ? ? 70/73 iii ? ? ? ? ? 175/177 ? ? ? ? ? 179 ? ? ? ? ? 83/85/87  series iii ? ? ? ? ? 87/89 iv ? ? ? ? ? 83/87 series v ? ? ? ? ? 187/189 ? ? ? ? ? 867b ? clamp meters 321/322 ? insulation testers 1503/1507   1577/1587 ? ? thermometers 50s/50d ? ? ? ? ? 51/52/53/54  series ii ? ? ? ? ? 61 ? 65 ? ? ? electrical testers t3/t5 ? 7-600/7-300 ? ? ? scopemeters 123/124 ? ? ? ? power quality 39/41b ? ? process tools 705/707 ? 712/713 ? ? 714/715/716/717 ? ? 725 ? ? ? ? 741/743/744 ? ? 787 ? ? ? ? ? 789 ? ? ? ? ? ?

 verification tools for more information and detailed specifications, go to www.fluke.com/accessories accessories 71 take care of your test tools   inside and out   fluke holsters and fuses new!  metercleaner wipes ?     industrial strength cleaning    formula removes surface dirt,    oil and grease ?     safe on rubber  ?     safe to the    environment ?     comes in    two sizes:    6-pack (mc6)    and 50-pack    (mc50) protective meter holsters c10 meter holster ?   snap on yellow holster  absorbs shocks and pro - tects meter from rough  handling ?   fits fluke 10 series dmms  c70y meter holster ?   snap on yellow holster  absorbs shocks and pro - tects meter from rough  handling ?   flex-stand ?  allows meter  to hang, lean or stand  for convenience and best  viewing ?   for fluke 70 and 73  meters h80m protective  holster with    magnetic strap ?   snap on holster absorbs  shocks and protects meter  from rough handling ?   magnetic strap solution  makes it easy to hang your  meter for hands free work ?   for fluke 80 series    dmms, 710 series and    787 calibration tools model fuse requirements 21/23/75/77-ii p/n 871173; 630 ma 250v fuse    p/n 892583; 15 a 600 v fuse 21-iii/75-iii 73-iii p/n 871173; 630 ma 250 v fuse    p/n 803293 11 a 1000 v fuse 76/29/79-ii    83/85/87/88 (s/n < 65650001) p/n 871207; 1 a 600 v fuse    p/n 892583; 15 a 600 v fuse 25/27 (s/n < 7247001) p/n 871173; 630 ma 250 v fuse    p/n 871202; 3a 600 v fuse    p/n 892583; 15a 600 v fuse 27 (s/n >7247001) p/n 943121; 440 ma 1000 v fuse    p/n 803293; 11a 1000 v fuse 45 (s/n < 7211001) p/n 871181; 500 ma 250 v fuse    p/n 892583; 15 a 600 v fuse 45 (s/n > 7211001) p/n 871181; 500 ma 250 v fuse    p/n 943121; 440 ma 1000 v fuse    p/n 803293; 11 a 1000 v fuse 73 and 73-ii p/n 892583; 15 a 600 v fuse 863/865/867/867b    83/85/87 (s/n > 65650001)    87-iv/89-iv/187/189/    83-iii/85-iii/87-iii/87e-iii/83v/87v    23-iii/77-iii/26-iii/79-iii/175/177/179 p/n 943121; 440 ma 1000 v fuse    p/n 803293; 11 a 1000 v fuse 111/112 p/n 803293; 11 a 1000 v fuse 712/713/714/715/716/717/718 p/n 686527; 125 ma 250 v fuse 724/725 p/n 2002234 (qty. 1); 50 ma 250 v fuse 1577/1587 p/n 943121; 440 ma 1000 v fuse 1503/1507 p/n 2279339; 315 ma, 1000 v fuse fuse selection guide intellitone   00 kit ?   intellitone digital processing  eliminates noise and  false signals  ?   new smarttone ?   analog toning pre - cisely isolates indi - vidual wire pairs  ?   locates cables safely  and effectively on  active networks  ?   verifies twisted-pair  installation with visual end-to-end  continuity test  ?   identifies, diagnoses, and trouble - shoots datacom/telecom services test the integrity of utp, coax,  phone and security cabling  using known standards. microscanner pro ?   the essential cable verification tester ?   measures length and distance to    fault via true tdr (time domain  reflectometry) ?   pinpoints opens, shorts, reversed,  crossed and split pairs ?   tests utp, stp and coax cables ?   flashes hub and switch port lights ?   identifies active networking hubs and  detects speed/duplex settings ?   analog tone generator with four song  selections micromapper  ?   the fast, comprehensive    lan wiremap checker ?   tests twisted-pair cables for  opens, shorts, crossed pairs,  split pairs, or any miswires ?   verifies correct pin outs,  wiremap toolpak ?  magnetic meter  hanging solution ?   free both hands to make measurements ?   hang your meter from metallic surfaces  like panels and pipes ?   kit includes universal hanger clips  (two), hook and loop straps (two  lengths), adapter and strong magnet ?   attaches to back of many fluke meters,  including 110, 170, 180 series, 87v  and 83v dmms, 724, 725 and 789  process calibrators, 70 series iii dmms,  1503, 1507, 1577 and 1587 insulation  multimeters and 50 series ii digital  thermometers replacement fuses for fluke dmms are available from your distributor in 440 ma, 500 ma, 630 ma,  1 a, 2 a, 3 a, 11 a, and 15 a values. to order direct from fluke call 1-888-99-fluke (u.s.) or    contact your distributor. 

 whats new from fluke the new products to help keep  you up and running fluke. 	 keeping your world   up and running . ? your authorized fluke distributor fluke ti0 thermal imager the fluke ti20 thermal imager is an unbeatable solution for    predictive maintenance and troubleshooting. ?   includes unlimited-use insideir ?  companion software    and professional training materials. ?   designed for industrial use. ip54-rated for use in dust    and moisture flled environments. ?   follow easy, on-camera instructions each time you perform    inspections (simply point, focus and pull the trigger) for fast    and easy inspection routing. for more information, see page  8 . fluke 88  5a and 886a 6.5  digit precision multimeters ?   6.5 digit resolution ?   graphical display ?   basic v dc accuracy of up to 0.0024 % ?   100 ua to 10 a current ?   10 ohm to 1 gohm resistance ?   2x4 wire ohms measurement technique ?   frequency, period, capacitance and  rtd temperature measurements ?   analytical modes; trendplot, ?     histogram and statistics ?   usb device port, for memory storage  devices ?   rs-232, ieee-488 and lan interfaces for more information, see page   1. fluke 117 electricians digital multimeter the fluke 117 is one of four new compact digital multimeters.    choose from models specifcally designed for commercial electricians,  hvac/r technicians and field service technicians. engineered by  you, designed by fluke. ?   voltalert ?  technology for integrated non-contact voltage detection. ?   autovolt feature for automatic ac/dc voltage selection. ?   loz: low input impedance prevents false readings due to    ghost voltage. for more information, see page 17 . fluke 975 airmeter ? the fluke 975 airmeter test tool raises    indoor air monitoring to the next level by  combining fve powerful tools in one, rugged  and easy-to-use handheld device.    the fluke 975 measures: ?   temperature ?   relative humidity ?   air velocity ?   co 2 ?   co for more information see page 5 . fluke corporation po box 9090,    everett, wa usa 98206 fluke europe b.v. po box 1186, 5602 bd  eindhoven, the netherlands for more information call: in the u.s.a. (800) 443-5853 or  fax (425) 446-5116 in europe/m-east/africa  (31 40) 2 675 200 or  fax (31 40) 2 675 222 in canada (800) 36-fluke or  fax (905) 890-6866 from other countries  +1 (425) 446-5500 or  fax +1 (425) 446-5116 web access: http://www.fuke.com ?2006 fluke corporation.  all rights reserved. specifcations  subject to change without notice.  lem is a trademark of lem holding s.a.  corporation. microsoft is a registered  trademark of microsoft corporation.  printed in u.s.a. 11/2006    1274458 c-us-n rev o    volume   7    
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